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A B S T R A C T 
This stuiy on th« vaoimm tretuls o£ Xiteraxy critlcltRi 
in Arabic consist* of fi'snt chapters whose salient features 
nay be in€icata< as followst 
!• Literary revivification of Arabic literature in 
this perioAuifas not an ininediate result of Napolean*8 inva* 
sion on Egypt* Xt rather was a result ofic the feeling of 
nationalism which started to prevail amongst the Arabs« par-
the 
ticularly/(Egyptians^ in the last century* 
2* By the beginning of the present centucy certain 
new views began to surface regar<a;ing poetxy* 'Oiese views 
may be taken to from the basis of some of Idte concepts pro* 
pagate^ later ^n by the group of al«Dlwan« They^ for ins-
tance^ are (i) considering poetry as a rhythmic composition 
and neglecting the rh^me anA (ii> regarding poetry as an 
escpression c^ feelings sicn^ring in the heart besides find-> 
ing fault with the imitative trend* 
3* *Abdurt->Rahman ShxiHri was the outstanding persten 
from among the members of al«>Diwan* He was almost a teacher 
of his two associates^ namely al**Aqqad and al»»Hazini# at 
least during the first stage of their literary life* 
4* The critical activities of themembers of al-
Diwan were for the roost part individualistic* They put for-
- 2 « 
ward new concept of poetry and its art. while proceeding 
in this way they took recourse to the views of English roman-
tics in general and to those of Coleridge and Wordsworth in 
particular. All the meiobers of al-oXwin adopted the vie>ni 
of the English critics l:ut differently. As far as Shukri 
is concerned^ most of his views are the reflections of the 
ideas of the above two critics. Al»*Aqqad on the other hand, 
has been influenced mainly by Coleridge. This may be due 
to the fact that Coleridge •s approach to the problems is 
philosophical v^ich agrees with al«>*Aqqad*s tendency in deal* 
ing with them \a^ ich is intellectual. But al-Mazini has been 
influenced by Wordsworth in particular. 
5. Concerning soma problems of poetry# the members 
of al#>DXwan could not coc^rehend properly ^ a t the romantics 
had opined. Organic unity is an example of this* shukri 
treated it in a simple manner and did not pay attention to 
its arelationship with the other elements specially with ima-
gination. In those days al-'Aqqad also did not un^rstand 
this problem thoroughly while al-Mazlni did not devote any 
part of his writing to it. 
6. Despite t3%e fact that the members of the group of 
al^Dlwan have been influenced lay the rc»nantics, they have 
their own conceptions about various problems. Or rather they 
mix up their personal ideas with the views escpressed by the 
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HoroaiYtics so much so that the reader may be misled in recog-
nising the sdoxce from which they tobk help as has been the 
case with JDr. Muhaninad Mandiitr and soma other scholars whose 
erfors ija this regards have been pointed out by us inthis 
thesis. 
7* The fundamental principles %«hich the members of 
al^Diwab have enunciated have been followed partly in the 
criticism written by al««Aqqad on shawqi, AS far as al-Mazini 
is concerned, he has not conplied with them in hie writings 
on al-'Aqqid, Hafiz Ibrahim and Shukri. He indeed has proved 
himself to be a sentimental critic, shukri has made no con-
tribution in the field of applied criticism, 
8. Although the mentisers of al*DXwan have adduced 
certain views in regard fb the problems of poetry in which 
seme sort of deficiency n^y be traced, yet they have been 
able to influence greatly the literary scene of the Arab world. 
From imitation they turned it towards modernism so much so 
that the growing feneration adopted the new concepts which 
they preached. As a result of this achievement the imitative 
trend receded back and faded away gradually, not only in 
Egypt but in all the eastern countries of the Arab world. 
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I n T R 0 D U C T I O N 
It is obvious that the transitory stage lies bet-
ween the present which has its history ahd depth on the 
one hand and the future which "'s desired on the other,The 
distinguishing features of this stage become laanifested 
through arduous effort. Burden of this effort mostly 
falls upon the shoulders of those who look forward to 
stabilize and po-pul .rize iicw values in order to lead the 
society to advancement and upon those who possess the cha-
racteristics which qualify them to perform their important 
role in this regard. The most salient of these character-
istics are s insight, clear conception of what is meant to 
be done and then loatience and capacity to communicate the 
new ideas to the people in such a form \;hich wins them 
over to modernism. The persons who devote their energies 
to the fulfilment and materialization of this task depend 
on contemplation of the real situation v/hich surrounds 
them and at the same time they seek guidance from the ach-
ievements of those who arrived at a higher stage of deve-
lopment and a better understanding of life. 
Beginning of the present century was considered as 
a stage of transJtinn, not only in Egypt but in the eas-
tern Arab countries as a whole. For, people, at this 
stage, witnessed a stronger connection being establishe-
between the Ar-.b v/orld and the West and got themselves 
acquajr.ued with the western achievements in various fields 
'xnd hence the windows of their minds wore openeJ, At the 
same time, the ottoman constitutior vis pxomulgaLod irl the 
year 1908. This constitution brought about freedom of 
thought and expression, though this freedom again dis-
appeared after a short while. 
The Arabic iDoetry at this time was direcbed to the 
ancient methods of co.iposition and had reached the zenith 
of its revivalism. But to continue to be restricted to 
the frame prepared by the predecessors or to preserve the 
old system in composing poetry meant to remain behind the 
new developments in life. Consequently, it became nece-
ssary to change x">Gople's conception of poetry if its de-
velopment was desired. 
The standard of this movement has been carried in 
Egypt especially by t^ -^ ree persons. They arc '.ibdur-Rahman 
Shukrl, 'Abbas Mahmud ol-'Aqqad and Ibrahim al-Mazini. 
These litterateurs belonged to tl e middle class which 
led the movement of social and cultural change in Egy]:it 
which included literature also. They wcro later denomi-
nated as Jama'at al-Diwan and were 'known by this denoiai--
nation among the Arab litterateurs and critics. 
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They were indeed well c^'V-C ---jd and were tliorougha.y 
acquainted with the litor-cture of the Arabs as v/ell as with 
that of the Iv'oct. B\ virtue of this acquaintencc they der-
ived new concepts of poetry and its problems and tried to 
popularize them particularly through theoretical statements, 
They .'.ocidedly were the first to hold aloft the flag of 
modernization of both poetry and literary criticism in 
Arabic in the beginning of this century. They, therefore, 
deserve to be considered as the outstanding persons in this 
field and to be placed in the position v;hich is their due 
in the history of modern Arabic criticism. 
However, they are called Jama'at al-~Diwan as al-
'Aqqad, in collaboration VN^ ith al-Mazini, published in the 
year 1921, a book of literary criticism entitled al-Diwan. 
Though Shukri v/as not a partner in bringing out this bcc]^, 
yet he is also counted among them ?.G he .shared most of 
their ideas as a whol . 
Al-'Aqqad and al-Mazini wrote in :;his book bitter 
criticism on some of the most important litterateurs of the 
time including Abdur Rahman Shukri. Ahmad Shawqi and Mus-
tafa Lutfi al-Manfaluti arc the two other outstanding 
• • • 
who fo.ll in t h i s category. 
j-t was ex]pGCtecl that the above mentioned book would 
consist of ten volr.mes as the authors had planned and had 
mentioned on its covjr. But they, anyway, gave up the task 
after jJublishlnCf only two volumes due to certain unknown 
reasons* 
Prior to that a number of litterateurs had endevour-
ed per their ability to extricate Arabic literature from 
the backward condition in which it was, But they lacked 
a clear and ri-'oe concept of literature, n .nc^ they had 
turned to th-^  Arabic heritage in order to seek guidance 
from it. Or other\.?ise they had expressed, according to 
their capacity, some new ideas which mostly vjere iiapcrfect. 
Before taking up the group of al-Diwan, J have tried to 
draw a clear picture of these idios in the first chapter 
of the thesis in order to make the reader acquainted with 
the nature of literary criticism in Arabic from the second 
half of the ninteentl- to the beginning of the tv/entieth 
century* 
The members of the c 1-Diwan group overcame the '^ -
ficiency of the litterateurs whose views have been l^iscu-
3300 in the first chapter and procec.'ed in a more forceful 
and effectual manner to mnci.jrnize i^ctry and criticism of 
the Arabs-. 
The mjmbers of this group mot one another in Cairo 
as they stuoiccl or served in various institutions there. 
IfJithin a short perio of time they realized that they were 
the offsprings of the same social class. Similarity of 
their ages as well as of their literary taste and the fact 
that all of them were poets brought them togehter all the 
more and cjmentod the bond of their friendship firmly. It 
was nitural therefore that they exchanged visits and held 
meetings during whicli they discussed various literary pro-
blems. They also wrote prefaces to the divans of one ano-
ther. Al-'Agqad has written two prefaces, one of them to 
the first collection of al-Mazini's poetry and the other 
to the seccad collection of Shukri's poetry. Besides this, 
they wrote prefaces to their own poetical v/orks. In all 
these prefaces they hive sfsted their ideas about and under-
standing of poetry. 
What is worth mentioning here is that neither this 
group vios a formal organization nor its members assigned to 
themselves specific literary activities. Instead of this 
they agreed upon the fundamental principles of poetry but 
every one of them dealt with its problems in his own way. 
This is the reason why some one of them aiscusses certain 
details which che others Co not take into accounts 
• V-Zli -
Pcrha^ js the •^ nlv thing two of thc^ m did in collabora-
tic n with cj'^ ch other wis that al-'Agqad 'ind al'-Mazini collec-
ted the criticism th y wrote separately on various littera-
teurs and published it in the book al-Diw m to which wo have 
alreaJy referred. This bock, however,resulted in Shukri's 
SL,par"'tion from his associates for containing bitter cri-
ticism on hiui written by al-Mazini. This l^id not stoi-> the 
other two from continuing their activities in relation to 
literary criticism. But after some time they indulged in 
politics oaC devo-cecJ much of their time t'. it though this 
dcvoti'^n 1-^ t^, ' only for a few years. Due to this fact I 
have IjruiceJ my work only to the year 1925 when they cec&ed 
to functioxi as a group though the association between al-
'Aqqad and aI--Mazini ccntmu^U even offer this ye-ir. Indeed 
what they achieved Juring rho first quarter of this century 
servec' as a foundation on which they built their critical 
thought rcrarding pov-cry jven after 1925. In my ojinion 
what they wrote later on did rot .^  viitc fromi the original 
path iA'VoO bv them. 
iMo doubt, the al-Diwnn group injected successfully 
new ideas into the literary and critical movement in Egypt 
which was considered' as a source of social and cultural ui>-
lift In the Arab coui tries. They influenced the succeeding 
generation so much so thac a. .lum.jor of poets adopted the 
new trend. These poets inherited the traditions set by 
^ « l-\, * " 
al-Diw^.n group anJ continuGcl the ;jrocess of modernization 
and in the year 1932 formed an organisation v;ith the name 
"Apullu"' under the 1' \dership of Dr. Ahmad Zaki Abu Shadl 
(d. 1955 ) to propagate their ic'eas. 
I have already indicated that the raembers of al-
Diwan treated the details of the problems of poetry indivi-
dually. Accordingly I have assigned a s>„paratc chapter to 
every one of them and have tried to drav/ o clear picture 
of their viov;s and ideas. These chapters have been arranged 
accor^'ing to their relative importance with regard to lit-
erary crii-JLijm in the period under sbudy. Every chapter 
consiscs of vcrious sub-titles. In writing these chapters 
descriptive method has been fclloVv'od. Then an attempt has 
been .aado to depict the understand'ing of the English reman-* 
tics reci^ r^ i^ng these problems anJI a comj^ jarison has been 
made between the tv/o groups. For this purpose I have 
specially chosen two gr^ar personalities out of the English 
romantics, i.e. Coleridge and /•iorL.sworth. For, these two 
are considered as the ^lersons who laid down the foundation 
of English romanticism. They are so important indeed that 
either 
the English critics vjho followed them^/dc^pended on their 
theories or just exj^  laincv.!. them, I have, therefore thought 
it proper to make ecm .nrison v/ith the or-iginatcrs of the 
romantic criticism in English. This com^-irisen,however. 
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has been made only vihen ic has appeared to me that there 
is some connection between the tvvo, i.e. al-Diwan group 
and the English romentics, be it one of similarity or of 
dissimilarity. 
As far as the last chapter is concerned^ it has 
been devoted to applied criticism v;ritten by al-'Aqqad and 
al-Ma2.inl. Shukri has marie no contribu-Lion in chis field. 
In this chapter my aim has been to find out to what extent 
these two critics have been able to adhere to the theore-
tical principles enunciated by them in their;/writings. 
Here no c. iparision has been made between them and the 
romantics because the latcer have not left any impact on 
al"'Aqqad and al-Mazini in this regard. Their impact has 
indeed been restricted to the theoretical aspect of liter-
ary criticism alone. 
I have placed the Arabic quotations translated in-
to English at the en u of the thesis as a supplement. In 
the text I have put Indian numerals before them for the 
purpose of reIorenee. 
Lastly, this thesis is a humble actempt to serve 
modern literary criticism in x^rabic, 11 I have been able 
to achieve my goal even to some extent/ I would fool thut 
I have been rewarded sufficiently for my endeavour. 
C H A P T E R I 
SALIENT FEATURES OP THE REVIVAL OF 
LITERARY CRITICISM IN AR/vBIC"' 
PROM 
THE SECOND HALF OP THE 19TH TO THE BEGINNING 
OP THE 20TH CENTURY 
A - THE IMITATIVE TREND 
B - NEW EFFORTS 
Most oi the scholars agree that the literary revival in the 
Arab countries started when the French occupied Egypt in thfe year 
1798 I.e. afcer six years of the July revolution. They introduced 
a scj-finrific outlook and other prerequisites of the modern civi-
liza-cion which were unknown to the Egyptians. Their most cut-
was 
Stan "'illJ contribution / the introduction of the printing press 
1 
'/hich facilitated publication to some extent. 
Though the above point of viev; is largely accepted, it is 
not conclusive and correct. For, in my opinion, liistorical events 
do not affect the prevailing civilization instantaneously. Indeed 
thece events rcc.uire some period to stabilise and give chance to 
the nev/ ideas ard o virions co find their v/ay to the people.. and 
become a part of their culture and thence get reflected in their 
artistic and literary/ activity. 
However, the French invasion on Egypt under Napolean had 
another aspect too. Like any other colonolialist Napolean did 
not want to serve Egypt. The purpose behind the archaeolo-
gical discoveries v/hich the French made and the publication of 
newspapers which they introduced in Egypt was to serve the French 
themselves, Napolean was induced to occupy Egypt by his realiza-
tion of its strategic position and his v/ish for materializing his 
political dreams. Kis main object was to weaken the British by 
blocking their passage to India and threarening their interests 
2 
there. There tore what the French carried with thelTi to Egypt or 
did there \ms to serve their purpose as indicated above. In oth-
er words, in v/as not directly bonoficial to the x^ rabic literature. 
Al-ShayJch a l - j i b i r t i - an eye witness •- refers to some ac-
t 
tions of the French which astonished the Egyptians, He sayss"The 
most v;onderful of v/hat I sr\.\: ..,.. is that one of them took a bottle 
... and jjoured soireLhing from it in a beaker and then mixed with 
it some other liquid \/ith the result that the liquide rose up and 
a coloured smoke came out of it (and continued for sornc time) till 
it ceased. The contents of the beaker became dry and the residue 
v;as a yellow stone, then he threw it away. We toolc it up and exa-
mined it. He conLinued the process likewise and now the residue 
was a blue stone. The thirdi time the residue was a irubv red 
stone. Once he took some u'hitc jjowder and hammered it gently on 
an anvil, A bomb-like frightful voice came out of it. We \;ere 
3 
taken aback and they poked fun at us."I 
As far as the Arabic works ijrinto^ ' and circulatedL by them 
are concernod^ they -./ere small J- number .-ind ^ -deaded with the peo-
4 
pic to remain calm and ^jeaceful. The two ne^Jspapers, one of which 
was devoted to the publication of general and internal information 
about ilgypt and the second i/hich catered tor the cultural, economic 
anc' social rifiairs, could, not benefit the 2gyi. tians because their 
lauyaagc was Frenchi In addition to this, the French invasion 
soon faCGd a severe opijosit •'on frora the British governniGnt and 
from the Eoy^.cian poirplc and endoJ. in complete failure and ulti-
6 
matcly resulted in the v/itherawal of the French from Bgypti 
On the other hand, \'c are \v'ell aware that the E'jyptians, 
before the French invasjon/ wore living under the Ottoman rule, 
A num.ber of them hal learned the Turkish lan'-uogd thoroughly as a 
result of this political subservience. The TurJcish litterateurs 
were closely acquaintec^ vjith the nev; literary movements v/hich app-
care.l in Luro^ je generally and in France particularly, so much so 
7 
that a modern European - Turkish literary trend was born in Turkey, 
Still for this relationship between Egypt and Turkey we did not 
find any tangible and positive tr ice in the Egyptian literature 
though it v/cis expected that its eCiio siiouid have, been found in the 
literary circles there. So, what coul. be the case regarding a 
nov7 colonialism whose reality became evident £ind its traces palc'.'l 
8 
off scon. 
The essential and perhaps s.jle effect of the French inva-
sion on Egypt was that it drovj- the Egyptian's attention to their 
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back.Jird condition and opened their eyes to a new world whose 
cloor traces were discernible in their life later on. 
Muhammad '7-vli the great, an officer in the Anglo-Turkish 
army which \ras charged with exjoulsion of the French from Egypt, 
had succeeded to the thrown of Egypt, He was an intelligent 
rijlcr and tried to win the hearts of the Egyptians. He initiated 
various reforms and paid attention to science and knov/ledge. For 
this purpose Itie founded moc.ern educational institutions, one of 
thorn, perhaps the most important, v^ as the "Institution of Langua-
9 
ges", and sent educational missions to England, Italy and France. 
The influence of L ..-JO missions .bf,came manifest on the Egyptian 
life gradually. These del^-gates felt a dimensional gap between 
their ov/n life and the life which Jney witnessed in the West. 
Hence the sorrov/ burst in their souls. It \7as their national 
obligation, as they realized,to warn their kinsmen of the back-
wardness in Egypt. Therefore some of them made it the subject 
matter of their writings as loer ability. These v/orks had a tan-
gible effect in introducing the people to the reality of the sit-
uation ./the same time these works played some role in pushing the 
people towards change and making them acquire modern knowledge in 
order to be able to improve upon vario\is aspects of their life of 
which 1 i te ra tiire WPLS one. 
At the first moment \/e find the literary situation at that 
time smothered by common phrases, ready expressions and exhausted 
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ideas. The most exalted aim of a poet was to recite a rare jostlnj 
10 
ar a queer word or a trick of eloquence. The Arabic poetry 
did not come out of this frame at that stage. For it was the in-
hcriiior of the lov/ poetical models producdd during the backward 
periods of the 7-irab history and eilso beca^^se most of the knowledge 
of the poet v/as dependent on those comments which he heard in the 
assemblies. So ho was not rQared by a good cultural nursing 
which would nourish his intellect with valuable product and would 
open his eyes to the reality of the literature. This means that 
his "poetical proauct represented the prevailing thinking amongst 
his people. Regarding poetry this thinking revolved around two 
elements; content and form. 
In those days the concents of Arabic poetry were only a 
repetition of what the ancients had said whether it was regarding 
the subjects in their details (the poems revolved around panegyric, 
eroticism, satire, elegy etc.) or regarding the ideas reflected 
in the text. The condition as the same in respect of the form, 
A single poem incluciod numerous subjects. It started either with 
nasib (love poetry) or with a stnnd on the ruins and then turned 
to ot.icr subjects. But the manner in which the poets expressed 
themselves deviated from sublimity and become of a lov^  standard, 
11 
particularly in the case of the use of similes. Besides, the 
whole structure of poems becaifie very x/oak. 
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It is not expected of literary criticism that it would 
rise above this sitijatio^ i. For, one of the aspects of the 
criticism is that it is a reflection of a cultural situation. 
It seeks inspiration from and depends on it. V/hen the literary 
scone is poor and shallow as well as the literature - the 
mo berial of criticism - is brittle and valueless/ it is natural 
that the criticism is not distinguished and does not follow 
definite rules; it aepcrds on the emotion of the critic be it 
adrairatirin or cisapproval/and on the judgment v/hich is un-
accounced for. If v/o find some reason behind his judgment, 
it does not surpass the grairimatical, paradigmal and rhetori-
cal affairs which are unablve to move the literary situation-
for'Trd nn'l Jovclo^ it. 
Literature and criticism are continuously inseparable. 
Wionever literature takes a step forv/ard, criticism keeps pace 
\/ith it and jjerhaps vice-versa. The manifestations of change 
and development of literature started v/ith the development 
of political consciousness, feeling of nationality and desire 
for liberty amongst the Egyptians, This feeling was embodied 
when the great revolution led by /Ahmad 'Urabi, vjhich demanded 
the nation's right to be free and have a parliamentary system, 
12 
v/as ablaze. 
The revolution affected the souls of the litterateurs. 
Hence thoy felt that their political revival necessitated a 
parallel literary revival which would not be materialized un-
l>.\ss they turned to the Arabic heritage to borrow and seek gu-
idance from it for coming to the right path in their literary 
activities. At that time they found manuscripts and printed 
books which they inherited from their ancestors and which were 
easily available to them„ So they turned to these books, stu-
died, assimilated and imitated them. Some of them, especially 
13 
al-Sa'ati and 3l-Ba3rudi, wore able to restore the lost eloqu-
ence and sobriety "co the Arabic poetry. But al-Barudi's ach-
ievement was more astounciing than t/hat his fellow poet achi-
eved. jL^ or, ho \/as not satisfied with extrication of poetry 
from its cheapness, t/oakness and blind imitation, but while 
composing poetr>', ^^/(.^nt £ihead cf this to seeJ: inspiration from 
his })ersonal exx^orience to such an e:ctent that the reader al-
most feels al"£arudi's personality in v?hat he has composed as 
al-'Aqqad has mentioned and, due to it, has ccilled him the 
14 
Imam (loader), 
As literature turned to the heritage seeking inspira-
tion and guidance from it, lir.erary criticism also followed 
tiiG footsteps of the old Arabic criticism, 'Ve find the cri-
tics of ti'iis epoch - the second half of the 19th century — 
copending on what the old Arab critics had stated, though 
SL..... cimes theirviews appear to be distinct and independent. 
.-il-Shaykh. Ausayn al-Karsifi and Hamzah Fath Allah are consi-
Jcred tc be -chc ]3ost resprescntatives of the imitative trend 
in the iiiodezn Airabic criticism, 
o.ivural pa-jGS of "al-VJasilah al-Adabiyyah", which is 
a collection of the lectures delivered by al-Marsifi in the 
15 
college of "Dar ul-'Ulum-' till the year 1888/ reflect his 
viev/s on criticism. These views are based on what Ibn Khal^ 
dun wrote in his "Maqaddamah'' about poetry and its art* Both 
of them defined poetry in the same v/ay. Ibn I<haldun (fofrne "> 
it as "eloquent composition which is based on metaphor 
and portrayal/ is distinguished by parts which are uniform 
16 
in rhythm and rav;iyy; its every part is independent of the 
rest in its moaning and object and follows the particular 
17 
styles of the Arabs*" This definition - which al-Marsifi 
has quc-'-ed in its original form/concerns itself with form 
which is the outer manifestation of poetry and the first th-
ing which the reader feels., Lence the poet takes refuge in 
suggestive expression by adci-ting nn.taphorical and descrip-
tive style. 
Tnis is a characteristic of both pr,etry and prose. 
The demarcation, therefore/ oetween these two arts lies in 
the fact that poetry lias a unified rhythm and ra\/iyy and that 
the poet aflheres to pci:;ticuiar styles of the Arabs. Conseq-
uently the -ooom, on the one hand, consists of numerous sub-
jects," and every one of them is independent and distinct and/ 
_ 9 -
on the other, it is not stuf Eed v/ith aphorisms, proverbs and 
tho like which keep it back' from being poetry. For illust-
rating this Ibn Khaldun has referred to the poetry of al-
— 18 
Kutanabbi and al-Ka'arri, 
Al-Matsifi looks at poetry exactly in the same manner, 
be it in the definition or in the n^.C-ssity of the poet's 
adherence to a unified rhythm and rawiyy, plurality of sub-
19 
jects and im>itation of the ancient poetical models, I-Iov/ever, 
he departs from Ibn KJaaldun in two inatrerss (a) He considers 
tho ccr positions of al-Mutanabbi and al-j>Ia'arri as poetry 
because they follov/ the poetic styles of the Arabs, (b) He 
forgives th^ poet il he dcv\s not complete the meaning in ^ne 
20 :: 
Verse provided the poem bo CjOod. 
•'iith the eicccption cf these two matters al-Marsifi 
follows the footsteps of Ibn S^aldun. He places before tho 
poet a model \/nich is Inevi t.-ible for hira to follow. This 
laodel is the old Arabic poem in the sense that it contains 
various subjects and in it the poet shifts from one subject 
to another in such a manner that the reader does not feel 
21 
netabasis, 
Al-Marsifi directs the poet to tho requisite steps 
v/hen ho advises him to memorise the aphorisms and proverbs 
of the ..rabs in order to attain the pov;er to compose poetry 
- 10 -
i/hich is of the standard of the ancient poetry. Those aph-
orisms and proverbs compress within them vast meaning in a 
few vjords. By memorising them the poet is able to compose 
something v/hich is unique using as few words as are absolu-
tely necessary. In the sanie manner the poet ought to memo-
r 
rize a good quantity of the ancient eloquent poetry" till a 
f.ic^ ilty develops In his mind on v^ hose loom he v/eavcs poe-
try, (^ "hile r oing so) he selects the texts v/hich are of eq-
ually high crC'or and have abundant styles.,,One v/ho has not 
.uoiaoricod -Lhcm his versification is defective "nd bad. His 
versif-J cation becomes pleasant and sv/eet only v/hen he has 
inemorised chcm in a jroac qaontity. So for him who has me-
laorisec only a small text or has not m.emorised it at all^ 
there j-s no poetry but only valueless versification. For 
one who has not memorised the toxty it is better not to coi.>-
s^c poetry, lie should embark on the composition only when 
he has memorised the text in a large quantity and has sharp-
ened his talent to \7cave poetry on its loom, with much -.rac-
22 
tico nis faculty stabilises and becomes strong." 
In short, it is possible to say that these steps are 
memorisation of the texts for polishing the talent and pra-
ctice of ccimposi^ i'-n for (\,vcloping it. The importance of 
memorisation is not confined to making strong the faculty. 
It also enriches the poet in lanr^ oiagc and introduces him to 
- l i -
the p^ Lth of the past poc^ ts in the composition, f^tien memor-
isation has its dosirod effect on the soul of the poet/ ho 
should try to efface the apparent forms of the texts which 
23 
he has memorised from his mind. 
Even in the event of practice and stabilization of 
the capacity to compose poetry, the talent does not help 
the poet always. Therefore, he should seize the suitable 
time for the composition. Al-Marsifi thinks that the best 
r 
time fur realising ti:is is "the time of j^ rayer v/hen one av/-
akes from sleep, when his stomach is empty and his mind is 
alive ... If he finds it difficult even then, he should po-
stpone it for another time and should not coerce himself to 
24 
compose poetry. " When the talent is av^ /akened, the poet ou-
ght to refine his composition and remove from it the versos 
\/hich do not roach the level of excellence attained by oth-
25 
er verses. ''.hien al-MarsiLi made the ancient Arabic poetry 
a model to be folloue^ .i, hir. intention uas to invite the 
poets to extricates the ."-ra" ic poetry from the condition in 
vyhich It v/as those days. ;.t the sam^ e time he tics the 
peer t a model which does not permdt him to make a person-
al CO. tribution, particularly in the field of ideas. So 
al-Marsifi thought it ,oi;c^p>,r to deal v/ith the details of 
the poetic composition /^h^ ich relate to both the meaning and 
the words or the concent and the form. 
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As far as moaning is concerned, al-Marsifi speaks of 
cho x--l-'3giariGfn. This is a topic v/hich has been discussed 
by the ancient critics as v/ell as the modern scholars, I.'hat 
al-Marsifi has written about it agrees with the ancient vi-
c\JS. Ij.is intention, as far as v>?e understand, is not to bl-
ock the way but to expand it before the poets, Consequc-
entl^' he has divided the moaning into tv/o kinds s One v/hich 
is distinguished by its novelty or unique point of view. 
So a person \7ho adopts such meanings may bo taken as a ]pl-
agiarizer. But he is neither an absolute one nor is blamed 
for "chis if his meanings are more perfect than his prede-
cessor's. The second kinc' is that 'v/hose meanings are fa-
miliar and cciiimon; hence the adoption of these meanings 
26 
does neither harm the poet nor make him blamable. May be 
v/hile referring to this he is inspired by v/hat al-Jahiz has 
said about the meanings. ?-<ccording to him they are scatt-
ered in the x/ay and knov;n to the non-Arabs, the Arabs, the 
Bedv/iiis, rural and urban ^ .ople. 'j'n^ refore the credit goes 
•CO the suitability oC rhythm, the conice of words and the 
excellence of craftsnajiship which are used by the poet in 
27 
eicpressing them. 
The real plagierization, in al-Mar ..fi's view is the 
assault of the poet upon a previous meaning without attai-
ning its level in his poetry as is the case with the foil-
— J. J — 
28 
owinr vorec of .\bu Nuv/cu- ; 
abu Nuv7as adopcoci tliis meaninq from 7-iSh-Sh'^ nf Bra-* s 
29 
verse; 
"The v/ord /r^' (prudjnce) is connected vith movement and 
settling dov/n ... but the connection of •^ •^ ^ (generosity) 
xvith hi }vement and settling down is not correct. Instead it 
IS connected \/ith the circumstances, S>o the saying runs 
that he is generous in all the circumstances/good and bad."' 
In the s imc inann^ -r i-c is not appreciable that the 
in 
poet rcpoetc his m< aning again and a'fain/various poems 
31 
as Abu Nuwas did \,?hile ho saids 
I ;t<-l j ^ ^ -bt—J 9 w^l UJj , 
and he r^ ^ o"^t.-d the saratj nk,aning m t h i s verso; 
After t h i s al-Marsif i takes form into considerat ion. 
His discourse in th i s connection r e l a t e s to v/ord. Ho th-
inks th'^t the coiTimensurn tion of th(^ x/ord >7ith the meaning 
- 14 -
is nc'ccsGar^ .^ The verse sliould not be stuffed \/ith words 
and coasist of Only a snail meaning. For this Yte quotes 
the previous verso of Abu ]>.ut/as (''generosity does not sur-
pass hiF'" ...'') as an example and opines that its moaning 
33 
is only that he is never devoid of generosity. 
In addition to the necessity of use of words accord-
ing bo thv- meaning, al-Marsifi enjoins the poet to use the 
x\7ordG 'jroDorly and no., to misplace them.. In support of his 
_34 
opinion he quotes the folic, ing verse of Abu Nuwas s 
jpj-^ ijr;-^' ^^ 'j' "'-f'-^  * 1-^  iiSLu^  Hj^^J ^j^ XS 
He coimaents on it s.:'Ying •' «'L;-dLfr '< (sharpness) is a cha-
racteristic of eagle, Al-Qamus says s a Sharpened eagle 
( a\^x..i' .-.LLP) is one v/hich possesses sharp claws. So \/hen 
35 _^  
he uses this v7ord for wrists it is not correct." 
Undoubtedly, a "'-Mars if i vrants to direct the poets 
to the ideal v/ay in their compositions. Poets are inequal 
in their status due to inv.Kfualit^ in their artistic powers. 
Even an individual poet, in his opinion, does not always 
retain the same standard. Sometimes he rises high and at 
others he falls lo\// as his poetry is sometimes good and 
at others bad. It is not given to che poet always to com-
pose the po.^ try of a high t-itandard. rhcielore we should 
~ 15 -
but 
not be dazzled by his fame in judging his production/should 
rely on ''certain rules" which evaluate his v/ritings in keep-
35 
ing with his adherence to, or deviation from these rules. 
Indeed we can recognize the substance of these rules 
only v/hen \fQ think bhat \/hat is meant by them is the consi-
titution of the ancient Arabic poetry and the poetry of the 
later period v/hich follows it both in form and meaning as 
\/c have indicated earlier. These rules do not represent 
on 
scmouhi.ig -/which people agree or disagree wholly. IJe have 
seen th::t ol • irsifi himself borrows ideas from Ibn Khaldun 
and „v ,n bhen difrors from hira at some places. Moreover^ 
his re ^ orence to the ruleo comics into clash \jith his view 
of ta:u,e. He. is of the vi j\/ that "the realization which 
is connected with the harmony of things and v;hich necessi-
tates the approval and disajoproval is \7hat is named as tas-
te; it is something natural, and grov/s and develops by loo-
Icing at things and actions from the point of viev/ of their 
37 
suitaoility to the objective •^ /hich is wanted from them," 
/Although taste is a personal faculty which is culti-
vated and' developed until it becomes purified and its jud-
gment becomes acceptable, yet it is not the same 
among all. Actually , it . J'if fbjrs.l - (.'fromi",' '•t.dme'' to 
time and from one conaitien to another in the case of the 
individual hJi self v/hilc rules are not sc'^^er^ they are 
- 16 -
nearer to intellect and do not yield to the feelings and 
sentiiTicnts, 
* 
I think that al-Shay.kh al-Marsifi took only taste 
into consideration v/hile passing his judgments. Due to 
this his judgments have become of a general nature for su-
pporting v/hich ho did not put forv/ard any explanation or 
give any reason. This can be v/itncsscd in his comment on 
_38 
the following verse of x^ bu Nuwas; 
jr-^ o J ^ (_-j J w ^ j - "ts * ij>._^  ,^1 i/^  LaJj>. H ^ ,_^ U 
Hc says % '^ 'Xhe words Ul>- (close friend) and d-js-jj ('v/ife) 
39 
should not have been used by him", The same is the case 
40 
v>7ith his comment on another verse of the same poem, 
41 
He simply says; ,it is •'a cold phrase". 
Satisfaction '-'ith the judgments which arc not based 
j^ oints out 
on reason/to the al-Marsifi's esteem for, and his depend-
once on taste alone. But sometimes he expresses his judg-
ments in detail as he commends a certain text for its good 
craftsmanship or for its soundness. His comment on the 
poem of al-Barudi, \./hoLC first verso is as follows, is of 
42 
this jcinds 
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"Look, may Allah guide you, at the verses of this poem and 
"study chem v^ 'rse by verso; you \Jill find shells of jewels; 
every jewel/ because of its preciousness, is set in a sepa-
rate shell. Then loojc at chem collectively and see the be-
auty of the context and the fineness of the arrangement,You 
will ooservo that neith^-r the order of the verses can be 
changed nor can a third verso be inserted betv/een tv/o ver-
ses, I leave you to your ^ound tasce and lofty determina-
tion to follow/ this ideal oath if you are one of those v/ho 
43 
are eager to attain perfection." 
On scrutinizing this text v/e come to the conclusion 
that it is general and emotional. It is emotional because 
he has depended merely on taste. Duo to this,, such passing 
phrases as ''You will find shells of jewels; every jewel , 
because of its preciousness, is set in a separate shell .., 
and see the beauty of the context and the fineness of the 
arrangement ,.," etc .j.re found in his commient. Prom these 
sayings the reader does not extract some thing on which he 
could rely or could b^ : satisfied v/ith. Perhaps in the com-
ment o- al-Karsifi he finds inability to iaanifest crystali-
>zed anc'i incarnated emotion; other\«'isc h^^ would not have re-
sorted to th use of words like s ''Look .t" and "I leave 
you t' jovr taste.' 
In this text there is nothing to suggest 
that ni-iiarsici has changed his articu'le towards the 
18 
]_)OGm ajifl hos shifted his belief from independent verse to a 
ooem tl^ e parts of v/hich arc correlated and have well orran-
4 4 
ged structure^ as some scholars think. Moreover, the beli-
ef in the independence of the verse does not mean a call to 
a v^ ealc or loose poetical structure. But thev call is to 
keep the poets away from onjambcment, i.e. the suspension 
of the meaning of the verse and connecting it to the next 
one to make the meanina complete. This is considered as one 
"45 
of the dvjc^cts of poetry. Besides, al-Marsifi was leni^,nt 
regarding this defect and forgave it if the poet was other-
wise good, s^ wo have obscrv^o earlier. Al-Shaykh Hamzah 
Feth Allah follov/cd the foctsteps of al-Ilarsifi in his cri-
tie 1 viev7s. It means that he also \}:is '^n imitative critic, 
borrowing his ideas from ancient Arab critics and keeping 
pace with thepi ixi his iiaprossions and critical judgments. 
But he tended to compare two literary texts to clarify his 
attitude. He namicd those comparisons as judgments (al-
_ 46 
Muhakaraat) . He exiDlains his method in this regard by say-
ing ; "When the meanings in two or more verses or sentences 
are nearly similar and the basis of preference is mere tas-
te and sound instinct, it is difficult to explain the cause 
of this prefernnco. There may be some writings the beauty 
of which in vmrds and scnsc re^ .ch to such an extend that 
chcy attract the hearts e::cecdingly. But Lf you try to 
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explain the nature of bhis beauty oven v/ithout making con>-
ariscn^ > the expression may elude you and there may not 
be much scope for it, so much so that it may bo said that 
this beauty is like the beauty of the faces v/hich 
can bo realised but cannot be described ,*. The sam>- is 
the case with poetry. Two good and rare vorseS raay be ne-
arly of the same value but men well versed in the art of 
X')Octry know which one of them is bettor if their meanings 
arc the same or which one of them is better in its meaning 
47 
if their meanings are different." 
This text clearlv sicjniEies that al-Shaykh Hamzah 
rath illah, in his coi iparisons, relies on taste and j -i^ -
ce^ .ci.i: wf a good writing and on che capacity to distinguish 
ic from the bad one A'hich are the result of a long study 
of th, texts. On the basis of it he points out to the ot-
her derails, like the neccsbity of the poem to be precise, 
fresh and beautiful _i its meaning; these things have to 
be convoyed in sv/cet and magnificent words v/hich are 
48 
For the subject. It is evide-nt that, v/ith the OHd:fc»>-
titba of personal taste, wc do not find any rule on which 
V70 can rely to kno\/ those things. I think, al-Shaykh 
Hamzah realizes the fact that taste is different from per-
son to person and the t its degree is inequal amongst x^ eo-
ple, Luncc he does not dictate that the others should f^ i^-'j-
mit CO the jurigment of a specific individual taste. For, 
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every one has his ov/n taste- and is free to accept :or reject 
the juugmcnt of a certain critic on the basis of its being 
49 
in harmony or disharmony with his taste. 
The critical judgments of al-Shaykh Hamzah which are 
based on taste, are not passed without explanation. These 
explanations are closely r-elated to language, gramaTiar, oty*-
mology and such other things and to the manner of their us-
age. This is the thing which conduces to insert his wri-
tings in the field of linguistic criticism which, besides 
being o partial criticism, does not help the literary tas-
te to develop in a beneficial manner and it does not reveal 
to the reader the points of beauty or ugliness. Such cri-
tical tendency results in the decline of the artistic role 
entrusted to the critic vi;'ho is a link beti/een the writer 
and the reader and makes cut the artistic maturity in the 
50 
text by way of explanatioii and commentary. 
In the later period of the 19th century there eipp-
eared a critic, Muhammad al-iiuv/aylihi, who was conscious of 
the influence of literary criticism on scientific and ar-
I r 
tisLic writings. He felt that the cx-iticism "serves the 
literoture. So he attempted to analyse critically the li-
terary worlcs in the L ,ypcian newspapers as v/as the case 
51 
\^ ith the foreign newsoapers .'' 
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It was expected that this critic v/ould do some thing 
which is distinct from what his predecessors did. But he 
fcllo\7od their footsteps in 'chc_ cr-itic-iom based on language 
and teste, lie \ms not benifitted, in tliis regard by his 
culture and coneiteusncss. His criticism of a part of the 
first Divan of Ahmad Shav/qi reflects his style clearly. He 
indicates the fine points of Shav/qi' s poetry and considoros 
them to be nice without giving any reason. An example of 
5 2 
it is his cornracnt on che f^-llowing verses s 
6^  -^ J c-^j Li^.. 
53 
' ^''This is an example of unique and good poetry." The reader 
does not find the justification of this comment. He does 
not knov/ v/here the unique and good points are hidden from 
the point of vio\/ of the critic. 
On other occasions h^ r^ ,v^ aJL-,^ J the defects of Shav^ qife 
poetry and to prove his opinion he took resort to the lin'j-
uis-cic criteria, ^^vn example of it is his comment on the 
54 
following two versoss 
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Ho says % " t h e p l u r a l of t h e v7ord , , „ ^ l (b ranch) i s o n l y 
_55 ^' 
t^husnTif g h i s a n a h and Ajghsan." 
K _G w _ E £ f o r t s ; 
The factors v>?hich wo have indicated above and which 
paved the vMy for the revival of the critical thought am-
ong the Arabs in the second half of the last century have 
continued to e^ iis t and havo bccorae deeper and v/ider.' ""The 
contact of the Egyptians v/ith the foreigners increased grad-
ually in tlio later part of the 19th and .the beginning of 
the 20th centuries. The change in the roentality of the 
Arabs was proportionate to their contact v/ith the foreig-
ners. The Egyptians started to borrov/ from the Western cul-
ture v;hich had reached thera first in the form of transla-
tion and then from the Western langoiages (directly) after 
the Egyptians embarked on l^ -cirning them, especially the 
French and English languages. Hence a great change took 
place for the crossbroediag of their thoughts with the no^N/ 
culture. The modes of publication widened and they br..u._ht 
the means of attaining culture within the reach of 
every one so much so that printing and journalism became 
the active eleuionts oc the dcvelopraent of literature and 
both ,)f them v/orJced for its circulation as they had nouri-
56 
shed it v;ith various kinds of knowledge.-' Beside... t]:iis 
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the orientalists played their role in this regard either 
by their stu(iios vjhich reachdd Egypt or by their arrival 
there to servo its institutions. As a result of it their 
scicncific ejcperiences in research and studies based on in-
duction, logical criticism, exact dcductic^n, premises and 
57 
prcpoudorant conclusions \/cre transferred to the Egyptians, 
The result of these factors \7as that.' there appeared 
a number of litterateurs looking forv;ard to change the cri-
tical scene by viev/ing poetry differently from v/hat was fa-
milial xn the p?,st and uhat al-Sh?ykh al-Karsifi and al-
Shaykh Hamzph rath Allah hod publicised anew among the pe^ .-
pie . But the thing which should be pointed out here is 
that tuc apjjeoranee of a group of the moderncrs in this ^ "er-
iod c'ces noc moan retraction of the imitators and diminu-
tion of their trend. Their voices remained audible and 
they \jcr(j po-^erful and at so many times stood against the 
now calls'.. 
A number of the modorners among the litterateurs di-
rected their attention towards the form of poetry. They 
saw that a single poem includes various subjects and there 
is no link connecting them in a unified structure, Al-
Shaykh Najib al-Haddad has pointed out that the Arab poet 
often takes resort to another topic bcfor'- taking up his 
principal subject in the poem. In the Uestern poetry ncth-
24 
58 
ing of the sort could be wi bnessod. The .\rabs also find 
fault with a poet who complGtos his meaning in two vorses/ 
no matter what the position and stitus of this poet is, 
59 
Thoy decry al-j>'abigl;iah for his following verses s 
Khalil Mutran •, v/ho is a poet of distinguished lite-
rary status and his critical views have historical impor-
tance, v/as more severe than al-Shayich al-lladdad v/hen S^ JCICC 
on this problem. Ke censured the Arabic poem for the 
multiplicity of its subjects lacking in a firm connection 
to interlink various parts and meanings of them. '^Ma.y be 
- in a single poem is so many precious things arc collected 
as are not collected in one of the museums. But there is 
no connection in them nnu they are scattered. Besides, 
the subjects (like) love |;octry, panegyric, complaint of 
time, description of L t.-ed, shc-cauiol and of batcle fields, 
citing proverbs and narrating a phorisms etc. which no 
poem includi.,s but only to create pessimism, to jumble and 
gallop and fight a.mong themselves in the min'l of th^ -: 
reader and to takex to any and every direction 
oO 
betvjv,.,n the sky and the earth.'' 
On the basis of unity Mutran commends the poem of 
• 
''M:.irtini'' entitled "al-Masa wa al-i'Iadinah'' (the evening and 
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the to\7n) sayixig: "VJc have reed in the French journal 
"'ffliitc' the translation of some Italian poems composed by 
a poo c called Martini which .are oi: a ncv/ poetic stylo in 
depiction (v/hich he has drav/n in them) . In s^ -ite of being 
unfamiliir, v/e find chem to bo excellent in description 
and nearer to the manner of the Arabs in composition v/ith 
the exception that the verses and their meanings arc .can-
noctv.^ " with one another ""iming at one object in the poem in 
contract to our old and modern poems as the editor of this 
journal (i.e. Yic himself) tries to do (in his poems) cont-
61 
rary to the faiidliir methoci," 
The view of the above tx/o litterateurs implies an 
allusi' n to the organic unity. Perhaps v/e feel in it a con-
fusion between this unity and the unity of the subject. For, 
the organic unity docs not interfere \7ith the multiplicity 
of the suoject.Jo A skilled poet is able to preserve his 
artistic crC'''tioa frou being incoh-f-'mt '^  id to connect close-
ly i -b various parts with one another. 
The views which. nl~Haddad and Kutran expressed ema-
nated from the European literary culture by which they were 
influenced. It was also an endeavour to apply the \'estern 
critical principlcb t<- the Arabic poetry xn general, inlud-
ing the ancient cne and evaluate it according to these 
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principles \/ithout i^ aying,' atbention to the special fea-
tures \/ith which this poetry is distinguished or without 
trying to extract the critical standards and principles 
from the Arabic poetry itself* Such an application most-
ly Icids to injustice to what a nation creates* In addi-
tion to this, the Europeans v/ere not given to compose or-
ganic poetry originally but gradually they made it attain 
the distinction of development and unity. 
It '^ a^s bettor £cr the tv/o above mentioned critics to 
restrict their criticism to the poets v/ho imitated the an-
cient ones in every thing and not to direct their attack 
to the original productions too. For, in our opinion, such 
an attack indicates inadeguacy in underst:anding the. real 
nature of the Arabic poetry, especially the ancient one, 
v/hat bestowed on this ijcotry the _^  diversity -and 
and stamped it -with -the si-cci?xl characteristic -is 
the distinct cnvi -onment in which* it was 
composed, hence it is not ]30ssible for this poetry to bo 
surrendered to the western principles of literary criti-r 
cism and to be evaluated accordingly. Insccad, it should.be 
evaluated according to its co.-iformity x/i th the feelings of 
the peats and according to fic trtio interpretation of the 
circumstances. Therefore the ancient texts should not be 
censured if they have not been composed organically or if 
they lack in unity of subject; rather their being devoid 
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of this unity is a true characteristic of theirs. So the 
sound standard on \/hich v/e rnay rely in the evaluation of 
our ancient poetry i^  the unity of emotions and feelings 
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v/hich Dr. Muhariirnad al-rJuwayhi has named as the vital unity, 
-/.JliatevGr the case may be, these two views are impor-
tant because they reveal the fact that some of the modern 
Arabs are acquainted v;ith the most significant artistic 
characteristic of the poetry which became common later on, 
i.e. Che ojrrranic unity. However* if al-IIaddad and Mutran 
\Tcre wrongs/as we thinJc, in their criticism of the ancient 
poetry, they './ere mostly correct in what they v/rote about 
the cOiitemporary poetry, 
Th.e first thing v/hich drew the attention of critics 
like these \/as the Eact that th6 contemporary poets were 
inter-Gsted in imiteiting their predecessors and weaving 
their _^ joetry on their loom a.id what resulted from it, i.e. 
their poetry lost its artistic anc" sentimental value and 
did not indicate the cime of its composi-cion. Tliis reali-
sation became a moving force for the critics to search the 
eleiaents v/hich guarantee for poetry its value and signifi-
cance. Hence they becaine aware ot 'truth' v^ hich is consi-
dered as the pivot and base of the creative work. 
Perhaps Khalil Mutran is one of the earliest cri-
tics \JIIO -payed attention to this ijroblem. He saw that the 
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poetry of his conteiaporaries laclcect in truth due to their 
interest in imitating their predecessors, seeking inspira-
tion from their compositions and avoiding their personal fv;o-
lin-jS . Conscguently if an anonymous poem is recited, one 
may think that it belongs to the pre-Islamic or the Islamic 
t A . . . 
period. If 'it is correct that the litterateur is a pain-
ter dc :)icting the conditions of his age, how v/ill he be a 
modern poet having a rich mind traveling to distant coun-
tries in a few minutes while he remains sitting (at his 
place), knowing whatever happens in the s;aallest and far-
off village \/hilc he has not moved a step towards it? Then 
you read his poetry and beholdi the oil lamp has replaced 
the electricity \7hich shines like the sun and the gas which 
radiates like the laoon, the row of the slow moving camels 
has substituted the train v/hich crosses the far-off lands 
^•\/iftlv, the lines of naked trees in the I'esert have taken 
the place of tolcgraiDhic poles and rhe large inhabited ci-
ties \/ith their clubs, \j±r\c stjrects and carriages have fa-
ded away and on their ruins the villages iicving low roofs, 
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black chimneys and narrow alloys have boon erected." 
Truth does not lie in exchanging what the ancients 
have mc.itioned with \/hat resembles it nov/ or talces its 
place in the modern times. This is an aspect which al-
64 
'Aqqad, has also pointed ouc. The truth indeed lies in 
the sincerity of heart and emotion which results in the 
29 -
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iiTimortality of poetry and saves it from negligence, 
/^7e may interpret in the same manner v/hat al-ShaYkh 
about . 
Najib al-Hacldad has said/the European poetry. He commends 
it for its a^ -lhcrJng to truth and not indulging in the use 
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of exaggeration of meaning or of form. 
The above mentioned views revolved around certain 
general aspects of poetry which each of their propounders 
indicated according to his culture and understanding. Ue 
do not feel any attempt/ on their part, to put forv/ard a 
conception of poetry on which they dej^ end to treat its rrc''> 
Icms . Perhaps wc can extract this conception from their 
writings to say, for ei'amplc, that poetry/according to 
Mutran, is the true e:;qDression of soul and life restricted 
to one subject and dis-cingulshod by compact structure. 
However, to Eonn a definition from what one has said 
is one thing and to say it distinctly is another. It is 
possible that these litterateurs kept away from adducing a 
certain conception of poetry, because it was not sufficient-
ly clear in their minds or because they supposed that their 
xplanation clarified the object and servdd as a substitute 
of the definition. I"" diis thinking is correct, they were 
not rig-'T.t r.psDitG the fact that poetry is an art 
which can not be defined. The disclosure of its conception 
- s o -
ls a sound guide which leads the steps to the right direc-
tion into a new order. In the same way their avoidance of 
definition resulted in Iceepinc, the conception of poetry 
imitative, rather prim.itiv:- in the eyes of the people who 
payed attention to poetry so much so that a poet like Ahmad 
Shawqi mentioned that in the beginning he did not have an 
exact idea of this art and thought it to be mere praise of 
the rulersi Lai-er on the obsurdity of this view became 
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clear bo him, 
I think that after some time the litterateurs were 
awakened to the need of change in the conception of poetry 
in order to materialize their objective i.e. to change the 
quality of the artistic creation itself and to raise it to 
the level at y^hich they aimed. The effect of this late 
av/akening/ generally, \/as that the succeeding litterateurs 
concentrated their views upon the essence., nature and func-
tion of poetry as v/ull as upon the quality of its cri-
ticism, 
i'-lustafa Sadiq al-Rafi'i is one of these litterateurs, 
• • • 
lie laid down for himself a cultural foundation based upon 
the books of Arabic heritage and upon something of the 
68 
foreign literacures. He benefited from this culture in 
defining poetry in a manner different from^  how the ancient'' 
and those having an imitative trend defined it. He said; 
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"The first rcquiromont of poetry is accumulation of its. 
niorais. It is dependent on the nature polished by wisdom 
and on the ••thought el cidatod by expression. So poetry is 
nothing but the tongue of the heart if it addresses the 
heart/ and envoy of the soul if it communes the soul. A 
tonque which is not lucid and an envoy who is not wise arc 
69 
useless." 
Poetry, according to this quotation, is talent be-
fore anything else. T^ vo basic streams, i.e, polished na-
ture and thought, arc a must for this talent in order to 
bear fruit. Poetry is not a ground to be tread by anyone 
without having an aptitude for it and without polishing and 
nurturing this aptitude. 
The poet transfers his thought and emotion, 
which siiTiT.ors in his heart, to the readers. People 
are -^qual in their emotions and feelings no doubt, 
but all of them d(.- no_ j_.-v_sscss the capacity to arrange their 
feelings in the form i >f ;-ujtry, besides un "'erstanding 
thorn. This is the mission v/hich the poets who should be 
truthful in their ex;;.'rv.ssi.. n, un'lertake. Had it not been 
for the truth and for the gltjrifio(_ ideas :nd the familiar 
words, they \^ 'euld n'-f have ]Dei_n able to Tddress the hearts 
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and the souls ind to influence them. 
It seems that al-Rafi'i asserts -cho role of the idea 
and relies n it in distinguishing p.etry from prose. 
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In this manner he rejects the earlier view that poetry is 
a rhythmic and rhymed writing. It means that rhythm and 
rhyme do not dominate his mind; they occupy only the second 
place in-ib. To know them perfectly is not considered as 
a sign of the poetic power; they are two complementary ""'-rts 
'^f poetry and not the only things to differentiate it 
frbm prose. ''If poetry v;ero these rhythmic and rhymed words, 
we would have considered it as a kind '^f the rules of P^ -r-
s_ing which no one knows except those v/ho have learned them. 
But poet^ occupies the place of speech in heart; every one 
pronounc( c it but cannot evaluate it. Ifliat befalls poetry 
after it in the form of rhythm and rhyme is like v/hat be-
falls speech in the form of correct syntax and v-. wo 1 points. 
Indeed, you praise thiC speech for its Vov7cl~points and you 
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do not praise the vov/cl-points for the speech." 
Al-Rafi'i again in the preface to the second volume 
of his Divan (1904) mentions how he understands poetry and 
the conditions which are necessary for a J)oet. In it he 
T 1 
says; ''Poetry is the meaning of what the heart feels. So 
it is a notion of the heart. Vlhon the feeling pours its 
light on it, it reflects on the imagination and the rnoa— 
nin_,G of things are imprinted in it as the images are imp-
72 
rinted on the mirror. 
He repeats the same idea more clearly in the preface 
to the diird volume of his Divan. He mentions that poetry 
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is an o^ipression and depiction of "a living world of the 
moanings and words. The good poet is one i/ho makes it a 
miniature of the v/hole v/orld. It is necessary for it that 
it reflects a ray of the spirit. If the soul divests it-
self of it^ its refinement mixses with the beauty of the 
poetry. Probably a man is enthriilled with the pleasure of 
imagination, so he imagines it in the place of his soul 
73 
and iiragines himself in the place of the poet," 
This utterance contains a call to seek inspiration 
from nature and to make the poet possess freedom of thought 
in relation to the \7h0le v/orld. The poet adopts his ideas 
and images from it and concentrates his exjierience in his 
poetry so that the reader finds the echo of this c^q-ariencc 
iJ^  his soul. In order to realize this intercommunica~ 
tion between the creator and the reader^ i30ctry should keep 
off the sensory depiction and rex^lace it by the depiction 
of the nature's impact on the soul. So, in poetry "there 
are styles which are produced by intuition, but the final 
verdict about these styles is that they are roprcscntati-ns 
of the nature. As if a poet transfers the scenery of the 
earth to the high sjjirit which sends the ray of life to 
the body. Hence this scenery increases in the strength of 
the divine ray and when it connects this strength with the 
body, it readily overfloivs che heart and shakes it in such 
74 
a manner that due to it v/c realise rapture," 
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On account of this view, al-Rafi'i becomes one of 
those who find fault v^ ith the poetry which is affected and 
is fond of imitating the meanings and images of anciv^nts » 
Imit.ati_ n< , in al-Rafi'i's opinion, exterminates the 
most important eieri.ent of poetry, i.e. sincerity of senti™ 
ment and seel^ing inspiration from the surroundings v/hich 
give a chance to the poet to add something new to what his 
75 
predecessors have achieved. 
Tlicr-^  is an opinion expressed by one of the anony-
mous conternporary litterateurs, I think him to be al-
Manfalu-^i, about poetry. It resembles in certain respects 
to what al-Rafi'i has said and surpasses it in other r.-^ s-
pccts. This vjriter has given a brief definition of poetry. 
According to him poetry is "a portrayal which speaks, ' He 
is of the opinion that this definition is apxDlicable to 
the real poetry everywhere. For, imjoact is the known ba-
sis of poetry and it Is considered to be good and elevated 
in proportion to the quantum of the impact v>7hich it leaves 
on the soul. 
This inpact is the result not of superficial but 
of deep suffering v/hich leads the poet to utilise his '^ -rtxs-
tic nc^;ors, one of which is the strength of imagination, 
to tear the curtain which is drawn on his heart and soul 
to ,bhov7 Tliihat simmers in them in a style \mich is capable 
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of cr~.Tting the same iiapact on the heart of the reader. 
This i,3 the cjsonce of his observations "The known basis 
of poetry and the measure of its excellence is the impact 
which it leaves on the soul. The secret of this impact is 
that the poet by the beauty of his style, pov/er of his 
imagination/ finesse of his method and the variety of his 
c'evico is able to tear the curtain \7hich is drav/n on 
his heart and to depict what is in his soul for the reader 
in such a \;ay that he is on the point of seeing and touch-
ing it; so he shares with the poet his feelings and intu-
tions, -./^ u,.. ..hen he weeps, laughs \ihen he laughs, is angrv 
v/hcn he is anrjry, is happy x/hcn he is happy and flies with 
him i,i the v/ide snace of iriagination; so he sees the nature 
v/ith its carta, sky, suns, I'loons, ijardens, flowers,plains, 
mourn;-ins, chanting birds and the things which are vocal 
or silent whereas he does not move a stcD towards it and 
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does not get tired in this process." 
This vicv/ kco].,s poetry av/ay from i-^ rosaism and con-
signs it to depict iniages. p oo t cannot dG}:>ict images if 
he lacks the necessary iiaiploments such as powerful i"^"'_.i-
natun ^j-.^ beautiful style. He resorts to his imaginatic"' 
for picjcing up what excites his feelings and to his styl 
for tnnsferlng his emotions to the readers and conseque 
" full 
tly to create a/sentimental communication between him anc 
chcru. 
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If VIC turn to the above text, we rind ^^-^ writer nyci-
„ing h^^ , reference rhyrne. and rhythm. In fact, these 
two elements, in his opinion, do not have a conclusive role 
in distinguishing poetry from prose. The first touchstone 
of poetry is the sincerity of feelings. If a certain text 
has this quality, it is poetry, be it in the form of poetry 
or prose, ^'Poetry is only a strewn jewel v;hich the versi-
fier, if ho so wishes, may cast in the mtould of poetry and 
the writer, if he tso wishes, may cast in the mould of 1?^''-^c 
-the imagir.ati'C'G writer is a poet \/ithout adhering to 
rhyrac cr i.^ 'tro^  Rhyme and r>.ctrG are only colours and hues 
which decorate the '^x'-riting casually as is the case with c^ '^ -^
t^ iii^  other things, There is no relationship between them 
, ana 
and the essence/reality of poetry. Kad it not been a na-
tural inipulsc in the soul -chat a man repeats what he says 
and siixgs what he repeats to amuse his soul and to delight 
his sentiment, no versifier v/ould compose poetry and no 
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prosodist would describe metre. •' To support his view he 
turns to the case of the hrahs in the beginning when they 
did not know rhyme and rhythm but they vaore av/akened to 
them by their listening to the regular harmony in the rus-
79 
tie of trees, the murmur of rivers and the chirp of birds. 
As long as the inatter is so, what is connected v/ith 
expression of the sentiment at a later stage is not its 
genuine part but only a casual one. The value of expre-
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ssion is not indebted to casual things lilce rhythm rhyme 
^^''- poetry is not their name as it is greater than them. 
It is "higher than tunes and rhythms. The addition of rhythm 
'^^ . poetry is only like an ornament in the nock of a 
beautiful girl or embroidery on pure silk. Neither the 
girl grieves if her neck is devoid of ornament nor the silk 
loses its value if it has no embroidery % same is the case 
v/ith j:>oetry? being unrhythndc does not take away its beauty 
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and charm," 
This view aims at ej<pansion of the scojoe of poetry 
so as to include artistic prose too. Yet in his writings 
we do not find what xvould indicate his belief in the exis-
tence of tv70 arts^ namely poetry and prose. In place of 
this wo,observe him dividing the verbal art into poetry and 
composition. Poetry, according to him^ is"" the 'speaking 
portrayal on the pattern v;o have mentioned above while c:;m-
posxti n jg -the speaking portraya] decorated by rhythm 
and rhyme,, He thinks that reople became used to express 
what they celt in the form oz composition and this was why 
they specified it with the term "poetry" and did not inclu e 
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prcsc in it. However, it is strange tliat this writer 
cites composed quotations only when he wishes to prove thf-
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correctness of his opinion. 
Whatever the case may be, this writer seeks inspir-"-
ticn for his understanding of poetry, at least regardinc 
its form, from now voices which influenced . by the 
Eur .^o-n literature called upon people to break the 
shackles of prosody and '^^  rrake ^ ^ poet free of them in 
order to enable him to express himself v/ithout any obstacle, 
In the preface to his translation of the Iliad Sulayman al-
Bustani has indicated that the Europeans have a prosaic 
style \/hich they name as poetry. P^ min al-R?yhani also 
since the year 1905 has endeavoured to introduce this type 
of v/ribing to the Arabic poetry and has named it as "free 
verse, '' 
Ibrahiira al-Iluwaylihi speaks about poetry in the same 
way as is tlie essence of the previous approach. He makes 
the "incorporeal realities" ''the distinguishing feature of 
this art in comparison to others. He thinks that poetry 
T A, 
is to show and to illustrate to the reader by different 
ways the incorporeal realities which are hidden and to re-
create the beauty of ;he cxcisting things v/hich had been 
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\/orn out by being lookcc-i at repeatedly." 
Accordingly, the person who possesses this power ic 
dis tingtiishcd from others in picking up something out of 
what surrounds him, in bringing it out to the view and giv-
ing it a ricM form. But this pov/er alone does not make p c-
try \;orthy of being called artistic if it is not connec-
ted V7ith the poi/er of creating impact. It is through the 
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possc2Ssion of these -cv/o powers in equal measure that poetry 
is born and is distinc.u.ishecl.. Otherwise it "exists in the 
instinct of every man and every man is a poet but every ciC'iTi-
p:Sv-r is not a poet. Poetry exists in prose as it exists 
-86 
in composition if an impact is created by it on * the soul" 
This leads us to a discussion on the role of rhyme 
and rhythm in recognising or distinguishing poetry. One 
can im-igino that al-]Mimi7aylihi, in this connection^ does not 
care for them and that he includes prose also in poetry,But 
actua]"'y^ a-j \JQ believe, he aims at the spirit of the poe-
try in ",;hot he has said and at the posibility of feeling 
it in o prosaic text or in not feeling it in a composed 
text. Hence this spirit becomes an iraportant basis for dis-
tinguishing the cliaracter of poetry from other things. The 
correctness of this interpretation becomes clear to us as 
he excludes the composition oc the scientific rules or the 
compositions \7hich are the result of the endeavour of the 
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ungiftcd people from the category of real poetry,-
'.niat we have referred to above concerns the spirit 
of poetry. As far as poetry itself is conccrnedy accordino 
to al-Muv/aylihi, it consists of two things; (a) the fact 
« 
t h a t poe t ry i s one of the s t a t e s of the s o u l ; (b) the rhy-
thm. i.'nc former com^is under h i s coirimcntary which v;e have 
pre:L.cncGd e a r l i e r . As rega rds the . l a t t e r / we a re going to 
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discuss it in the sequal. 
Al-Muwaylihi looks at rhythm in a distinct way.From 
his statement we gather that it does not mean precise use 
of feet. It is rather an organized harmony which the car' 
finds delightful and is amused with. This harmony is like 
that of colours so much so that we do not find in it a dis-
cordant note or a note which makes one dislike it. This is 
derived from his statements "Rhythm is a combination of 
numerous sounds in a manner that the ear feels in them one 
sound after another and when it hears the last one it rcmcJ3>-
bors the first and from it educes a unity all at once,This 
is what is called symmetry and harmony in the tradition 
of the musicians. For the pov/er of hearing rhythm in making 
the scunls harmonious is similar to the concord" and har-
m.ony between the shapes of • the be '".ios for the power of see-
ing. So the rhythmic verse is a musical implement in the 
poetry as is the case with the flute in the musical instru-
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ments," 
The significance of this.text is that the rhyme has 
not been mentioned clearly in it, despite it being a c -m'>-
Icmcntary part of rhythm, -r this is what was understood about 
it by the imitators particularly. So, does it mean that al-
Muv/aylihi was one of those who called upon the people to 
v/rite blank verse? Perhaps! But we cannot determine the 
factors v/hich led him to this. In the later part of the 
19th c'ciiLury soiae cf the /^,ra jian \/riters had become ax/aro 
09 
of the blanJc verse anci since the beginning of this century 
a larger number of the a beccime acqu-into '^ with the European 
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productions which included this kind of T-'Ootry, So^ from 
\/hich of those tv^ o sources did al-Muv/aylihi receive inspira-
tion to form his opinion, from the Arabian productions or 
from the Europeans? This is v/hat al-Muwoylihi does not h::lp 
^^ ^ to knov/. 
'hatcver the case mav be, the call to compose poetry 
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which is rhythmic only found its echo later on and r^ou^ -
o-f al--Diwan vjas inclined to it as wo shall see. 
Besides this basis of the ideas of al-Diwan's group 
regarding the Corm of poetry, we find a basis regarding its 
substance in what Amir h^alci]. Arsalan ruoncions when he says 
••IT: reveals the man in the highest notions x/hich com.e to 
his mind, in the deepest sentim.ents which affect his heart 
and the farthest range of his uncJerctanding. Poetry is 
man's view of the nature in the mirror of his {own) tempe-
rament. So lit is a universal sentiment and an absorbing 
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feeling \/hich man adopts i/holly and in all their features. ' 
Poetry, according to hir.i, is not an instantaneous 
result .of emotion but is the result of deep thinking and 
long absorption of the poet in his surroundings. The ref-
lections of this condition are not mechanical and ^hotog-
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r^ .yhic. but as they seem to the poet, it moans that the 
poet's vision is soraething personal and that his expression 
emanates from this vision. 
ho\\fp.ver, 
Arsalan/rioes not confine himself to this view of ^co-
try ^ He exceecis it and says that there is another field 
rv 
of poetry, that is the human soul. It is "an independent 
world whoso horizon no vision perceives and a sea whose 
".. -ttjm no ocreeption .oes realise. Consequently the grea-
t.,st poet aii.ong the TJOOJJIC is one viho is laost capable of 
their, to express these ideas and sentiments in their most 
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delightful forms and most brilliant colours.'' 
Froia the previous i)agGs it is evident that most of 
the litterateurs, t/hose critical views \ic have discussed, 
have confided an important and double role to impact. It 
is on the one hand a measure to determine poetry's excell-
a 
cnco and, on the other,/function and an objective at which 
it aims. These littera.teurs are satisfied with the impact 
as the function of poetry. But "an anonymous contemporary 
litterateur" has added something more to it. Uc thinks 
that poetry endears life to the people and beautifys it in 
their t.;ycs in order to urge them to develop it and to make 
progrcf^G, In this rejard he observes as f ollov/s spoetical 
tunes vhich wo hear from the m.outh of the ipeople at one 
cime and from the a^outh of the nature at another, are those 
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/hich hive clocoratGcl this life for us and dressed it \.'it.h 
bhe v/hitcj soft cloth of happiness and bliss so much so that 
we love it, take interest ±i it, covet eagerly for it and 
prepare the ccxuipment to live and be pleased with it. So 
\je have written, recorJed, compiled, invented and learned 
and taught, built and built strong, sov/ed and reaped, worlced 
and made profit,,. So poetry is the mystery of this life and 
the cause of this exiscence. The realities do not fly to 
us but oci its \Jlngs and living is not pleasant for us tout 
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in its .'oighbournood. ' 
Thero arc chc theoretical views about the nature of 
the artiscic creation and Lhcy are considered implicitly as 
a staiidard of liter iry criticism. Some of the litterateurs 
have shown the \/3y of evaluating poetry. Their sugges-
tions in this regard are moscly theoretical. They includes 
1, Mustafa Sadiq al-Rafi'i s He makes the change of 
coraposinon into prose a mec^ ns to reach a sound critical 
judgmcn-c. If the crl-cic does this and finds that the text 
retains its impact, it is a proof of the poetry's excellence 
He says . "As far as the standard (of poetry) is con-
cerned, betake to v/hat _ ou wrint to criticise and turn it 
into pi-'^ ee; if you can oatit ^onething of it v/hich does not 
lessen ics idea or in prose the text beco'^os more perfect 
than \/hat ic VCLG in composition, then it is indeed an idle 
talk or a 'J'ACI of it, Peom \;ill not be poem but only when 
-. /lA _ 
you find it from its firs t vorse to the last moulded in the 
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same form of excellence." At another place he indicates 
that the standard of criticising poetry is that it is un-
affected, dra\7G irspiration from nature and becomes one of 
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the living beings. 
2. Some of them followed the way of comparison bet-
ween tv/o litterateurs or literatures, Al-ShaYich Na j ib al-
Haddad made a comparijon between Arabic and European poetry, 
He mentioned that this process is difficult and demands 
som.c s.iecial stipulations," The writer ought to know the 
language of ecch one of these poets, his poetical status 
am.ong his people^ he should ioe capable of -j^  --inj- their 
poetry and shov/ing tho difference between our and his ovm 
poetry. This will necessitate great knoi/lodgc and wide 
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acquaintance with all these languages," 
He tried to disclose the way of the Arabs and the 
ta/o 
Europeans in composing poetry from the/view points, the 
content and the structure. Ho also v/an-ced to shov; the s]:)cc-
ial c^  retires of those t\JO categories without aming at 
prefering one to the other. If we fin him referring to 
his preference for a certain characteristic of any one of 
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the si-'^ cs, it is an a..,cider.tal reference and not the objec-
tive i"'tendod delLoorutcly to be achieve^ ., by al-Haddad, 
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3. Al-Shoykh Muharnmacl al-Mahdi observes that judgment 
±s an iiiGVJ tabic necessity in comparison, provided that it 
is not passed v/ithout adequate deliberation/ examination 
and study of tlie text; soiric people do so ''7ithoi.it fulfill-
ing this condition, oaC. "ue to this they do not perform their 
Tucy to>/ards liccrature properly. So, if, for instance 
comparison is made between tvro poets, ic is necessary for 
the critic to bo thoroughly acquainted \/ith all that the 
t\;o poets hPvc conposod ?nd to be objective in his a^  ri^ ich 
riL-n^ut octng influenced Ly hj.s own x/ninis, 'Ix'^n who 
laakes comparison should be one of those who have sound 
taste, vase j-cnowledge, and full acquaintcnce uith all the 
should 
the t.\ro po'^ ts have coiaposed. He also/be far from vj-hims 
have 
as /^e21 as from imi-catioii and/mdnute observation of mea-
nings and I'ords. Tnon he compares the \rords, styles, crea-
ted meanings, pretciness aj.id ugliness of the imagination, 
proficiencies, transpositions, stanzas, adoption and crea-
tion. It is also obligatory on him to m.ontion the reason 
of every approciatioxi oi- di&ajjproval m such a manner that 
the reader is satisfied and provides hiri with \/hat makes 
him c'pablc of making judgment. So before he reaches the 
end of the com )arison he can do nothing but pronounce the 
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judgeiuent," 
This is a sound apx^ -^oach to comparison * It lays 
down for the cricic che conuitions which are ncccssarv for 
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him to Guccccd in his niiscion. It also ordains him how to 
proceed in this mission so that the particulars of his wri-
ting becom- complementary and directed towards judgment. 
When one reads such v/riting later on he finds that the ju.'.._,-
ment has not been made at random and that it is justified, 
Al-Sh?Y'.^ h al"Mahdi is ox the o|>inion that comparison 
is the best vray for criticising texts and understanding lits 
raturc , it strengthens the literary faculty and discloses 
the fine points of the text v/hich are followed by the wri-
ter in order to improve or them and by the readers in order 
to imitate them. It also discloses the defects of the text 
so th-~t they may be avoided. "In the same way mind has 
neither the practice of correct understanding/ nor moving 
in a spacious field of meanings, nor does it evaluate the 
things as required but only through comparisons which por-
tray the sha-jo of every poet in the soul (of the critic) sind 
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define a firm and irrefutable judgmont about him." 
4. Perhaps, in those days, Khalil mutr'an was the only 
litterateur who practised applied criticism. But there is 
nothing in his criticism, \rhich ihdicatcs the application 
of his -cheoretical principles which we have mentioned ear-
lier. Me was content with short statement about ;the com-
positions of the poets ana some particul^. rs of their lives 
without benifiting froi.i them in shedding light on the at-
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tistic creation or directing his criticism to a specific 
direction, .le puts the composition of a certain poet in a 
particular class to which hie gives a definite name. For 
exami.;le he names the composition of .Ism^'il Pasha Sabri as 
w , "" 101 
^ '^'"poetry for the sake of poetry," the composition of Ahmad 
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Shawqi a^'"genuine and superior poetry', that of al-Saiyid 
Tav/fiq al-Bakri as "poetry of pre-Islamic revivalism" and 
so on and so forth. 
Some of these nomenclatures suggest the nature of 
the x^ '^G try which he has quoted, as, for instance, the no-
menclacure of the poetry of al-Saiyid al-Bakri, It guides 
the reader to his interest in che use of uncommon v/ords as 
we know them novi7 and to his interest in following the foot-
is 
steps of the pagan bards in composing poetry. This/not the 
case ^'ith the nomenclature which ho has used for the poetry 
of certain other poete, such as his remark about the poetry 
- 0/: 
of HcfiK Ibrahim that it is explicit poetry,^ about thei-'Oc-
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t ry CL al-Bai-udi tha t i t i s ' ' a r t i s t i c and musical poetry" 
and a ;out the poetry of al-Sha^^^h Ibrahim. a l -Yaz i j i tha t 
i t i s "the poetry of perfect ion." 
These are general and inaccurate judgmicnts and do 
not convei- anything iinportant except his phrase "poetry for 
the salte of poetry'' which draws a t ten t ion because i t re"v^als 
the awareness of the existence of two l i t e r a r y t rends ; 
a r t for the sajcc of a r t and a r t for the sa]ce of scjEdiiS,^ !::^ . 
- 4i 
But what Mutrail has said does not indicate, as we think, a 
right understanding of the first trend* For, he has justi-
fied his judgment about the poetry of Isni^'il Sabri by _' sor-
vin.j that he v/as a poet who composed only a little poetry, 
he v;rote poetry to vent what simi-nered in his heart, his 
writing might not exceed six verses at a time and mostly 
he wrote only two verses, then he left what he wrote to be 
lost. Mutran says s "And thus time passes by him and poe-
try simmers in his h.art; so he sends out his two verses as 
if to set a couple of birds free. They Qly av/ay in space 
while they are beating their hemistiches \/ith glittering 
Vi/ings singing to the harmony of prosody till they 'is'"-j.">-
'.ear and their tune ceases to e^ xist and goes into the world 
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of bliviijn.l' 
This is a lame justification which has nothing to 
do v/ith criticism. It sugoests that poetry for Sabri was 
like the notion which occured to him. So he can^xired, 
revised and later on sent it out. 
The idea of ''poetry for the sake of poetry'' is not 
that the poet expresses what simraers in his soul. [ft is 
a literary trend ^^ rhich spread in Europe , lits purport was 
that the poet pays great attention.-' to his work till he 
raises it to the highest degree of beauty and he does not 
pay heed to the problems v/hich the people v/ant him to write 
about, i'^ or, the aim of the poetry in the eyes of the be-
49 
1levers in the theory of "art for the sake of art" is con-
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fined to beauty and pleasure. 
The critical opinions mentioned above, whether theo-
retical or applied, as ^ v.7hole are concerned with subjec-
tive poetry. These litterataurs have their own excuse ,that 
is, they v/crc not familiar with other kinds of poetry in 
Arabic such as epic and draraa. 
Al-Sha I'kh Ma j ib al--Haddad alone has referred to this 
thing. Ke has mentioned that the Arabic poetry is an echo 
of what seethes in che soul of the poet. But there is ano-
ther t/pe of jpoetry v/hich he regards as superior to the su]>-
jectivo poetry. By this he means the poetic drama \/hich 
the Europeans considered as ' the first rank poetry" and re-
garded it as the best indication of the poet's skill. Beca-
use, in it, the poet neither speaks about himself nor ex-
of 
presses his sentiments but represents the sentiments/"-' t-iers 
"n.". this is-a proof of the poet's deep insight and his 
literar_^ ^ capability. The Europeans arc "entirely right in 
this belief (namely preference of drama) because the compo-
sition of the poetic drama is more indicative of the merit 
and the power of invention than the arrangement of the Di-
,109 
van ir. the for a of th'-^  qasa' id (po-^ ms) and^uq^tt'^'at. poe-
. . . . . 
tic dr.uria requires the po\7er of invention in its narration, 
skill oF coiiiposition in the creation of its verses, and 
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refinement of imagination in depicting the sentiments of 
its actors and in bringing out the difference of their con-
ditions. It also re uircs accuracy in arranging its acts, 
strengthening its plot and connecting them with one ano-
ther. This necessitates a long deliberation, great abili-
ty and excellent pov/er of imagination and composition in 
a manner different frora ufiat is required in independent 
110 
poems and maqtu'at." 
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"•-s^ ndnatcJ the thinkinj ol: the littertcurs, 
?o they i^ ayecl attention to this external beauty. 
The critics initiated the unco-nvering and exposition 
OL the cleirient €2 external beauty for the litterateurs 
v/hO/ . in their turn,, adopted something of v/hat they 
(the critics) had uncovered. The result was that the 
snare of these litterateurs in it as v/ell as the degree 
of the excellence which they attained differed from 
•person to person. Only a few (critics and poets) em-
ployed themselves in searching and finding out v/hat 
was behind the apparent forms." See his book al--Usus 
al-Janialiyyah Fi al-Nagd al-'Arabi, p.171 & Chap,II 
Sec.I. 
This minority to v/hich Dr. 'Izz u^-Din Isma'il 
hr.s pointed reduced gradually till it diminished and 
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decoration, etc. became the env" of chc jooet and the 
i.iedium for ^roving his proficiency and ability,Viith 
the passage of tim.e there remained no important role 
for ideas to play. :\ad \Jhen poetry is devoid of this 
element and the poet concentrates his activity on ma-
king the words and similes his prey, then, naturally, 
affectation and perhaps weakness too penetrafe into 
the text. This ;jeakncss was inseparable from the 
Arab poetic v;or'Jcs in the baclcv/ard times or what we 
call the ''dark ages." 
Before the recent revival of poetry the Arab 
litterateurs follovv-ed their nearest predecessors.Hence 
their poetry was marked by the trends glanced over 
earlier. 
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C H A P T E R I I 
'ABDUR-RAHMAN SHUKRI 
1 8 8 6 - 1 9 5 8 
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'Abdu" Rahman Sulcri v/as born in Port Said in the 
year 1886. He ^"'^•^ Lr..u-jht up in a family having national 
feeling and cultural baste. His father vas an army officer. 
revolution _ _ 
He had participated in the/led by Ahmad 'Urabi P'^ sh'i (d. 
1911) and \J3s imprisoned after it ended in failure. His 
interest in culture can be understood from the attention 
ho loayed to -''irabic booJcs, He built a personal library and 
coll. cted in it most ii.iportjnt books on language and lit-
erature availr.blc at that time, 'Abdur i^ ahman Shukri had 
inherited tliese tuo tr its from his father. In the begi-
nning of his life he devoted his time to the study of books 
v/hich v/ere preserved in the library of his father. Side 
by side he received formal education in schools. After 
passing primary and secondary examinations, he joined the 
Law college. But soon after he was rusticated from it on 
account of provoking students to go on strike in favour of 
the i\!ationalist party. Then he joined the Teachers' Train-
ing College at Cairo. During his studentship in this ins-
titute, he studied eagerly the Arabic and English litera-
tures, made friendship with Ibrahim al-Kazini and "contri-
buted to the modernist paper of the time al-Jarida, v/hich 
1 
v;as edited by Lutfi al-Say}^ id, •' 
Shukri graduated in 1909 and was sent to England by 
the Egyptian government on an educational mission to con-
tinue his studies at Sheffield University College, There-
by he got an opportunity to improve his knowledge of 
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Dnglir^ h learnt first in the Treacher s' Training College and 
to Jocpen his scholarship in its literature in general and 
in t.iG works of the r' nantics in particular. He remained 
in Enijiaud for three years. After coming back to Egypt in 
the y^ar 1912, ho was appointed toocher in Rasut-tin secon-
dary school in Alexandria, In this year he met 'Abbas al-
'Aqqad. Afterv/ards Shukri took up several positions in the 
Ministry of Education as hoad master and inspector a^ -terna-
tely until he retired in the year 1944, 
Prom the year 1909 up to 1919 he published seven 'vol-
ui los of potjcry, V^Jhat he composed later on and published 
in newspapers and magazines was collected by Niqula Yusuf 
« 
to form the eight volume and printed his v/hole poetry in 
one volume in the year 1960, In addition to this, Shukri 
vrrotc Al" I' tiraf at (i.e. the confessions) and published it 
in the year 1916 and attributed it to an imaginary friend 
Mim Nun . It is actually his autobiography but 
covers only a few years of his life. Towards the end of 
his lifcy he suffered from paralysis and did in the year 
2 
1958 in Alexandria. 
Shukri is one of the three persons who form the 
group known as "Jama'at al-Diwan" in the history of Modern 
Arabic literature -ixxd criticism. 'Abbas Mahmud al-Aqqad 
and Ibrahim al-Mazini arc his other two associates. All of 
them were born in the last but one decade of the previous 
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centmy. When they became young^ the /Arabic pdetry was 
under the process of revivification led by MahrnUd Sami al-
Barudl (1838-1904), Ahmad Shawgi (1869-1932), Hafiz Ibr"-
him (1870-1932) and other eminant "Classical" poets. The 
credit must go to this process of revivification that the 
growing generation was able to read a poetry which in its 
eloquence and solidity was of the level of the ancient 
4 
Arabic poetry and it was introduced to the incent poets. 
This raised the literary standard of this generation th-
rough intrcd\j.cing it to special understanding for the poe-
try v/hich emanated from the excretions of the old poetry 
and V'hat followed it till the poetry did not remain indica-
tive of a rhetorical expei iency or skilful point or play-
ing with the words \.'hich prevailed in. the earlier centu-
tries. 
Besides this cultural environment, there occured 
an opportunity for learning a foreign language and for 
imbibing its culture, Vvhether it was due to personal 
impulse for amplifying the individual culture or due to 
5 
the encouragement by the foreign governments especially 
Britain and France - for the sake of cultural ties with 
Egypt ''ue to its important strategic location and hence 
to cap-cure it through the cultural entrance. 
Whatever the case may be, the members of the group 
of al-Di\/an paid attention to the English language till 
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they li tirn^ d it up to tlio mark of perfection^ so they be-
came aequointed \7±V'\ the European literature in general and 
with English literat re in ijarticular. In this way they 
c,rLaiiccl -i_p^  themselves two cultures3 Arabian and European, 
Whatever the level of these two cultures may be, v/hat v/e 
believe is that they were dazzled by the "Western literary 
approach and hence endeavoured to popularize it as a whole 
or in parts among the contemporary Arabs cither by holding 
out new literary concepts, i.e. critical theory or by the 
process of poetical creation itself. 
Altnough all the members of al~Diwan are critics as 
well OS poets, yet they dc' not share the degree of their 
excellence equally. Perhaps al-'Aqqad and al~Mazini were 
taken as innovating theoreticians x^ropaqating their ideas 
at various places in their \/ritinc;s. But Shukri was consi-
dered as one who applied and established these ideas in his 
poetry. 
This, however, does not mean that Shukri is anyway 
inferior to them in status. On the contrary, by virtue oc 
being the teacher of both of them, he may rathfer be placed 
just above them. Tho t he was the teacher of them was J^ c^cg-
niae^ '' by al-Mazini as v/ell as al- 'Aqqad, tho former 
mentioning it clearly and the latter alluding to it indi-
rectly, as V\?e sliall see in the following pages. 
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In addition to thic, it docs not mean that Shukri 
v/as satisfied with composing poetry alone and did not pay 
attOiition bo critici. ii or recording it. In the preface to 
Bsii® Divans ho has inserted certain valuable critical views 
which had their effect on the moveraent of modern Arabic 
criticism. 
In spite of their importance, the-.e views do not rc^ >-
-r^scnt Shukri as a critic completely, for he did not care 
to register all his critical opinions and ideas. Ho noted 
only some of these opinions and ideas and was generally sa-
tisfied wich making comments in the literary meetings, Al-
'Aqqad, while speaking about Shukri's critical prudence and 
the accuracy of opinions, has referred to this aspect. He 
r A 
sayss ''In addition to his broad knowledge, he was a true 
observer, of sharp intellect, fine in ideation and could 
distincjuish readily between the shades of speech. Hence 
undoubtedly he had full control over the faculty of criti-
cism. Because he reads much and makes distinction between 
vj-hat he approves and what he does not apT)rove out of it, 
criticising literature does not impose any problem for him. 
He has just to look into one or a few pages and when ho puts 
the book aside the evaluacion is complete. This could not 
be done by anyone olsj even after reading it for a long 
time ... NothJng i^ . m^ r^o enjoyable than to hear Shukri 
reciting an Arabian or European poem and making comments on 
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it verso by verse. V\Jhat he v/rote in his compilati o-rrs about 
the criticism is just a drop out of the sea of those pre-
cious opinions which he put forward on th^ spur of the mo~ 
6 
ment and did not care to record," 
At another place he sayss "What Shukrx said to his 
companions and students in elucidation of his opinion is 
much raore bhan what he wrote or published about his _lite~ 
rrrycall. He was disposed to make comt^rehcnsive critical 
comments on v/hat he or others read. He rakes a divan or a 
book or an article and throws a cursory glance over it and 
then .uts Iv. aside haying completed its evaluation and es-
timation like an expert jeweller who completes the evalua-
tion of a gem after having a glimpse of it and touching it 
with his hands. So if anyone reads a book even repeatedly 
after having listened to Shukri on it/ he cannot reach an 
opinion regarding it which is truer than what Shukri has 
pronounced just in c-e sitting. As such the person v/ho 
hears Shukri speaking is likely to take his opinion as to 
have been formed momentarily and without deliberation.But 
in renlity such an opinion v/as the result of a long deli-
beration which ho kept reserved to be expressed only when 
7 
the proper occasion for it arose," 
This faculty which Shukri possessed is, in our viev/, 
partly a product of his inmte ability and partly a result 
of his v/id ; and deep culture in the Arabic and European 
litor<-ibur'_s ^  Al~ T.^ Tqad v.-s daaslod by this vast knov/lodge 
and mentioned th-it ho did not witnosb anyone before or af-
ter Shukri having kn.'fledge v/ider than him, " He did talk 
to him about a book but found him very well acquainted 
with it and often he used to speak about the books which 
9 
al-'Aqqad and Shukri's audience did not know, 
hViiat we have said above indicates al-'Aqqad's indi-
rect confession that Shukri was his teacticr or^ at least, 
guide in tne beginning of his literary and cultural life. 
Al-IIasini al5-.o refers to ''lis being a student of Shulcri and 
gives us a clear indication to the extent of Shukri's know-
ledge. Aboac himself and his old friend Shukri, al-Mazini 
observes as follows 2 "In those days we f^ere students of 
Teachers' Training College» ' My relation with him was so 
strong as if we \/ere '-^ne a ad the same. 3ut at that time 
I was a beginner while he e.ad framed a e 3ecif ic doctrine 
about licerature aa.d had lorm.ed a decisive view v/hat its 
nacure should be. Ic wjuld be mean on m;^ ' part, which I 
disdain, to repudiate that he was the first one who laun-
ched iiie, directed my steps to the right ,:'ath and showed ^ "'^  
the way to the clear arguiiL>-'nt, I would have been mos-c li™ 
Icely moving aimlessly for some more years and missing the 
10 
right path had it not been his concinuous help," 
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The literary doctrine to which ai-Mazini refers was 
qui CO ncv; and different from the understanding of litera-
ture prevailing amongst most of the litterateurs at that 
time. Shukri sought guidance from his English culture on 
the formatioii of his literary concepts and endeavoured to 
apply thom to his poetry. VJhen these concepts penetrated 
into his soul, they formed as a whole a doctrine which was 
reflected in his poetry and on which he depended in his 
thinking and expression, Dr, Muhammad Kandur once called 
11 
it the doctrine of meditation and at another time the 
12 
doctrine 0": personal introspection. This doctrine corn-
el 
bines "the intellectiial meditation and tne warm sentimen-
tal feeling. Consequently his every notion has a special 
emotional colour flowing from Shukri's soul and his warm 
and restless sentiment, leaning, for the most part,towards 
13 
pessimism and severe revolt," 
W h_^  a _t i__s P_j^ e t r yz 
It is in this frame that the critical views of 
Shukri revolve. Poetry, in his opinion, is a product of 
sentiments which have different levels of strength,Poetry, 
therefore, ht to be sincere in unveiling the sentiments 
and showling their dif ercnt degreoj of i.icensity. This 
would be m- terialized if th , poet, /hile composing poetry, 
responds spontaneously tc his emotions instead of compell-
14 
ing himsel.': just to say something. 
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Ic i s unc'.srstv^od from Shukri ' s obsorvation that he 
divicus poets into two categor ies ; qroai: poets and those 
who arc of o lo\7or s„atus than them. .The raaxiinum objec-
t ive of th i s second citogory i s only to introduce the piGO-
ple -co wJiat twichcs in the i r souls and to make them under-
stand Ix. which i s lower than the missioxj of the groat poet 
v/ho is not s a t i s f i ed v;i di t h i s much but exci tes the fee-
lings cAd sentiiiients of th>^  readers and crea tes a v i t a l 
admixture boti/een his ana cjieir f ee l ings . So he sayss "The 
great goe c i s not ho v/ho i s s a t i s f i e d wa th making the peo-
ple ri^relv cf^  cc^aprehond/ but i s one who t r i e s to in tox i -
cate ind exci te them . . . So he mixes his feel ings and sen-
timents ;/ith t h e i r s . In the pooTzry of sentiments there i s 
a resonance and tune whic": you do not find in other types 
ot poetry'. A day v;ill come when the people sha l l bocom.e 
aware t ha t i t i s th i s which i s the r ea l poetry. As such/ 
tile poetry, no matter v-hat i t s subject matter be, should 
possess a sentiment* But the sentiments expressed by the 
15 
poet arc d i f fe ren t Crjm one another,'" 
I t becoiiies obvious from th i s toxc, and cspcciol ly 
froru •i-_,_c saying„ "in cno poctr-y oc seni iiuonts, . . " / t ha t 
here he i s eilking about the subjective: poetry. And th i s 
i s na tura l because the :.r.-.b l i t teratcuia: . a t that time did 
not kao\v' .-.he vcner kinds .^^ f poetry . 
The l,L.oiic '/L_Lch ha cows a spoc io i v i l u c t o t h i s 
s u b j e c t i v e })oc cry i^ 3orc i ^at. Bur Shul-iri does not c l a r i -
fy for us the na tu re oT t h i s OI-IP-^ n- be s j ce s shunning from 
doiaar c i t i n g "it. Veri];^ he does no C/ o.s I'lC mciitioiis, mean 
"by th^ poet ry of sentann_i^Vs"to s e t the dc^ad words i n d i c a t i n g 
che s j f c o r i n g or shedding t e a r s . For, the p e e t r y of s o n t i -
m^nts TIC jds a Terci io br ' i in , i n t e l l i g e n c and broad Imagina-
t i o n for s tudying the '^entlme.its, r ecogn iz ing and ana lys ing 
t h e i r s e c r e t s ^ s t u ^ y m a cheax- d i f Cere nC. ^ ana s j m i l a r i t i c s , 
harmoiTv cind d i s c o r d , admix ,uro, n i n i f e s t a t i o n s , tunes and 
every uain j .uu of l i f e ' s t i f^ ' t i rs end pcojTle' s a c t i o n s with 
uhich chc "eTciiiioncs do-^l. S<-' the poor ^ I ould take up what 
s t i r s m hiia uh- sneci.aents ind poecic lu a n i i g s and should 
l i v e o (^leecic and rnusio .1 ij_ving 2c per . i is a b i l i t y and 
should hab i cua t e himself t o search every .^ncJment of h i s 
h e a r t and jvery raotive or h i s s o u l , Pd t ' s h. a r t i s a mi-
r r o r of the cosmos Jn \ 'nich every j r e a t , noble and v i r t u -
16 
ous or u j ly , desp ised ar^ d u^ r ^eiic-^i i. a t i s ce f loc ted . ' ' 
But "ocs tic, b_i "Lhi-. anyv/ay, c l a r a f y whet he means 
by scjTcimont Undoubtedly he does not iik in by i t the f^ded 
f c e l i n j or the s u p e r f i c i a l aiid' a r t i c i c i a j . emotion and the 
l i k e \/hich could be cover^-d oy resonan t ^'ords and exagac-
cat io '^ . If \v'e knew th^. I: t h e poet c?]ces r e s o r t t o h igh-
sound_ng -woids and oxagge re t i on onl\ vjhe . there i s d e a r t h 
of g )a ino ^ l ing aeel oePt"''^'jnt in him, chen we r e a l i z e 
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th'^  L T.-M.tli is the essence of sentiment^ be it in the motive 
of coi.ioosition or in the composition itself, VJhat v/e mean 
here by truth is the artistic truth or what can be named 
as poetic experience. The pivot of this experience is the 
poet's personality and it indeed is the mirror through ^•'^hich 
ho sees the reality and by it he distinguishes between 
various sentiments. ' This does not mean what in this way 
Shukri limits the scope of the subject m.atter for the poet 
or that he asks him -co express his person.al concerns alone 
but v^ ants that the personality ought to remain present and 
it sh ul " '^ '"ct to the objects about which ho writes. 
Pcrhai3S this attitude becomes clearer v/hen he says 
'I do not wonder at any one as much as at the litterateurs 
who compose poetry on subjects about which they are asked 
to write. They compose for the sake of satisfying one who 
so 
asks them to do As if poetry is dome sort of weighing ma-
chine. But the poet -S ho \/ho docs not compose until that 
parojcysm haprjcns to him whichx pushes him against his will 
to give poetic expression t) the matter for which his soul 
17 
prepares."' The same is the case v/ith his sayings "The 
great poet does not but C',;mpose under thf^  paroxyms of ner-
vous emotion in v/hich condition jpootry's Terms bubble up 
in his mind and the sentim.juts collide in his heart. This 
collision, hov/cver, docs not disturb the Ijirds of poetic 
tunes v'hi'-'h ''arble in his niind. Then the poetic forms 
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gush up liisG a torrent >-'ithout involveim^nt of the d i sc re -
txon oc tlv-^  x '^-'^ t in chcir s e l ec t ion . But x/ithout those 
parojc^ TTuS the poetry .lich ho crea tes becomos a toxoid, s en t i -
ment hrivii'ig l i t t l e eloyance and imp^ict. AJJict ion ^^ 
reading end observing is the bas is of poetry because i t i s 
Tzhis v/hich develops the fpcul ty . But the (conscious) se-
lec t ion of corms a t the tinrio of coraposition is the proof 
of the fact t ha t the poe t ' s facul ty i s undeveloped and 
barren and tnat there is ne i the r a tunc in his nerves nor 
a sentirncnL in h is heart . . . sentiments are the moving po-
v/er in th^ 1 l-f-'e and they arc for poetry equal to l i g h t and 
18 
f i r e , " 
So "che poetic experience is the principal support in 
the process of artistic creation. The eia. tion which accoin-
panies the experience enables the poet to} harmonize the 
numerous and contradictory ostures in the sources of his 
creation until these stures become united in v;hich there 
19 
is iic loophole for discordance or disarray or interference, 
an 
This means that the process of conpositi.m i s not / ins-c n-
t .1-^us re c t i - n to a cor ta in emotion. Tc i s r a the r a 
conscious i^roccss which the poet goes tli^ough xfcer his 
primary emotion tranquili'^ic s and ,ets bere f t of the b le -
mishes mingled v/ith t . In other \-7ords, the process of 
coiiiijo.siciox IS che p(i\\7or of reco l lec t ing the circumstances 
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of experience. ',:e have wituessed in a previous bext an in-
dication of- this fact when Shukri mentions . thot the poet 
studies and aiaalyses the sentiments and recognizes their 
secrets ond that this process docs not come to completion 
instantly. At another place he clearly refers to this fact 
when ho says „ "Poetry is "oright and '•^'^^'^'^ x-iorda emerging 
from the soul. If che sentiment makes the poet to express 
(himself)/ ix: may Aiake hiui also silent. Cn account of this, 
the recollection of .sentiment and the reminiscence about 
it is poetry, u'emean cheit recollection which returns the 
20 
sentiment and thrit reminiscence i/hich revives it.-' 
3hu];ri' s concentration upon sentiment does not mean 
that he'mcikes poetry empty of another element, i.e. the 
thought. But he declares that sentiraent and thought are 
not found in the same degree in al3 the compositions of a 
poet. The c''-uso of their dis-jarity is the subject matter 
of the peojn concorno'-', for every subject has a special ki-
nd of sentiraent and a certain quanciLy of thoucht, ''"So in 
some r,: the poet's cor ositions the sentiment becomes m,ore 
evident and more nocossory and in some OL them it becomes 
loss ovicient. Th^re is no doubt that love poetry, for 
instance, necessicates a special kind of sentiraent v/hich 
differs from th^t -.''"i^ch laotivates the notions of aphorisms 
21 
and seriiions." 
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'Jc can o-oitomi.:^c Shulc'i 'c posi t ion by the follo\/ing 
points o 
1, Por;try i s a i.pontanoous c"'•^rcssion of the sentiment 
in which thoro is no af fec ta t ion , e i t h e r in 
c .^cent c r in Corm. 
2, Poetry cannot be croatecl x/ithout eniotion, 
3, A poeiii incluacs within it various feelings and id-
eas whicii the looet melts ix_ one crucible and coll-
ects in one structure until they become harmonized, 
4, Poetry docs not aim nierely at disclosing the rea-
lic'- but at the creation of impact on the reader 
and at creating a sentimental cohesion between 
him and the poet. 
These viev/s of Shukri about poetry are akin to the 
fundamentals upon \7hich the romantics in general and the 
English romaxitics in x"5^ 3.-ticular de jend in putting forth 
their concent o£ ijoecry. In the formati'"''' of these vie'/s 
Shui.ri is dccidcdlN; .Lnlli.cncec' by three _root English ro-
mantics, naiaelys x-Ceac,.-, v^ o.-dsv/orch and Coioridgc. 
The roriaiitice opine that poetry is an e;vpression 
2 2 
of the reelings of the poet. According to Keats poetry 
should malce the reader fool th~'t it is an expression of 
his own feelings and ideas and it should overwhelm him by 
i t s iiiiagcs and i t s emanation should be n.atural l ike t h a t 
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of leaves from cho crcc. This oLrs^ rvTiti .n/^  two essential 
things. Vlist, poetry is a natural oxpx-ession of the feel-
ings of the poet in \ .ich there is no nffoct~-ti' n "^ncl arti-
flci-^lity. SCCOUUIY/ coir lunicn tion of the expression to the 
reader shoiilc' h^ so imyr::solve as tc in~'];e him imagine that 
the CO iii_;osition expresses his own emotions. This fact lca~ 
els to a livinc: incorporation of the sentiments of the two 
parties oE the artistic processs the creator and the 
reader. 
These two principles, i.e. expression and conmuni-
cation, ore t\w of the important pivots of the romantic 
in 
thou'^ht /regard to _^  or,try, Tiiis is obvious in the viev; 
expressed by Shukri th-^ t the style of poetry should gush 
up like a torrenc and raake che reader excited and i ito;;i~ 
c^ta" rather than crea_c ._heer unecrscanc'ing in him, 
w'e have .seen in ShiA ri' s observation that the roa-
lizatdon of this mission ro luircs Irom the poc c an aware-
ness oi tlie V. xjerience and an emotioral (reparation '^ ^^ "* 
a-vis ic, for this j_)henoi!ienon ho uses the phrase ''parox-
ysms of the nervous eiaotion." This en.otion, as we think, 
is onl a sha lev/ cf Coleric'ge's saying in this connection 
chat the emotion \;hich befalls a poet during the process 
24 
of a r c i s t i c c rea t ion i s what c3is t inguishes che poetry. 
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'Chic cro ' tion gains dc^ pth and serenity v/hon it is 
the rer ilt of raeditation over the emotional condition and 
of the pov7or of rocolxcction of the sentimental situation, 
Wordsx'/orth har; made out this point by sayings 
"Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful fee-
lings it takes its origin from emotions recollected in tran-
quilityythe emotion is contemplated till by a species of 
reaction, the tranquility gradually disappears/and an emo-
tion kinder'jd to that which was before the subject of con-
templation /is gradually produced, and docs itself actually 
exist in the inind. In this mood successftil composition ge-
25 
nerall3/' begins," 
The sentiment casts its impact upon bhe things '^^ c^h 
the poet 3: opts irro.n VA~ life. These chings appear con-
tradictory aiid conflicting. But by the poet's act they 
become hax-iHonic and s'stom.otic and united b;^/ one spirit. 
This is a conception v/hich Coleridge adduces in his -^1"^-
ra^hia Literaria v/hen he sayss "The poet, described in 
ideal perfection, brings the whole soul of man into acti-
vity, v/ith the subordination of its faculties to each ther 
accjrd-ing to their relative vjorth and dignity a He di-
ffuses d tone and spirit of unity thnt blends, and (as it 
\/ere) fuses, each into each, by that synthetic and magical 
po^/er, to v/hich I would exclusivclv approi)riate the name 
26 
of imagination, •• 
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From the remark of Coleridge this much at least is 
evident that the poetic elements react on one another r-cc:;rd~ 
inj to the roma-ntic critical viev/. As such, beauty, ima-
gination, pleasure, emotion ... etc, are sustained by one 
another to form one universal energy and they are not par-
titive and disunited. 
3ut Shukri, \fno se.Jcs inspiration from the. English 
romantics in the formatior- of his critical attitude^ could 
not keep pace v^ ith thoni in this respect. Hence emanates 
his observation on truth, taste and imagination indicating 
that they arc separate froi"a and do not sustain one another 
except the interrelationship between inagination and simile, 
as we shall sec later on. 
Categories_ and Cbjective of Poetrys 
\'le havo scon earlier that sentiment, in the opinion 
of Shukri, is the elen.oiit \Jhose prevalence is absolutely 
noGcsGary in a poetic creation and that it is this elen.ent 
v,'hich serves as tlie ground for discriminating the poetic 
from the prosaic. According to this observation division 
of jXA^ try into subjects like aphorisais, lovo-poetry, desc-
riptive poetry ... etc, is vjrong. In fact, poetry is not 
restricted to any particular subject. The poem as a whole 
rcpires ;nts tlio poi..t's notions and vital experiences on 
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vi i ich .iO t i l l Jcs c.o.^-'ly Olid w i t h which he n i x e s h i s emot ions 
oo th'.cc ch>-,:< corn^^ t o h i s t ^un_,c .•^•pontaneously. As s u c h ^ " t h e 
rari!< o : pOv., c r y ' s c . iv i r ioxis i n t h e s o u l i s c g u a 3 . t o t h e ^ i^^ 
; iTioeninvis i n t h e i n - c e l l e c t . For e v e r y meaning t h e r e 
i s no s e p a r a b o roora i n cho i n t e l l e c t . But t h e y intoriViarry 
and r e g e n e r a t e i n i c . bo t h e r e i s no j u s c i f i c a t i o n f o r one 
who wants t o p l o c e e v e r y s e n t i r a e n t of t h e sou3 i n a c aac 
27 
a l l a l o n e , 
i n so i - ,o CJT h i s d „ n i a l cf p a r t i t i o n of the huraan s e n -
cLa^nt^. he r.peaks a o o u t l- jv^c-poetry a s an indv;pendent s e n -
t i m e n t and -iioro m i n u t e l y a s a s o u r c e of the s e n u i m e n t s as 
a v/hole . He prodic" i tc& t o i t a l s o a s p e c i a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , 
i . e . 3 (jve ot b>„ in ty "•not l i j i e . In \-\xs v i ew t h e l ove of 
b e a u t y p o i n c s t o -che l o v e (jf l i f e , A c c o r o i n g l y , i f t h e 
l o v e of b e a u t y i s deep or £:hallovv', t h e l o v e of l i f e v / i l l 
fo l lov ; s u i t , he r e c k o n s t h i s lov: : a s a s t r o n g s o c i a l mo--
28 
t i v e i n r a i s i n g t h e i -oc ic ty u,) and e l e v a t i n g i t . 
On t h e fatrengthj. of t h i s v i ew he x^ays a t t e n t i o n t o 
love p o e t r y b u t ac the same t i ine i g r i c r e s e r o c i c xjoetry o r 
v/hat i s c o n c e r n e d w i t h mere c r p o r a l d e s c r i p t i o n s . He 
aims ac tho e l e v a t e d p l a t o n i c l o v e from \/hiich the v - r i )us 
s e n t i m e n t s , l i k e a t ' - e c t i o - anri h a t e , b r a v e r y and c o w a r d i c e , 
gene ro - s i t y and l u i a e r l i o c s ' ^ e t c . c m a n a t c , "Due t o t h i s t h e 
l o v e - p o e t r y o c c u p i e s a l o f t y j ) ' ^ s i t i o n a 'nongst ( a l l t y p c c j 
of pooLr^^, Co IS. auent l - ' - i t ' - i s a s o u r c e ^.1 t he s e n t i m e n t s 
/ \ UIC No ^^^'^^^ 
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and rcvcaler of their conditions, Sc the love poetry ex-
presses all the internal sentiments. As the love of beauty 
is the love for life, you find in love poetry the poet's 
opinions and the notions v/hich strike hirn in life/ the ex-
to 
periuncos which he gathers, the objects his mind aspires/or 
his heart yearns for and every aspect of the life with which 
"•^  deals. To associate a sentiment to an individual and 
restrict it to him alone, though it makes the sentiment 
m.ore apjparont, is not the condition of the love poetry v/hich 
ts the centre of th.j necklace, string of beads and the 
spirit of poetry. The love poetry with v/hich v/e are conce-
rned the motivating force behind it is the sentiment which 
makes man realise strongly all manifestations of beauty'l be 
it the beauty of faces and bodies- or flov/ers and rivers, or 
lightening in the clouds, or night and its stars, or the 
iii.ming and its breeze, or souls and morals, ... an indivi-
dual's love "•'for another individual is only a manifestation 
of this wide sentimcnc \/hicb. has c m;-^ssionfor every beauty 
manifest in life. This ]jootic sentiment throws its light 
upon every thing, even upon the dark and repulsive sides of 
life. It bcistou's upon them an artistic beauty like that of 
a marvellous painting the ..rtistic beauty of which appeals 
to man even if it is a painting of slaughter or like the 
beauty of saSt tunes v;hich melt tlie heart. Like the painter, 
the poet of love seeks dictation from the images of pretti-
ness lying i'l his mind ... Likewise pleasures and svifferings 
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oxpcrionczc by tho poet incite him to compose poetry. So 
he coiiiposos poetry based upon his own pleasures, sufferings 
and hopes as well as based upon the pleasures, sufferings 
29 
and hopes of the people." 
It is evident from the above quotation that Shukri 
pays attention to love poetry only on account of two essen-
tial -chings. The first of them is that the poet by means 
of it goes deep into his personality and feelings until he 
reaches the substance of the general sentiments through Itiis 
personal experience. The second is the result of the first 
point ann uiiut is to uncover the nystcries of the souls on 
the ore hand and to create intercommunication between them 
and the life oa the other. 
of 
This position represents that function/l'^ ''^ ctry v/hich 
-^- ^ s net stop at the exterior of the things and at mea-
nings which are just c-nmonpl-i.co , it is a deeper and grea-
ter function which J concerned with "the exposure of co-
nnections which binci together the parts and manifestations 
poetry 
of the cosmos and/deals v/ith the nature of accord between 
the realities. Because of this poet should be farsighted, 
not paying so much heed to "the comeliness of manifestations 
as to the light of the truth. He, therefore, iriust make a 
distinction between tnc meanings of life known to the comm-
on men and the ignorant (on the one hand) and the meaning 
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of li[-"c which the otcrnity reveals to hii i (on the other). 
Every jjoct, \/ho is a genius, is v/oa-chy of being regarded as 
a predictor. Is he n' t the x^crson who !(. uks into the sec-
rets OJT eternity with the hawk's eye ^  reiocves from them the 
cover of darkness and shows us the great mysteries which 
the people revere, so the ignorant and the foolish become 
30 
blindly attached to poetry?" 
Indeed this function nas a great irnportante. Poet's 
oenetretion into the depths for extracting the realities of 
things niakos incumbent on him the realization that he writ-
es fej chv2 ji^ .^ rcil human intellect and soul in all ages, 
Hencu he does not confine .limself to v/hat satisfies a par-
ticular locality or nation, tliough he is influenced by them 
and xjroceeds from them towards the spacious horizon of hu-
manity. So the poet is dis cinguished v/itn "that intellec-
tual hanger which rnak-t him inclined towrirds every thought 
and every feeling. This is -che motive which compels him to 
express certain realities for which he was created and for 
which the nature prep-ired him. H ^  is able to c^ nduro the 
ignorance of the people because t?ie great poet creates tne 
generation v/hich understands him and prepares it to undor-
31 
stand his poetry." 
In addition to this ho subjects the source of his 
inspiration, that is the nature and life, to the principle 
of Eolection ond liberates himself from the slavery of time. 
81 
It 
Thus he cares lor v/hat clcscrvGS his attontion, "The great 
poet is not the one v/ho caros for petty pffairs but one who 
rises above the day ir. which he is living. Then he looks 
into the depths of the time beholding what has passed and 
what v/ill happen in the future. Thus his poetry becomes eter-
nal like his look. He is one who pone-crates into the core 
of the soul and then unveils it. He is one whose poetry, if 
throvjn to the throat of the eternity, is svrallowed by itj. 
The fault of our poet; is that they ignore the majesty of 
thu po^ ,t's Lvinotion. In the past he servL,d as a boon c ~mr-
p mion of ]<:ings and as an oriiamont in the mouses of princes. 
But touay he is a messenger of the nature v^ hich supplies him 
the sv/v^ et melcdlos for the sake of polishing and av/akening 
the souls by chem, as also co increase their light and fire. 
Hence che greatness of the poet lies in t'^ e greatness of his 
feeling the life and in the sincerity of neart which is the 
source of this feeling, IE you see a poet considering the 
trifles as great, and regarding the minro incidents as great 
incidents, then (you should) knov/ thit his poetry is weak. 
One whose poetry is v^ reak, is misled by the clamour of inci-
dents and docs not knovJ that the events of soul, in spite 
32 
of their silence, are the Tn.st glorious," 
Shukri oacc quo ecu Wordsworth's ne-Jtive answer gi-
ven in resprnse to a question regarding f^ e poetry of a 
certain poct, '^ordsv</orth cnarac terized lu as a piece of 
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writin<j tha-c w^  s not uosti-icd to bo, Shukri was inspired 
by tliis clirrac tcrizatioa when ho considorcd great poetry as 
a piooo of tho dostii ^\ the happening of which is unavoid-
able. In continuatif'n to this ho further observes s ''If 
you went to distinguish botvecn the high and tho lew poe-
try, take a divan and read it» If you ooserve that the ^oe-
try xhorc is a part of the nature like the star or the sky 
or the sea, then -cake it to be the best poetry. But/ if 
you observe that the xrost OL it is just false craftsraanship, 
34 
then know that it is the Vv'orst poetry." 
Direccing the poet to this path and showing him this 
objective im^ l^y looking forward to eternal poetry. It is 
not sufficient that the poec seeks inspiration from the na-
ture and searches the reality/ in whatever manner it might 
be, to attain this type of poetry. But it is indispensa-
ble for him. to Icnov/ hov/ to treat them, 
Shukri advises th^  v^ o^ - to look ac the nature as if 
it is a living being like liimcelf. The romantics also held 
35 
tho S'-^mo view; and Shukri has referred c-oarly to the Eng-
lish LOinantics and to the : uality of their looking at the 
nature as also to their tro-^tment of it. In this regard he 
1 f 
s.iys;* "In obL.orving things the ancients were more correct 
it 
than \\s because the egotism did not govern them as/j'^orns. 
us, , (It is on account of the egotism that) wo preten-
ded th-c c^ li^ .ture has no life lilcc us. Does a person not 
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SCO da each of its loaves a multiplicity of racanings? Is 
it noc due to the fact that the nature hos a QToator life 
than we who have no conception of it except the feeling of 
its futility.- The reason is that in s^ oite of the altera-
tions in the phases of nature, its life is contented. But 
our Ijle is the captive of jealousy/ hatred and sordidncss 
... the ancients -^/ere better than us in observing things, 
because v/hen they looked at nature they looked at it as if 
it wore a highly aniuiated being full of eloquent meanings. 
And duo to. uhis the nature induced in their souls-revere-
nce and soler.'nity or ardent desire, torrs and love. All 
these are just shades of the meanings of v;orship v/hich made 
them w^  rtby of acquaintance with \<fhat \}Q ignore out of the 
secrets of the sound faith. Poets differed in their view 
of nature, Shelley considered it as a vessel of love and 
cine sentiments. VJordswcirch observed the changes in its 
conditions and difference of its sl:iapes and thought that 
they wore the result of graceful -^  ^ ditation (on the part 
36 
of nature icsclf)..." 
So fa.r as the reality is concerned, he finds fault 
v/ith those who delight m an unsound imagination and ad-
mire the impossible and the unfamilirx' because they find 
the sv/oetnes.j of poetry in reversing the reali-cies thcro-
f ro connect the poetry with folschoot , This, in his 
opinion, is one of the most important evicence of their 
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ignoraoce of poetry's xunction. Poetry is not falsehood. 
It IS ather a mirror of the realities and their incorp^-cter. 
"The sweetness of poetry does not lie in reversing the rea-
lities but in setting the reversed realities upright and 
placing each one of them in its proper place. If a part of 
poetry is a pleasure trip, then a part of the pleasure trip 
is duty and if a part of poetry is a journey, then it is a 
journey to a world which is more beautiful, com.plete. and 
truthful than this world, a journey to a world in which man 
feels the pleasures of meditation more than he feels them 
37 
in thio ter^oL.trial world," 
The objectives of poetry may briefly be put as 
f ollov/s s 
1„ Love of beauty. 
2, Unveiling the connections between the Being's mani~ 
festations, 
3, Disc-losing and ext^-^cting -lie reality and not being 
restricted to the fascinating manifestations, 
4, Pleasure. 
These are the objccti\/es which bee.mo integrated 
as a whole and cease to be separated in the critical treat-
ment of the romantics. Really we find the romantics con-
centrating sometimes on any one of these values but this is 
done not at the cost of the rest. 
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Incljod the poot reveals the secret connections bet-
ween the objects and f^ vents and surpasses the apparent pheno-
mena in order ro reach the reality and thereby do make his 
creation beautiful so as to evoke the sense of pleasure in 
the soul of the reader. Actually they are connected with 
one another though they do not seem to be so in Shukri's 
writings. 
In any case/ the indication of the objective of poe-
try iii this manner is one of the influences of the romant-
ics on Shukri'^ thinking roaarding criticism. Revealing the 
38 
connecLiont jetween the Being's manifestations is one of 
the prmciolos of criLicisia according to them. While the 
rove3c'tion oC the connections is an objective of poetry for 
Shukri, it is a nieans of unifying the form and the content 
ogganically for the roranH_ics. In other words, it is the 
bond botweexi the artistic mould i.e. the form of the poem 
and the poctJc experience •'•'1 ich results from the x^ oet's id-
entification with his eiiVironriient, particularly the natural 
environment. In such a concition, the Being, as the poet's 
environment, acquires a unity and a bond which qualify it 
also to become organically one v/ith the artistic form of 
'39 
the poetry. 
But Shukri docs not differ from tne romantics in 
other Jetails, He agrees with them on surpassing the fas-
cinati^-J uaniTos tations to '^-^ ach the profound. The roman-
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tics aimed at exposing v/hat lay behind the world of the sens 
because the raetaphysical world is the real one v/hich the 
40 
poet must aspire for. 
This aspiration is not an escape from the lifQ; 
it is a search for the reality. What is this reality?Shukr'i 
and the romantics did not clarify its nature. Consequently/ 
we do not know what they are searching for, whether it is 
41 
the lavAS of nature ^ s Caleridge says, the secret ''-'f. tjiQ 
crsmcs, the - man/ the art or anything else? We 
are not able to determine what they want to arrive at. But 
positively they are searching for "something" precious and 
immortal. 
Perhaps the ambiguity regarding this "reality" on 
the part of' the romantics impelled Shukri also to use the 
word "reality" vaguely, even innocently when he used it as 
contrary to falsehood! VJhatover the case may be, this ob-
jective Shukri borro\;cd from the romantics, Coleridge in-
dicated to it when ho spolce about the cllZ cerence between 
poetry and prose in form and content. He saids "it is po-
ssible that tiie object may be merely to facilitate the re-
collection of any given facts or observations by artifical 
arrangement ,,. The immediate purpose may be the communica-
tion of truth; either of truth absolute and demonstrable, 
as in v/orks of science; or of facts experienced ^ '^ '^ T-recorded. 
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as in hi&tory*" Word,sv;orth also said that "the Boot, sing-
ing a song in v/hich all huraan beings join with him, rojoi-
cos in the Etesencc of truth as our visible friend and hou-
43 
rly companion." 
Inaking tho reader experience pleasure is the prime 
objective of tho poet according to the romantics as a vjholo 
which indeed ib the result of the comrnunity of feeling bet-
44 
ween tho poet and the reader. But we believe that in this 
matter Shukri was affected more by Coleridge than others on 
account of his philosophical argumentation while defining 
poetry and e:q_laining its target to bo truth and pleasure. 
Verily the poet's singing, as mentioned by VJordsworth, can-
not atcrciCt the oars or make the humanity join it if it docs 
not have pleasure in it. But this relationship between the 
poet and the reader is not so explicit in Wordsworth as it 
is in Coleridge. 
As pointed out earlier, Shukri refers to the fact 
that the pleasure or the sv/cetness, as termed by him, lies 
in setting the realities upright. This means that pleasure 
follows the attainment of reality. This view has been clea-
rly ex.-^ ressed b^ C<'.lcridje, ^t the same time he has indi-
cated indirectly that theru is a latent connection between 
reality and pleasure as may be understood from his sayings 
"Pleasure, and that of tho highest and most permanent kind, 
may result f^ -om the attainment of the end (i.e. the reality); 
45 
but it is not itself the irnmediatc end,'' 
THE LAIIGUAGE OF POETRY; 
Shukri observes that his contemporary poets paid much 
attention to the form of poetry, to be more precise its dic-
tion, that is to say that they directed rheir attention to-
wards the linguistic din v/hich the poetic feeling does not 
deem necessary and hence they neglected the core, i.e. the 
meaning, so much so that queorness, word's splendour and 
cloquo.ice became the real criteria cf the poetic capacity 
as \'oll as of the evaluation of poetiry. 
Although a section of the litterateurs was not pre-
occupied with the verbal resonance, or indulged in its crei-
tion for its own sake, yet the shallow and formal vision 
of poetry became the order of the day. Hence Shukri stri-
ves to set right the distorted view regarding the language 
of poetry; As V7e shall see later on, it can be inferred 
from his statements thit tne language of poetry is not sep-
arate from its mcanihg„ and that the rolftion between these 
46 
two elements is one of interaction and union. But ho does 
not pr )ceod further to elucidate this relation as much as 
he, as an innovator, endeavours to state his opinion as to 
the nature of the language of the poetry. 
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Before anything else, he fjnds fault with the thin-
king that the splendour and eloquence of poetry lie in the 
queerness of its worus. In his view this thinking p ;iots^to 
a shallow observation and confusion between the ^JT'^CO 'f , 
style 
/splendour and fluency on the one hand and regarding the 
queer v;ords as one of the necessities of the beauty of 
on 
stylo /the other. He maintains that this thinking is f'^ -ul-
ty and absurd. For example^ the poetry of al-Hariri is 
full of queer words^ but it is not good poetry v/hile the 
famous poem of Ibn Zurayq al-Bacjhdadi/ although devoid of 
"I "I 
queer v/ords. Is '"one of the greatest and most magnificent 
poems and, if you like, you may say par excellence* P'-"^/ 
j,;~:r oxcollcnce is the characteristic of a powerful Style 
which resembles the dissolved volc^nies flowing from the 
crater of volcano. It is the style which gets inflamed by 
47 
strong sentiments," 
Altnough the ^orm "style" suggests the composition 
of the words and their relation with one another in expre-
ssing a crystallized idea or palpitant feeling, yet we 
think that hero he does not drive at this meaning because 
his discourses revolve totally around the vocables. 
Verily h^ indicates subconsciously to the fact that 
the S| irit circulating naturally among the verses of the 
JOcm is what brings splondo\ir and eloquence to the poem. 
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This does not require the; poet to constrain his mind and 
brain to hunt the stray queer words to v/hich the rhymers 
are habituated. They only'conceal their sentimental and 
intellectual deficiLcncy in this manner or it is a reaction 
of the weakness which has become common in the phrases and 
48 
styles of Arab litterateurs during the last two centuries. 
But quickly he returns to the vocables as the main topic 
of the discussion. So he allows the poet to use the queer 
words provided their use be as natural as of the other words 
which he adopts for \rcaving his ideas. To quote hims 
"The poet is allowed to use every correct style no matter 
VsThether it is queer or known to us, but certainly he is 
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not allowed to use certain styles with '"f f octatipn," 
This text, in fact^ clearly indicates that Shukri 
does not believe in the division of the vocabulary into cr-
mis"iblo and unpermisablo for the poet. But he makes the 
language, as a whole, ei joint property from v/hich he takes 
without affectation though \/hat he takes from it may be 
queer. Moreover, in his viev/, the division of the vocabu-
lary V7ill conduce to narrovmcss of taste and anarchy of 
opinion. To quote his wordss "I have found some of the 
litterateurs classify words into the noble and the ignoble 
and think that the us^ ige of any word frequently makes it 
ignoblC' while a rare use of it makes it noble.This results 
in the narrov/ness of taste and anarchv of opinions in 
50 
literature." 
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This is a sound principle and an accurate attitude 
because the single word is a symbol and sign which does not 
have a specific char cteristic while left alone. But it 
gains its value when it is placed in a suitable position 
in the context and when it has expressive and communicativo 
power. 
Shukri refers to this fact when he brings parity be-
tween ignoble and noble words and shifts the fault to 
'"the use of words not at proper places," He further obser-
ves tliat "the poet should Icnow which one of his words ex-
presses perfectly the meaning or the sentiment which he 
wants to portray. The word may be noble or ignoble r.ccur- • 
dinj- to its use. The nobility of the word lies in its sig-
nification of the meaning and in its use at the appropriate 
place in the poetry and not in its queerness. If the mun-
ching of tongues (i.e,^ long use) makes words ignoble and 
debased, then surely 't would debase the Arabic language 
since tongues have munched them throughout the ages. As 
such, a particular word is ignoble when it hides the mean-
ing and the sentiment and increases their obscurity and 
its 
spoils the poetry's tune, spirit and vivacity of/nature 
and misrepresents the nicagernoss of meaning and sentiment 
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and conceals the poet's feebleness and incompetence." 
In this attitude Shukri follov/s Wordsworth v;ho opp-
osed thc^  c] v_'-.r differentiation between the language of 
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poetry and of prose which v/as common in the 18th century. 
Though Shukri's opinion revolves around poetry's language 
only/ yet he is influenced by this English critic in forrrv-
ing the general view about the language and nature of its 
use as well as in undoing the division of its vocabulary. 
At the same time he is influenced by Coleridge's view part-
ly though the latter insists that the language of poetry 
and proc^ e is not one and the same and Shukri does not com-
prehend his opinion adequately; 
Regarding style, Coleridge suggests the existence of 
tVvTO tyypes uZ languages and refutes VJordsworth' s opinion in 
this matter. The language basically communicates the ideas 
in a simple manner. There is another language also and that 
is the language of np.turo as termed by Coleridge figura-
tively. This is the language of the external world which 
is real by virtiie of its living and paljjable objects. The. 
excellent poetry is that v/hose language is intermediate 
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between t?ieso two languages. 
The basic use of the language according to Shukri 
is the expression of the reality of things. Words indeed 
are symbols and the poet should use them in such a manner 
that tliey serve the meanings and do not become the object 
of the poetry themselves or become the means by which the 
poet covers his incompetence and his extinguishing senti-
ments. 
By this approach he comes close to Coleridge who asks 
the poet to select only such words which can express his 
sentiments most faithfully. If he fails in his endeavour, 
it is a sign of the ignobility of the words he uses. Per-
haps this interpretation, besides being connected with the 
earlier concept of Coleridge, relates to one of his defini-
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tions of poetry that is "the best words in the best order," 
/-t any rate, it is u.nderstood from Shukri' s observa-
tion t"-^at the language is an agency for transporting the 
meaning. As such, it should be capable of bringing home the 
meaning faitnfully. This does not niean, as some scholars 
have opined, that he orefcrs the moaning to the word and 
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craf t.TManship, So far as we think, Shukri cannot be supposed 
to have preferred the moaning to the word not only on acc-
ount of admitting the inseparable relationship between the 
word and the meaning but also on account of his being the 
person v^ ho called for the revitalization of the poetry's 
spirit. This invitation of Shukri can materialize only by 
laying emphasis on both the important elements, that is,the 
meaning and the word. His wish for excellent poetry and 
great poet cannot be fulfilled by meaning alone. In addi-. 
tion to this, ho does not deny the snlendour and eloquence 
he 
of the word wholly;/only j^olieves that they do not consist 
of paying attention to the queer, using similics for their 
ov;n sake, as wc shall see l-^ -c-x. n, and the like which lay 
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cmpiiar is on the Manifest, the ringing and the resonance as 
v/as tho practice at that tirae. His concern for the meaning 
is intondcci. to bring the erring to the right path. Poetry/ 
indeed, ^'^'- "^  human activity reflecting a condition which is 
either intutioxial or intellectual. The fruit of this acti-
vity ought to find its way to the masses. This mission can-
not bo fulfilled except through sincerity and truth in dia-
gnosing the feelings and ideas and through the suitable way 
of expressing them. These two elements/ therefore/ are in-
tertwined and support each other. Hence one is not more 
important than the other. 
S I M I L Es 
As regards the cornmensurated relationship between 
style and meaning, simile is one of its manifestation's, 
*Shukri is of the opinion that the simile is not sought for 
itself and its multiplicity in a certain text does not in-
dicate the richness of imagination or elevation of versifi-
cation in the same way as the text's emptiness of simile 
does not mean its lack of the artistic value. For, simile 
is not an object: in itself; it is only a tool which the 
noet nakes use of for the embodiment and r^rojcction of his 
feelings. Its utility lies in its function of embellishing 
the text with an artistic mark from the point of view of 
•^  "evoking remembrance or hope, or any other sentiment out of 
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the scntirnents of the soul/ or revealing the truth...The 
object for the sake of v;hich the simile is used is not sou-
ght for itself but for its relation with the human soul 
and man's intellect. Whenever the object becomes more con-
tiguous with the soul and comes nearer to the intellect/ it 
become worth describing. This makes evident the invalidity 
of the doctrine of one "^^h'. w^nts to describe the material 
things simply because they are visible. This type of des-
cription deserves to be named as mechanical description. 
Hence the description of things is not poetry if it is not 
conne'-'ted w j-^ h man's sentiments, notions, remembrances, 
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hopes and the associations' of his soul." 
Perhaps there is another cause, besides one he has 
mentioned, behind his dislike for the description of mater-
ial objects. It is that the description of the palpable 
does not give the poet an opportunity to show his poetic 
skill not only in regard to his sentiments and feelings but 
also in regard to his ability to fathom the courses of in-
tercommunication and simrimetry underlying the things sought 
to be described which would not bo possible for a poet un-
less hu possesses a fertile imagination. 
In brief, Shukri \/'-^nts the simile not for itself but 
ho considers it as a tool for transmitting the impact of 
the object on the soul directly or indiroctly to the reader. 
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On the bacis of this view. Dr. Muharnmad Mandur reached the 
conclusion that Shukri agrees perfectly with the symbolic 
expression and disagrv os from the scholars of Arabic rheto-
ric as well as their cjiplanations of the simile and its ar~ 
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tistic function. 
Though we do not deny Shukri' s inclin-ti .: towards 
syiTibolic expression in his observations^ yet we think that 
Dr« Mandur is not right in considering this inclination ^-
result of the impact of symbolism on Shukri's soul due to 
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the enormous variety of his studies, 
Jt seems to mc that Shukri follov7S Coleridge's foot-
steps in this matter too and we may find a clear resemblance 
betvjeen their views, Shukri wants the poet to make simile 
a tool for expressing his internal emotions. It is the 
same thing to which Coleridge refers in his following obser-
vation 
•'The difference is great and evident, between words 
used as the arbitrary marks of thought^ our smooth market-
coin of intercourse^ with the image and superscription worn 
out by currency; and those \;hich convey pictures either 
borrowed from one outv/ard object to cniiven and particular*-
izG some other; or used allegorically to body forth the in-
viard state of the person speaking; or such as are at least 
the exponents of his peculiar turn and unusual extent of 
60 
faculty." 
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In fact, tho-\ words v/hich c nv^y ^ ic-bur^ s^ ore p^j^cj 
what is important for us here. Hence the borrowing of the 
image from an external object in order t >nliven another 
object seems to us to mean a kind of simile, may be it does 
not involve likoxaing of two things palpable to each other; 
it rachei- inv Ivos likening of an intangible object to a 
palpable one or at least creation of some sort of relation-
ship between them, i.e. the internal condition or personal 
tendency of jnan on the one hand and a certain object in 
the external world on the o-chcr. This is what Shukri also 
points out regarding the laison between the human sentiments 
and feelings on the one hand and the object used as simile 
on the other. 
It is the poet who unveils the connection between the 
objects and bhe impact of these objects on his soul plays a 
decisive role in :his style. This is due to the fact that 
the poet in his ^ .-.ot-ry eicgresses himself more than anything 
else. This is the view of both Shukri and the romantics. 
In addition to whab has been stated above, Shukri 
seeks inspiration for most of his critical observations 
from the romantics. Hence it is logical that he seeks gui-
dance from their views, and not from the viovjs of others 
like the symbolists for instance, regarding simile also. 
In fact/as v/o have observed in Coleridge's writings,th<bho 
romantics themselves wished bo be symbolic in their expre-
ssion. 
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I M A G I N A T I O N % 
l \ 
Shukri defines imagination as "whatever the poet 
conceives regarding the details of life^ analysis of the 
soul's sentiments and conditions^ thoughts with all their 
changes, the poetic subjects and their differences, and 
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the poetic motivations." As such, imagination is a power 
which assists the poet to comprehend various tendencies and 
situations however lainute they may be. The richness of 
imaginition is connected with this analytical capability 
and it docs not lie in the multitude of similes; rather 
the simile is one of the tools of imagination meant for 
"exi^laining a sentiment, illustrating a condition or des-
cribing a reality. The greatest poetry is that which is 
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free from far-fetched similes and logical fallacies." 
For the sake of illustrating his view in this regard, 
Shukri quotes the following verses of Muv/aylik in the ele-
63 
gy to his wife who left behind a small girl, 
M"^ <J-^ uj-^ «^^ -^-^^ * L^^ j_j L^--''-:'—a-o-** IJIj 
IT 
He comments on those verses saying; "He neither 
informed you of a new thing unknov/n to you nor dazzled your 
imaginabion by absurd similus and fallacious meaning; but 
he has stated a reality. His skill lies in imagining and 
describing this condition minutely, and this is the highest 
,21 -
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type of imagination," 
As a rnattor of fact, the poet did not just imagine 
the condition portrayed here, but experienced it actually 
and suffered deeply and then gave an artistic expression to 
the suffering in the form of the:. poem, I imagine that the 
human feeling embodied in these verses alongwith their abi-
lity to affect the reader so tha.t ho shares the anguish of 
the poet and sympathasizos with him is v/hat led Shukri to 
make the abovo observation. 
Shukri connects imagination vzith xjootic meanings and 
thinks that they "man's notions, his opinions, experi-
ences, conditions of his soul and phrases of his sentiments" 
Further he observes that "the poetic meanings are not, as 
some people think, the absurd similes and imaginations and 
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poor fallacies which the people of ugly taste seek," 
Shukri, no doubt, seeks help from imagination to 
bring out the meanings, but he does not connect imagination 
with the general form of the poem, particularly with its 
organic stru-Cture, He divides imagination into two types 
according to its connection v/ith the meaning. To quote his 
own words; "wo call one of them imagination and the other 
fancy. Revelation of the connection between the objects 
and the realities by the poet is imagination. In this type 
of imagination the poet has to express the truth. Suspect-
ing a connection by the poeL between two objects, which 
indeed there is not/ is fancy. Small poets are deeply att-
ached CO this second type and great poets also ' can not save 
themselves from it^ Its example is the following verse of 
Abu a1-'A1a a1-Ma'a rri; 
So the connection between the simdlc and the object of simile 
is something fanciful, having no existence of its own ,'«','' 
As far as the examplor of the real -imagination are c nCL.rned^ ' 
th>-y are v/har a man says 'the light of hope shines in 
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the darkness of misery,' or as al-Buhturi sayss 
He thinks that imagination cannot tolerate affecta-
tion. For, in such a case, it would be like the mirage 
v;hich looks real if seen from a distance and false if app-
roached. To harmonize two things v/hich are discardant may 
bo the cause of false imagination. As such, if the point 
of harm.onisation botv/eon the simile and the object of the 
simile is distant and the connection between them is obscure, 
the use of simile in such cases is not objectionable pro-
vided I-he point sough to be made out by the simile is sound 
and the connection between the two objects is strong. Hence 
the obviousness of the connection for every reader is not a 
proof for its'solidity. I^t may be obvious but feeble and 
obscure but sound and genuine. Indeed every imagination 
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flashing thrcugh the rand cf the conraon man cannot be taken 
to be genuine and true* this is one of the reasons of con-
fusing the great po^ts with the small and people's inability 
to distinguish bo-cwec.-;n them. The genius poet may be intejr-
ested in extracting strong and true connections between the 
c;bjects which the common man v;ould normally fall short of 
not ' 
realizing. This is/tnc way of the poetaster and the rhymer' 
who is f n" of finding weak connections between realities 
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v/hich have n(. such connection at all." 
In spite of the fact that every language has its own 
attrib^ -'tes and taste it doov^  not moan that it is disting~ 
uished by great imagination and admirable meaning while the 
other languages ar^ „ devoid of them. These things are not 
exclusive to any language whichever because their source 
is the human intellect and soul. As far :s the false ima-
gination or fancy is concerned^ it is related to the at:tri'>-
latos ^^£ .^YiQ languages and the tastes of the people using 
70 
them, 
Shukri's writings regarding imagination form an 
important document in the history of modern Arabic criticism. 
Perhaps ho is the first Arabic critic who has dealt with 
imagination in this v/ay. Indeed he is a pioneer among the 
Arabs in making a discinccion betv/een imagination and fancy, 
Al- 'Aqqad talJcs highl^' of this unprecedented achievement 
of Shukri and maintains that the latter discerned the one 
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from the other though they arc ambiguous even in the writ-
ings of certain Western critics. Thus he raises ShuJkri to 
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the level of great litterateurs and thinkers of the world. 
But Shukri's trectnient of al-Ma'arri's verse to 
v/hich wo have referred above puts him in a contradictory 
position as al--Ma'arri dealt with natur'1 meanings as if 
they vyere animate beings acting and feeling in their own 
way and Shukri also is of the same view regarding them. 
VJhatever may be the case, Shukri takes the terms s 
"imcgination" and "fancy" from Coleridge but he differs from 
him in their interpretation. Coleridge regards imagination 
as an element which predominates the text and as a 
pov/er which unifies its parts and lends it the dis-
tinct artistic mark, rie divides it into the primary 
cnc •'.diich makes the human perception possible and 
the secondary one which is an echo of the former 
and similar to it in function but is distinct from it in 
the dejreo anc"" mode of operv^tion. The latter is depended 
upon as far as the pruc^ss of artistic creation is concerned 
because "it dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to 
re-creates or /^hcre this process is rcn^lered impossible, 
yet still at all events it struggles to idealize and to 
unify. It is essentially vital, even as all objects (as 
72 
objects) are essentially fixed and dead," 
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Fancy does not undcrtalcG such a vital role; it is 
rather contrary to imagination, as Coleridge says, because 
its field "fixities and dcfinites. The fancy is indeed no 
other than a mode of memory emancipated from the order of 
time and space; while it is blended with., and modified by, 
that empirical phenomenon of the will, which v^ e express by « 
the word choice. But equally with the ordina L-y memory the 
Fancy must rtcoive all its materials ready made from the law 
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of association," 
This minute distinction between imagination and fan-
cy, as made by Coleridge, roinaincd the basis from which the 
romantics of the 18th century sought inspiration and the 
prop upon v/hich they relied in their explanations and in-
terprc tatioiis without dissenring from the frame V7hich 
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Coleridge fiiiod. But we think that Shukri chose a simple 
distinction in this regard. He looked at imagination as a 
power which enables the poi_t to penetrate into the objects 
in order to find out the real connections lying between thom< 
These connections may be so much hidden that no one except 
a great poet can visualize them. Moreover Shukri did not 
bisect imagination into tv/o as Coleridge did.. Fancy is not 
like imagination. It interrelates those objects between 
which there is no relation v/hatsoever. 
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P 0 E M'S U N I T Y % 
\io montioncd in the first chi^ tcr thit some of the 
Arab litterotours have referred to the pi-oblem of unity in 
poetry. But they have not pr.id so much attention to it as 
it really deserved. Hence we may consider Shukri as a pio~ 
necr in clarifying the ftt'titude of criticsm tcv;ards this 
problem and laying the foundation of this unity in the mod-
ern Arabic criticism. 
He considers poem as an integral artistic structure* 
Hence it is obligatory on us to look at the poem in the 
context of the structure and to avoid taking certain verses 
from it out of context and pass judgment on the poem as a 
whole on their basis, For^ any verse disconnected from the 
thjme of the poem it, valueless. Similarly to consider each 
verse as complete in Itself is wrong. The verso is a corrv-
plenientary part of the poeiBI' it is not independent. If v/e 
want t.> comprehend the subject handled by the poct^ we have 
to take \/ithin our purviev/ r xl its parts (that is verses) 
which cooperate among themselves in disclosing completely 
the idea of tno x^ oet. 
In view of the historical importance of the above 
view in the modern Ambic criticism, it would be desirable 
to quote Shukri here _LS follows: "When the readers read a 
poem^ they T^iCi-: up f re m it what is accorcjlng -co their tastes 
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and discard the rest without searching for the reason which 
rendered the poet string these meanings in his poem,,,, and 
they pass judgment on his poem on the basis of the verses 
v;hich v/in their hearts rightly or wrongly because they consi-
der every verso as a complete unit-. And this is wrong. The 
value of the verse lies in the connection between its mean-
ing and the poem's subject. For, the verse is an integrant 
part of the poem and it v/ould not be correct for it to be-
come out of place in the poem and to fall apart from its 
subject. To feel the grace of the verse and prettiness of 
its meaning may rest on the comprehension of the connection 
lying betx/een it and the poem's subject. On account of this, 
it would not be correct to judge the verse just by one rash 
and speedy look. Rather it should be judged "-^ the basis 
of an artistic and deliberate study. Indeed we ought to 
look at the poem as one complete thing and not as (a collec-
tion of) independent verses. For, if v/e do this, v/e would 
find that the verse may not excite the reader due to its 
oddity. Even then it is great and necessary for the compe 
lotion of the; poem's moaning. The poet who does not care 
for ttie poem's unity as it deserves is like the painter who 
gives the same share of colour to -all the parts of his 
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painting," 
It is evident that Shukri favours organic unity in 
the poem. Duo to the presence of this element, it \/ould be 
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irr.posoiole to take out a certain verse from the poem without 
disturbing its structure. Through it Shulcri tries to impart 
higher value to the pc ^-,tic creation^ both in resxjcct to 
the po't and -che reader. As regards the poet^ he should 
pay attention to this element in his composition. So far 
as the reader is concerned, he has got to be aware of this 
element and evaluate the composition in its light, 
May be that on^ one thinks that this organic unity 
does not materialize in Shukri's view unless the poem con-
tains only one subject or has only one design. Tnis think-
ing sok^ ms to get suppox't from Shukri's use of "subject" in 
the singular. Previously he has mentioned that the subject 
m.ay include more than one sentiments and may be these sen-
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timents are-, contrary to one another. Under such a circums-
tance it is the poo t who imparts harmony to the sentiments 
and unity to the poem. 
The organic unicy indeed is one of the most important 
factors of the critical thought of the romantics which for-
med the source of Shukri's concepts. Ivo think that he was 
influenced particularly by Coleridge's observation about 
this unity and his ronderii-.g it a definition of poetry, 
Coleridge sayss ''If the definition sought for be that of a 
legitimate poem, I answer, it must be one, the parts of 
which mutually support and explain each other; all in their 
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proxjortion harmonizing with, and supporting the purpose and 
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known influences of inotrical arrangcincnt," 
In Coleridge's viov; there is great importance of 
this unity which lies in creating a close connection bet-
ween the poem and the reader. It is a connection to which 
Shukri does not refer. The unity of the poem is an ever-
growing structure. And henco/according to Coleridge, . "the 
reader should be carried forward, not' merely or chiefly by 
the mechanical impulse of curiosity/ or by a restless de-
sire -co arrive at the final solution; but by the pleasur-
able activit^7 nf mind excited by the attractions of the 
journey itself. Like the motion of a serpent/ which the 
Egyptians m.ade the emblemi of intellectual power; or like 
the path of sound through the air; at every step he pauses 
and half recedes/ and from the retrogressive movement co-
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llects the force which again carries him onward." 
In addition to this.> the organic unity is one of 
the most important results of imagination. Coleridge cla-
rifies this strong connection bctv/een these two elements 
by saying: "imagination, or the power by which one image 
or feeling is made to modify many others and by a sort of 
fusion CO force many into one" ••• as they would have app-
eared in the description oE an ordinary mind/ described 
slowly and in unimpassion.,d succession, a oneness, even 
79 
as nature, the greatest of pcots," 
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Thuc while i:- tiiG opinion of the romantics, includ-
ing Coluriclgc, iraagination and organic unity arc related 
with each other, in the opinion of Shukri they arc separate. 
Hence we do not find in his writings on the subject any-
thing referring to the vital relation between imagination 
and the poem's unity. Consequently vrc can say that Shukri 
did not assimilate acioquatcly Coleridge's vie\/ on this 
problem. 
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Dayf ; Dirasat ri al-Ghi'r al-'Arabi al-Mu'asir, p,109, 
9* Niqula Yusuf i 'Abd ur-Rahman ShuJiri^ p.6, 
• """ 
10. Taken from Ibid., p.4, 
1 1 . D r . Muhammad Mandar % a l - N a q d wa a l -Kuqqad a l - M u ' a s i -
• • • • • 
r u n , p . 5 8 . • • 
1 2 . D r . Muhammad M-ndur s Muhadara t F i a l - S h i ' r a l - M i s r i 
Bada Shawqi , 1 ;89, 1 0 0 - 1 0 1 . 
1 3 . Dr . MuhaiTimad Mondur % a l - N a q d wa a l -Nuqqad a l - M u * a s i -
. . . . . 
r u n , p . 5 8 . 
14. 'Abd ur-Rahman Sl-aukri % al-'Atifah Fi al-Shi'r, a 
,_;refaco to his Divan, 3 s 209, He mentions at another 
place that poetry has throe inLorlinlccd roots \7hich 
are s sentiment, im-^ .^ incition and sound taste. See the 
j_-rofacG of his Divan, 4 3 288^ 
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15, 'Abd ur-RQhman Shukri s al-'Atifa Fi al-Shi'r, a pre-
facG to his Divan^ 3s209, 
16, I i:. 
17, 'Abd uj»-Rahman Shukri ; Fi al-Shi'r, a preface to his 
Divan 4s288, Ibn Tabataba mentions that there arc cer-
tain causes which make poetry good and agreeable. 
Amongst them are the fine meaning and sweet v/ord in-
termixed with the spirit/ suitable lor the und6rstand-
ing and for the situation ''so if these meanings suit 
these situations/the grace of their effect for their 
listener becomes inanyfold, chiefly if they are suppor-
ted by whot attracts the hearts like the truth about 
che reality of the soul, discovering the ideas stirr-
ing in it, manifesting what is hidden in it and con-
fessing tlic truth in all of them," Sue, '^^^ al-
Shi'r, px3, 15-17. 
18, 'Abd' ujt .Rahman Shukri s al-'Atif ah Fi al-Shi'r, a pre-
face to his Divan, 3s210. Coleridge sayss "The man 
that hath net music in his soul can indeed never be a 
genuine poet', ^ce, Biographia literaria, p,153. 
19, Abd ur^Rahman Shukri s Ibid. 
20, 'Abd ur-Rahman S'-^ ukri s Fi al-Shi'r, a preface to his 
Divan, 4;288, 
21, 'Abd ujf-Rahman Shukri s Fi al-Shi'r wa Madhahibih, 
a preface to his Divan, 5;357, 
22, Dr. Mahmud al-Rubay'i s Fi Naqd al-Shi'r, p.93; Dr, 
IMiuhammad Ghunaymi Hilal ; al~-Rumantikiyyah, p,44, 
23, Koats » Selected poems and letters, p,23," And Words-
worth says that all good poetry -is the spontaneous 
overflow of powerful feelings,'' See his preface to 
the Lyrical Ballads, p.42, 
- I l l -
2 4 , Dr . X ulKariaaO M u s t a l a Bo.'lawi % C o l e r i d g e ^ p . 5 9 . 
2 5 , V'orcls'jorbh % P r e fnce t o t h e L y r i c a l B a l l a d S / p , 5 3 , 
2 5 . C c J e r i . ' g e , j J iographJa L i t e r a r i a , p , 1 5 1 . 
2 7 , 'Vo^l ur-Rahioan Snulcri .• P i a l - S h i ' r , a p r e f a c e t o h i s 
D i - ^ n 4 2 2 0 9 - 2 9 0 . 
2 8 , I b i e . / 4^290 . 
2 9 . I b i C , 4 s 2 9 0 - 2 9 1 . 
3 0 . DziC, 4 : 2 8 7 . 
3 1 . 'xAbC ur-Rahman S h u k r i ; F i a l - S h i ' r wa Madhah ib ih , A 
p r e f a c e t o h i s Divan 5 s 3 6 0 - 3 6 1 , 
3 2 , 'Abtl ni'"Rahman S h u k r i % F i a l - S h i ' r , a p r e f a c e t o h i s 
D i v r n , 4? 2 8 7 - 2 8 8 , 
3 3 . I ) d . , 4 i 2 8 8 . 
34. Ibil. It is observed that some romantics described 
as arciiicial the poetry not issuing from the innate 
no i-.ure of the poet. See for example, Wordsworth % 
Preface' to the Lyrical Ballads, p.43, 
The same ''thing was cione by al-Diwan's group* This 
conception '•"lilfers from that of the ancient Arab cri-
tics who divided ooets into the affected and unaffec-
te>.i and held the affected as one who i^ ays attention 
to revision and improvement of his poetry, Zuhayr and 
al-Iiutay' a exam^d ify this type of poets. The un-
affectel is one v/ho is not so. See for instance, Ibn 
Qutaybah ; Al-Shi'r wa al-Shu"ara', 1;77-78. 
35, Dr. Mahmud al~Rubay'i i Fi Naqd al-Shi'r, p.116, 
36, 'Abd ur-Rahman Shukri i al-Thamarat, pp. 22-23, In 
« 
h i s jpreface t o t h e L y r i c a l B a l l a d s , 'Mordsworth a s k s 
•'yJhat t h e n J o e s t h e p o e t ? He c o n s i d e r s man and: t h e 
o b j e c t s t h a t s u r r o u n d him as a c t i n g and r e a c t i n g upon 
each o t h e r " , p . 4 9 . 
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37. 'Abd ur-Rahman Shukri s Fi al-Shi'r \N7a Madhahibihi, a 
preface to his Divan, 5 s 362-363, 
38. Coleridge ; The Frienvl, p. 108, 
39. Dr. Mahrnud al-RuDay'i : Fi Naqd al-Shi'r, p. 115/ Also 
see, Spender S.s The struggle of the modern, p.26. 
40, For this see. The first chap-cer from a Bowra, M, 3 
The romantic imagination. 
41, This matter, actually, is discussed in details by 
Coleridge in his book The friend. See for example, pp. 
164-165; 173; 177;188;196-197;211,... 
42, Coleridge, Biographia literaria, p.149. 
43, Wordsv/orth; Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, p.49*' 
44. Dr. Malimud al-Rubay'i Fi Maqd al-Shi'r, p.95*. 
45, Coleridge i Biographia literaria, p.149. Also the 
Indian Lheory of Rasa as presented by Bharata and 
Anandavirdhana, K.CPandey, Comparative Aesthetics,. 
46, Cf. The Sanskrit poet Kalidasa in his epic Raghuvamsan 
observes that the meaning and the words are intertwined 
v/ith each other inseparably. 
47. 'Abd ur-Rahman Shukri % Fi al-Shi'r was Madhahibih/ 
a preface to his Divan 5:367,. 
48. Ibid., 5s368-369. 
49, Ibi I., 5:357-368. 
50. Ibid., 5:358. 
It is observed that some of the ancient Arab 
critics, if not most of them, were inclined to specify 
a distinct language for poetry. For instance, Abu 
Hilal al-'Askari connects the language with the per-
sonal and perhaos also with tne individual feeling 
when he says that "the ooul accepts the fine,disagre 
with the coarse and fe^ l^s troubled by the repulsive 
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a:^  1 url^ . All thc> org-.iis and senses of the body become 
P-'.:asGd with what suits them and shrink from what con-
tradicts and disagrees with them. The eye likes the 
pretty and disliJccs the ugly, the nose enjoys the per-
fume and is averse -co the stinky, the mouth finds deli-
ghtful vjhat is sv/oet and rejects the bit^ter, the ear 
looks forward to the right which is magnificent and 
hides itself from the loud which is frightening, and 
the hand feels comfortable by the soft and is hurt by 
the harsl)." See Kitab al-Sina ' atayn, p. 41, 
Ibn al-Athir assails severely one who does not 
give iraportanco to the discrimdnation v/ith respect to 
A ' 
the vocabulary. Ilencc he observes; "I have seen a 
group of ignorant people if to any one of them it is 
S(-id that this v/ord is beautiful and this is ugly, he 
denies it and says that all the v/ords are beautiful and 
the creator did not create but the beautiful. And one 
whose ignoronce reaches the height that he does not 
differentiate bot\/een the word ''al-CI^ u^ n'' and "'al-
'Isluj" (both of them mean "bl^anch") and between the 
word "al-iVludamah" and ''al-Isfint" (both of them mean 
'H/ine").,. is simil-r to one who equalizes the shape 
of a densely black nGgress_,_jieformed in her look, hav-
ing bloodshot eyes, kidney/like thick lip, roisin-like 
curly hair, v;ith the sjiape of a r .ddish white Roman 
girl who has smooth cheeks, ]cohled e>/es, moutii as if 
made of daisy flower and forehead as if morning is 
shining from within the night. If a man is so weak in 
his sight as to equalize between these two shapes, it 
is possible that ho is so poor in thought as to cqua--
lize betvveen these tv/o types of words. There is no 
difference betv/eon the eye and the ear in this regard 
because both arc senses and to compare one sense with 
another is (quite) x-^ roper. If an obstinate person 
objects to this and says; the motives of people are 
different in what they choose out of these things and 
one may be in love with the shape of a negress whom you 
condemned and prefer her to the shape of the Roman girl 
vjhom you praised, then my answer is that we do not form 
judgment on the ]:iaGiG of rare abnormal cases but on the 
basis of the predominant majority," See, al-Mathal al-
Sa'ir, p.90. 
• The fact is that the ancient Arabs no doubt in-
>."lulged in the division of the vocabulary into permlssblo 
and unpormisable but Ibn al-Athir's remark points to 
the existence of certain other persons who opposec^ this 
idea. 3ut the general inclination v/ac towards the divi-
sion, I think that ''eloquence" in Arabic rhetorics 
was based on-' the division of thG vocabulary on the one 
hand and contributed to the confirmation and deepening 
of this division en the other^ specially the specifica-
tion, for the eloquent /^ord such as simplicity of form 
and remoteness of the syllables of sounds from one ano-
ther and--thc like do not apply to the words which Ibn 
al-Athir has citeJ.> e.g«> al-'lsluj and al-Isfint, 
51, 'Abd ur-Rahman Shukri s op.citiv 5:359-370. 
« 
52^ ThG Preface which Wordsworth i^^rote t o the L y r i c a l 
Ba l lads s tands wholly upon t h i s i d e a . See Dr. Mahrnud 
al-Ruba37'i F i Naqd a l - o h i ' r , p i l l 3 , . 4 
53, Coleridge ; Biographia Literaria, 170,... 
54, See Dr* Muhammad Musto Ca Badav/i s Coleridge,. pp,95'-96; 
and Coleridge, Critic of Shakespeare, p.160. 
55, Coleridge : Coleridge's Miscellaneous Criticism, p»403. 
55. 'Umar al-Dasuqi : Fi al-Adab ai-Hadith, 2;234, 
57i 'Abd ur-Rahman Shukrij op.citi) 5:363. 
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58, Dr. Muhammacl Mandur : al-Maqd wa al-Nuqqad al-Mu'asi-
run, p.68. 
59. Ibid. 
5 0 . C o l e r i d g e ; Shakespearocin C r i t i c i s m , Is 2 0 9 . 
6 1 , 'Abd ur-Rahman S i iuk r i s F i a l - S h i ' r \7a Madhah ib ih , 
o n . c i t . , 5 ; 3 6 3 . 
6 2 , I b i d . , 5 5 3 6 3 - 3 6 4 . 
63, Thou left a pitiable child She does not know what 
is grief, so she raay grieve for thee; She lost the 
sweet habit of clinging to thee; So she keeps her 
family awake and distressed; l^ 'hen I hear her groan 
in the night, my eyes shed tears over thee, 
64, Ibid., 5 ; 364i 
65, Ibid. 
66» Any pounce upon the darkness though it be A lion fight-
ing with claws looking like the crescent. 
67, Like a brilliant star whose light has been purified 
by the dcirkness until it glitters anl radiates, 
68, Ibid., 5s365. 
69, Ibid., 5s365"366. 
70, Ibid., 5s371. 
71, 'Abbas al-'Aqqad s Hayat Qalam, p.201; and see Dr. 
Muhammad '•'''^andur s al-Naqad wa al-l\luqqad al-Mu' asirun, 
p. 64. 
72, Coleridge % Biographia Literaria, p. 146. 
73, Ibid, 
7 4 , S h i p l e y , J . T , s D i c t i o n a r y of / / o r l d I j i t c r a t u r e , p , 2 3 3 . 
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75, 'Abel ur-Rahman Shukri ° Fx al-Shi'r wa Madhahibih, 
his Divo.n^  5 s 366-367. He repeats some of these ideas 
in the preface to his Divan^ 7?506. 
76, 'Abd ur-Rahman Ghukri % 3.1-'At if ah Fi al-Shi'r^ his 
* • 
Divan, 3;210. 
77, Coleridge ; Biographia Litcraria, p.150, 
73. Ibid. 
79. Coleridges Shakespearean Criticism, 1;212-213, 
'^\That is worth mentioning here is that we find in 
the critical heritage of the Arabs certain indications 
to the interdepcriL ence of the verses in a poem. This 
suggests that they had indifference tov7ards the inde-
pcn^ iencii of verses in the poem. One such indication 
is in what 'Umar b. Laja' said to a certain poets "My 
poetic ^z 'cr is higher than thine. He asked howl He 
('Umar) answereds because I compose the verse along 
with its brother while thou composet the verse along 
v/ith its cousin," See, al-Jahiz s al-Bayan wa al-
Tabiin, I32O6. 
Since the above indication is just an incidental 
one and at that it does not represent the general cri-
tical convention, it is not possible for us to consi-
der it as well as other ones of the type as the source 
of Shukri's viov/ about the unity of ]poem. At the same 
time we cannot attribute Shukri' s viev/ to what the 
ancients said <fbout the necessity of making connec-
tion betwGon the subjects of the poem as also the crea-
tion of the proper situation for shfining from one sulo-
ject to another in the same poem. (About this theme see 
Ibn Tabat.:ba lyar al-Shi'r, p.C; Dr. Ibsan 'Abbas s 
_ • • • 
Tarikh dl--l aqd al-Adabi ... p.l38) , I'or, the above view 
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relates to the crcT.tion of connection between various 
parts of the poem and not among the verses contained 
In it. Besides, the Arabic poetry often depends on 
a weak pivot in shifting from one subject to another. 
This type of shifting may b- included within Colerid-
ge's concept of fancy. 
C H A P T E R I I I 
'ABBAS I^^HI^D Ali-'AQQAD 
1 0 8 9 - 1 9 6 4 
- 3 18 -
'Abbas Mcihmud al- 'Aqqad x^ a^s born in Aswan in the 
year 1839 in a rnicldlc clos's family. Ho received his educa?-
tion in his home town at an elementary schools and then at 
a primary school. After passing the primary stage and 
spending two years in the secondary school, he decided to 
give-up formal education. He left Aswan for Cairo when ho 
was just fourteen years old and was employed in a govern-
ment office. Later on he loft the office and joined al~ 
I'dadiyyah Secondary School as a teacher where he met his 
_ 1 
future ErionJ Ibrahim al-^lazini, After some time, however, 
he left the tea.ching work ond took up journalism as his 
profession. At the same tirae he v/as associated with al-
Wafd Party inl became editor of its newspaper, Al-Balagh 
in the pages of v/hich he indulged in a verbal war against 
the spokesmen of the other parties, such as Muhammad Husayn 
Haykal who supported the Al-Ahrar al~Dusturiyyun Party and 
contributed articles to its journal bearing the same name. 
After some time al-'Aqqad was appointed a member of the 
Egyptian Senatj and also a member of the Academy known as 
"Majmn'al-Lugah al-'Arabiyah", Just four years before his 
death in the year 1954, he obtained the State Award of 
Honour (Jai'zah al-Davjlah al-Taqdiriyah) in recognition oC 
his literary v7ork. 
In his life time al-'Aqqad \rroto on various 
disciplines, such literature, politico, society, 
philosoohy, biographies includino his autobiography, known 
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as "Ana'V besides seven volumes of poetry and a novel enbi-
tled "Sarah". The books which he nublishcd cover more than 
3 
ninety volumes. Some of his representative books are as 
f o3 lov;s: 
1. Al-Pusul, 1922, C§iro. 
2. Muraja'ot Fi al--Adab wal-Funun, 1925/ Cairo, 
3. Ibnur-Rumi, 1935, Cairo, 
4. Athorul-'Arab Pil-Iladaratil-Uruniyah, 1946,Cairo. 
5. Al-Palsafatul Quraniyyah, 1947, Cairo, 
6. '.^ .bqariyyat 'Umar, 1948, Cairo, fourth edition, 
7. Allah, Kitabun Fi Nashat al™ ' Aqidatil-IIiihiyYah, 
1949, Cairo. 
8. Sa'at Baynal-Kutub, 1950, Cairo. 
9. Shu'ara' Misr wa Bi'atuhum,.,,1950, Cairo, 
10. 'Abqariyyat al-Siddiq, 1951, Cairo, 
• • • 
11. Al-Dimuqratiyyah Fi al-Islam, 1952, Cairo, 
12. Ibn Ru&hd, 195 3, Bierut. 
13. Al-Shiyu'iyyah vai-Insaniyyah, 1956, Cairo. 
14. 'Abqoriyyot al-Imam 'Ali, Cairo. 
15. 'Abqariyyat j^uhammad, Cairo, 
16. Dhun-Nuraya 'Uthman b, 'Affan, Cairo, 
17. Biwan Min Dawawm, Cairo. 
in. Sin c^. Tsia, Abu al-Sin, Cairo, 
'Al-Aqqad is thu second important person who streng-
thened, the loundation of the now movement in the Arabic 
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literary criticism which was led by'the group of "Al-Diw"an", 
It is a well known fact that al- 'Aqq*ad v/as a unique self-
made man who evolved for himself a c IM:- anJ multifarious 
culture. The English language was one of the vital streams 
of his culture which led him to visualize the depth of nu-
merous aspects of life and to inject the quintessence of 
his studies into the literary movement which v/as advancing 
in the Arab countries at that time. 
The critical aspect of his literary activity is wh^ at 
V7e arc concerned with here. It is an asi^oct v/hich concen-
trated generally on the deepening of the understanding of 
poetry and its elemw^nts amongst the people and '^ Iso endea-
voured to conduct them to the substance of poetry. 
The historical circumstances in which al-'Aqqad lived 
necessitated that he deals with the nature of the litera-
ture prevalent during his time and to reveal the confusion 
prevailing in it so as to provide scope for new ideas. More 
correctly, the literature prevalent ot that time emanatec 
from n conception of poetry which differed entirely from 
that v/nich al- 'Aqqad adopted. This means that he stood 
againsi: the manner of unclerstaiidinq v/ith which he did not 
agree. Hence we have to go throu..jh what he has observed 
about these two conceptions in order to cxtroct from thorn 
the s ilient features of his criticism. 
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What _is_ Poetryt 
Al- 'Aqqad denies that poGtry is a pov/or which moulds 
vcrcGS correctly or that it is set with -^ .^^ Irng glossy no-
4 
tions and /r"'torical a-nd glittering meanings" or that it is 
5 
a magnificent speech or a splendid word. For^ such things 
represent only a formal understanding of the poetic process. 
This understanding results an the ornate and gaudy style 
and deviates the litterateurs from the search of the essen-
ce of this arto Con-equently they becorae captives of arti-
ficiality lid affectation -^ nd m k._ the poetry devoid of its 
vital and serious content so that play and joke take its 
6 
place. 
To consider literature as a means of amusement and 
pastime is a great mistake. It is rather the source of all 
the ^rrors in its understanding and evaluation. This think-
ing leads literature away from important miatters and commit 
it to worthless and hollovr feelings. For, these feelings 
are more akin to amusement and nearer to things which are 
unimportant and useless, "What can be expected from worth--
lessnoss and hollowni_;ss except absurdity, insignificance 
and idle talk? To consider literature as amusemtn and play 
is wYi . c exempts the poet from responsibility of earnest-
ness --nd truD observation so that people listen to him as 
if th.-^ y are listening to a kid v/ho prattles (something) 
wrong in a swee-c manner and lisps lovely words to his 
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family. So they do not call an explanation from him for 
tolling a lie, do not demand useful meaning from him and 
do not depend on whacevcr he says. If ho resorts to exagg-
eration in a panegyric or a satire or exceeds the limit in 
describing a quality so as to deform the realities, talks 
nonSw.-^ SG/ prates in portraying the great secrets of life, 
confuses bet 'Gen the right and the wrong and represents 
the yearnings of souls, their hopes, virtues and imperfec-
tions not as they arc in (persons having) soupd natures, 
the people forgive him, for his error and say that no harm 
woulc3 ]5efill him. Is the luan not a poet? But if th-ey do 
7 
justice, they \.^ ould says is the man not a frolicsome?"Mak-
ing poetry a matter of joke is one of the results of a for-
mal viev7 of it. Its another result is to make the poet 
fall in the captivity of imitation and follow the tracks 
of the aiicestors in weaving poetry upon their loom. Subs-
titution of old objects by new ones, such as camels, tents 
ond djsorted places by engines, sky scrappers and towns, 
exchange of old names of girls by modern ones while writing 
iove poetry without changing its content, all such things 
would not take the poet out of the realm of imitation. 
This is not mer^: imitation. It is rather one of the 
signs of pover-cy ot thv. poetic pov-vr as f^cll as depiction 
of the intuition. For, if v7o remove the models i/hich such 
A f 
poets have in front of them, "surely the i^ ens will stop 
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(moving) in. their i,^  neis, so they \-j±ll not write oven a 
single letter. Or if a poet from amongst thorn is a ^^ aintox"^  
he will not know hoi/, to j^cint his vrall with a white colour 
unless he sacs before him a wall the colour of which is 
8 
black,'' Thus it is logical that a poet is inclined towards 
embellishment for the sake of concealing immaturity of his 
faculty and"weakness of his foelin'gs. ' Al'-'Aqqad named the 
literature which takes refuge in concealment as the "liter-
ature of cleverness" when he said;'^ '"" literatures of clever-
ness are just decorated phrases^ hunted notions, fibs and 
9 
fantasies -^ar' they are USOJUSS." According to him the sou-
rce of this literature is mind vrhich is nothing if the sti-
rring motives do not help it and the tenacious natures do 
10 
not support it, 
Al"'Aqqad did n ,t s..c a ray of hope in such a lit ra-
il 
cure, nor did he regard it as valuable.. This judgement 
V70uld not be changed . ven if the writers who produce such 
literature become awa.re of the extinction of the artistic 
value of the artificial points and cmbcllishme-nts as happ-
ened in the "^.. J inning af this century. For, this aware-
iHcss is not so much due to ^)rogrcss in literature as it is 
due to the publication of precious Arabic books concerning 
language and literature. The majority of th-i.^ .-a ^a-le v^rho 
did not indulge in embellishment are those who did not 
comic across tlje embelished style in their young age. These 
124 
pcopi., tlToroforc, rcjocT,od a path which indeed they had 
never adopted and broke the bonds which indeed they had 
never ar3hercd to. Moreover/ the mere avoidance of the em-
bellishment does not stand as a proof of understanding the 
12 
substance of poetry, 
What is this substance which al-'Aqqad searches for? 
In the beginning oC this century he gave a definition which 
can make us underscmd his concept of poetry, rie sayss 
"Poet IS one v/ho fuels and makes others fcel^" This defini-
tion 1^ a beautiful epitom^ of \rhT.t the romantics have said 
about poetry as an expression of scntimeTts and feelings. 
In more appropriate v/ords, the poet dcp^-nds on true feel-
ing end living emotion in relation to the subject ho writes 
about and he is capable of communicating to his readers 
what simmers in his heart and of exciting their feelings, 
H;Xpression and communication are two of che important prin-
ciples in the view of the romantics as v/e remarked while 
we discussed Shukri. 
Cofttent axid form, these two important elements of 
poetry should be equipoised in it so as to make it worthy 
of the name. These elenonts arc jmiolicit m the defini-
tion qiuOted cibovo, tliafc is 'feels and makes others feel " 
But Al--'Aqqad has mentioned them clearly and in detail at 
various places m his writings. 
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He thinks that gonuino literature is built upon per-
manent system of the human nature and not upon transitory 
whims or individual • csiros. The genuine literature emana-
tes from a robust life and is directed tov/ards human nature 
15 
generally because it is the true expression of life. Or 
rather Life and literature are made of the same fabric,Life 
is thc^  fooling which a man contemplates in his heart and 
ponders over its treces in the cosmos as v/oll as its effects 
on others. Literature is this feeling depicted in a sui-
table formi. So there is neither ] ife without literature 
nor 1 i to rati! re v/ithout life.'' ''The criterion by vjhich each 
of them is measured is the same; it does not differ in its 
denotations though it differs in its means. Do you think 
that life exists I'/ithout sympathy? Do you think that the 
symoathy exists ivithout expression? Do you think that ijjte^  
true and beautiful expression is equal to false and defor-
med expression? (These are) questions having one axioma-
tic and knov/n ansv/er. The ansv/er is synonym with your say-
ing thai: life does not exist without literature which is 
suitable for it and that the criterion of literature^ as 
16 
wu sa.'.ci, is the criterion of life.'' rience the dissimilarity 
and the ramification which, we observe in literature are 
only J.uo to its resemblance v/ith life as also due to its 
17 
expression of the inner realities which arc manifold."./hat-
ever the ramifications and the differences, the literature 
remains on., in its geiicral frame and it is the literature 
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which rnaxos the perccx)tion of life and frocdom grow in the 
IS 
soul. 
Frui t fu l jjrogross of l i t e r a t u r e l i e s in the constant 
r e la t ionsh ip botv/een J if o and l i t e r a t u r e as an expression 
A A 
of the personal feelings. It is' 'the progress in feeling 
the things as they are and in the aptitude for distinguish-
19 
ing the truest art which expresses thera," 
This feL,ling rn,ans that the poet has to follow the 
iinprjct of t]i ^. object on his soul and not just to transfer 
it phu.,ogr _ .u-cally. Al-'Agqad referred to this aspect in 
his comment on the thinlcing of some peopl? that the poetic 
portrayal moans depiction of the scenerios for the eye in 
such \ way th^ -.t it is not n^jcessary to look at them. Duo 
A^ 
to ''their intellectual poverty they ignore that it is a 
dipiction indicating the sentiments and feelings in the 
soul as the letters indicate the incer jroal images. If 
a poet describes the rose what is intended by the descrip™ 
tion is not that you jcnow what it is alcin to but the inten-
tion is that you know whac it is (like) in the soul. The 
innate poet does not care to liken his beloved in the manncx" 
the police ITcons culprits in the register of personal iden-
tific'icion. But ho cares to liken his love for her and his 
inf'^ tu'-ti n for her beautiful features. The depiction of 
the b^^autiful features \/hioh comes through tne likening 
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comes only accidontQlly for showing the range of this love 
20 
or for indicating the beloved's worthiness of it,"Perhaps 
the relationship of x'lteraction between the feeling soul 
and life becomes clearer in his definition of great poetry 
and poet. '-^'he definition of great poetry is that it is the 
revelation of a "coniplotc picture of nature with (all) its 
beauty, majesty, manifesbacions and secrets, or an extrac-
tion from the totality of the coiaposition of a philosophy 
of life and a doctrine about its realities and hypotheses, 
whatever th-LS doctrine bo and whatever bo the observable 
•iniit'.';21 
objcctive/l'^ rhon tno coffipletc picture of nature and a parti-
cular doctrine of life are available in one poet, he is the 
22 
greatest poet like whom the age produces rarely. 
This is a characteristic v^ hich is available only in 
great poets, because they have sensitive and impressionable 
souls in which the movements of nature are reflected how-
% I 
ever minute or far tl' :y be. "The soul of a great poet is 
like the spy-glass v^hich is used by astronomers to piclc ux-i 
rays of light fromi the fartliest skies and the darkest hori-
zons,. It is a soul whose feeling is true and pov\rerful« 
From it nothing ouiS of the spectacles of sense and imagina-
tion t/liich surround' it :^^ -S unnoticed, be it near or far 
rnanifest or hidden. Also knowledge of Luiy thing, whether 
minute or big, out of the realities and secrets which the 
nature and li6e ru.veol does not escape, it. So if a great 
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poot tunds to naturo/ he would be one who makes you hoar 
(about) the ilirst creation trapsmitted in the form of a 
word and (about) the rskieo and the earchc sot in a tunc, 
and from this divine world he reveals to you the pulsations 
23 
of its depths and the songs of ics orbits '' 
This movement of life mixes with the soul of the 
poet. Hence poetry is a fruit of this mixing and of the 
satisfaction the senses get from v/nat they gaze at. Here 
it may be indicated that al-'Aqqad comes close to Shukri in 
making the soul of the poet a mirror in which the realities^ 
the secrets and the movements of life are reflected* In 
this regard he treads in the footsteps of English critics, 
Ko was not influenced by the romantics only who conceived 
the poet's soul as a mirror directed to the depths of it-
self and to the internal life of man as we have observed 
while discussing Shukri. Ke rather conceives it as a mirror 
directed both to the soul and the life. In this respect 
perhaps he comes close to Johnson who was inclined to think 
that the : ...lius Of Shakespt ?r mf^nifested itself in making 
24 
his soul an honest mirror of life and attitudes. 
Al-'Aqqad makes a distinction between the poet's 
vision of nature and that oE the soul. But, while dealing 
with this problem, he mixes up the two. He has spoken in 
the above text about the vision of nature, or, in other 
wox-ds. iboi-'t the reflection of nature, v/ith all its spcici'il 
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f.jaturGG, on the soul of tiro poot v/ho turns it into a mov-
ing and gushing life and r>laces at bofor-^ - the reader,- It 
is hero that the two lives got mixed with each other, the 
reader's life and the life which is portrayed in the poem. 
Consequently the life of the reader becomes broader and dce-
per. To quote al~'Aqqad s It means "redoubling of the 
life and widening of the aspects of the soul so much so tb~.t 
the one life becomes more blissful and pleasant than one 
thousand continuous lives, and so much so that the evanescent 
and perishable becomos immortal in some of his days because 
he feels this everlasting universe as the immortals feel 
25 
it." 
In order that this situation m'^ teri^ .^liJ'.e for the 
reader, he has to understand that the fact is that man can-
not live a perfect life unless he malces his senses (fully) 
satisfied with what surrounds him and fills his soul with 
the conception of (the objects) the senses fall on. This 
is life and this is also the artistic spirit which so many 
people are deprived of while they are capable of awakening 
26 
it in their souls if they get the opportunity of guidance*" 
So to dive deep into life anel to feel all its mani-
festations is the ioc il according to which man ought to 
live and it is the very way which should be followed in 
order to enjoy a certain art. 
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By emphasising this connection al- 'Aqqad, as I uncler-
st^ ancl/ aims at making man a part of nature so that he livos/ 
it correctly/ ancl also a part of tne artistic work so that 
he understand and en_ :ys it properly. This thing cannot , 
materialize if man rciaains away from life or the artistic 
work looking at them unsympathetically. In other words, 
undorstancing and enjoyment of art materialize only when 
the reader pats hims.-lf in the place of the artist, feels 
his feeling/ looks through his eyes and lives his experience, 
This thin-j brings the reader close to the revelatory posi-
tion of the artist ond warrants for him a vision which is 
deeper thin that of one who is neutral anel looks at the ar-
tistic creation as en outsider. 
If this interpretation is correct/ it means that 
al~'Aqqad has adopted the view that it is necessary for us 
27 
1 -1 • •, 1 •^ T T - T x - j - w h i c h 
to plTce ourselves m suitable psychologxcal state 
makes us gain comprehension and pleasure as much as possi-
ble . 
At the same time, this view conducts us to another 
feature/ i.e., rejection of the , echanical look at nature 
or its photographic 'lc;piction. Rendering the poet's soul 
as a mirror for nature by him is a proof that his aim is 
to colour the nature v^ ith spiritual feelings. He refers 
to the same cascinctl ' when ae observess ''To be satisfied 
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wir.h (m L-.^  foct'J?.l) clepJction of nriturG is the weakest 
form of an'.l the lowest activity (in the field) of art/ 
for it is a work of '.nanimate implGraants and not of 
living ajid feeling souls* The art will not be fine and 
elevated ai?t unless it dyes the nature \/ith the colour 
of the soul v/hich sees and depicts it for the spectation 
bringing together the perfection of nature and the ijer-
28 
fection of life," 
Great poet, therefore, seeks help of his feeling in 
depicting the movements of nature and in representing the 
life -xx;.". ^hv, c.no-cions, impulses and relationships as well 
as the good and bad tendencies existing amongst the living 
beings, A groat poet collects all these things to put ttem 
in a sound and tangible form. When you observe it you v/ould 
say "Yesi This is the human soul itself/and you would 
exclaim what a wonder I It is surely the life as I knoiv it 
As if it had been lost and then was given back to you. Or 
as if it had been scattered and dispersed and then w is coll-
ected in one form for you, or as if it was flyirg and then 
fell in front of you. So, v/hen you read the poetry of 
such a poet, you would be contented i'/ith your share out of 
the c:;,ieriencos and you would be secure regarding your 
dividend out of the familiar as \\/ell as the marvelous .The 
there 
.auaning of this, in short/is also that in this poetry/is en 
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if CiDii tion md confirmation f life to such an extent that 
vjhatc\"iu" is wiJd in it becomes restrained and stable and 
vjhatcvor is transient in it is transformed into firm and 
29 
jperuianent. •' 
It is understood from al-'Agqad's remark that when 
the text is moulded blius, whatever be its theme, it gains a 
special characteristic through which the poet penetrates 
into the souls and the life of his readers. As far as the 
poets who delight and please the readers in certain subjects 
only are concerned, they do not address the souls but only 
in one respect. For, they tackle only one of the aspects 
of life as if they are a rausical instrument in which there 
is only one catgut. Such poetSy therefore, are not great 
30 
though the souls,, in certain cases, feel pleased with them. 
In brief, the great poet includes in his composition 
a universal idea vis-a-vis the life and a particular doc-
trine in regard to it. Th. re is v^ contr"diction in a poet 
possessing sentiment and imagination on t'lo one hand and a 
philosophical thouglit on the other,. For, thought is one of 
the requirements of the sublime poetic pov/er as sentiiaent 
and imagination are t\/o of the requirements of philosophy. 
Al-'Aqqad thinks that those who reject this vi.-.w ignore the 
reality of both poetry and philosophy. Regarding this he 
says; "The reality is that th''ught/ imagination and senti-
ment, all of them are necessary for philosophy as well as 
fcr pc'-try AJ'IYI a o±~£(ironco in (their) proportion and vari-
ptior in (uhcir) quantity* For the genuine philosopher a 
sJi~irc of im-icjination and sentiment is nocossery but it is 
It sscr than thnt of the poet, and for the genuine poet a 
share of thought is a must but it is lesser than that of the 
philosopher. Vfc do not know a single philosop)her worth the 
name \fho is "^"evoi,! of the the poetic instinct or a single 
poet described as great who is devoid of the philosophical 
31 
thought." 
VJe think that this view suggests an important thing, 
i.e., poet LIOOS not soar high in the zones of heaven, far 
from the realities of life and that nothing interests him 
except the cathars,is of the soul and imaginary enjoyment. 
According to al-'Aqqad, there is no poetry which does not 
concern anybody except its composer; the poetry of soul 
soliloquizes every soul. And the poetry which does not 
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concern its readers, f'.ocs not deserve to be composed. This 
means that tiie value of poetry Ccv-s not J ie in att~'ining 
pleasure merely but in the moral and intellectual value 
which lie beyond pleasure. Also, at the same time,it means 
that al-'Aqqad in this connection neglected the views of 
the later romantics who restricted poetry to the express-
33 
ion of dreams and fantasies and shirlced from the reality. 
But he was affected by the snrlier romantics who directed 
the poet to l"ive v/ith the reality in order to extract from 
±-z his id V" s \nc cp-ii.ioa.s and combine them in a form crea-
ted by hio r.rLis-cic talent. Perhaps, the repeated reference 
by tl e romantics and Aic group of al-Diwan, including al-
'Aqqad, to the ''roality'' is the best proof of their having 
provided poetry with a universal aim which is not merely 
restricted to the proolem.s and feelings of the poet. 
Al-'Aqqad means this in what he wrote on al-Mutanabbi. 
He referred to a live ruarriacc between intellect and dis-
position in order to support the judgemenc and justify the 
vie^ v. ''Al-Mutanabbi' s doctrine in life is a fruit of this 
marriage between his disposition and intellect and a result 
of the ability to assimilate the iihoressions of life or to 
digesr them in such a manner that the instinct and the mind 
34 
feed (themselves) from them at the same time." It is this 
quality which elevated the status of al-Mutcanabbi and car-
teiin other poets and made them preferable in comparison to 
those poets who posse s the faculties of poetry and philoso-
phy and the talents of feelina and meditation in a lesser 
35 
degree. 
I think that in this regard al-'Aqqad was influenced 
by Coleridge's viev/ v;hich he has adduced while talking about 
the poetic pov/er in course of writing criticism on tv/o 
poems of Shakespeare. u^ has referred to truth, depth of 
feeling and strength of imagination and has said that these 
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qup.licios -.r: V-I1U:J1OG£ without .mother quality which is 
i.a.oopcirablc from thcni and it is '''depth and energy of thou-
ght.'' Regarding i'c i ^  further observes s ''No man v/as ever 
yet a great poet vrithout being at the-same time a profound 
philosopher. For poetry is the blossom and the fragrancy 
of all human knov/lodgo/ human thoughts, human passions^ 
36 
emotions, language. '• 
It is logical that this philosophical view of poetry 
does not harmonize v/ith the poetry which is the result of 
imitacion and af C :c t^  cioji. For, the poet in those two cases 
docs ~,iJa .- '.''jpend on true --.nd de.,p feeling of life and 
soul nor on mature thought or personal vision of objects, 
13ut he repeats the feelings of his predecessors or pretend,, 
to do so. lience his creation loses its beauty and its ess-
ential subsistence. riere we recognize the basic pivot 
of poetry in al-Aqqad's opinion, i.e., the disposition upon 
vj-hich the poet relies in expressing himself fluently and 
freely. The disposition beeoaiCL. L-he basic condition for 
the litterateur in al-Aqqad's opinion provided he combines 
v/ith it a gift of the soul and the intellect and not of t -^  
tongue alone. lAjlien a poet has all these qualities, he 
writes as a modern writer should v/rite, that is to say he 
lends his x')ersonality to his poetry and bestowes upon it 
something new out of himself and does not become a copv c: 
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his predecessors. Actually disposition is the chief ele-
rnent vhich distinguishes good poetry from bad poetry. 
i\l-'Aqqad cays; "I do not see any difference between the 
best end the worst p' iitry e^ccept' an essential one* It is 
that the good poetry is that between whose cr^ -'-tcr and the 
naturo no curtain of traditions or crookedness of disposi-
o r 
tion comos and that th.e bad poetry is that which is not so. 
The_ 0bj e ct iye_ ^ of _Poetry % 
In the previous pages xve have observed that poetry 
according co al-'Aqqad is an expression of the poet's feel-
ing of thinos. This feeling indeed is only emotions and 
sentiments. It is true that ho is not inclined to regard 
the poet's emotion as a sole arbitrator between affocta-for 
and dispositioUi For^ such a viev; leads to the exclusion 
of some modernist poets froiTi being included among the poet, 
of disposition. But he has opined that it is better to 
depend for differenciation on truth and the impact by which 
39 
the poetry of disposicion is distinguished,-
He has micntioned, as we h ve remarked earlier, that 
poetry cannot concern its creator alone. So does this m' 
that he considers the impact as the objective of poetry? 
We think thot it is undoubtedly so. Bur certainly he does 
not regaxd xc as tlie 'lighest: objective. J t is just a.n as-
pect of the objective and .. u.eans too, through, the impact 
the poetic text attracts the reader to itself so that he 
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mig'Tt not ignore it. By means of -chis attraction the poet 
aimfj a.t another objective/ i,e»^ the utility in its widest 
meanings. ' '';. large -^^ imber of these utilities can be seen 
by the eyes and touched by the hancLS. This does not mean 
that the people aim at tlie utilities of J iteroture when the 
have love for it. But it is an eternal love akin to the 
desire of the hungry person for food. He does not feel 
hungry because he Jcnows that the subsistence of his body 
lies in the lood though the matter in reality is so,"' 
rh_ utility of literature surpasses the mere plea-
sure '-0 •<':'"' ^ the horizon of the mind and to deepen the 
I • • 
feeling of life. ^'Poetry deejpens life and thus it trans--
41 
mutes an hour of it to hours.'' Conseguem::ly, every poetry 
is social in its context as it unveils the condition of V. 
society and also affects it though it is social not in 
vjith 
acc_ r "'anr'v. /the current classifications, like addressing 
the nation or ro'jisterinc a national evert or rec^^rding tn 
42 
actions of a certain section o" ^. .society. 
Assigning this active rcl-- to poetry means attachi . , 
great importance to ic. But if we scri't-'i -iz.j the phrases 
"utility'' and "dee, ening of life''/ Vve -./ill find them ju^ 
general expressions; neither we know their sense distinct 
nor do we understand what a poet should perceive in order 
to attain 1' is aim. It seems to me that al- 'Aqqad himselj. 
felt thJs ambiguity or generality. Hence he tried to 
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clarify and specify it by discussing the reality which poe-
try looks forv/ard to. 
Kejn perception and deep conbemplation are necessary 
for a poet so as to reach his goal in this regard. Ho has 
to turn his eye to the interior as well as the exterior of 
the object until he reaches the core. This also enjoins 
upon him to be conscious of the fact that a mere plunge in-
to tlio interior of the object does not always serve his 
purpose. There is no conclusive partition between the 
I • 1 
exterior and the interior of the objects, "All the inter-
iors are cleir manifestations if they are observed nicely 
froJ.'' an ideal angle; and all the manifestations are hidden 
if 
into ciors/their observation is misued. VJhat is absolutely 
obvious according to some people is considered as a closed 
43 
secret by the others.' 
/Absence of conclusiN/'o partition is what makes noce~ 
turn 
ssary to/the sight to\/ards the incorior as well as the 
exterior of the object so that the expressed reality be-
r - r 
comes we 11"ordered, both internally and externally. ''The 
poet ought not to disagree with the exterior of the reality 
but only to make his speech more harmionisod with its in-
terior, jut if he fumbles in his expression, disagreeing 
with the exterior and the interior of the reality/ f lantinc, 
the rules of sense, intellect and accuracy not for a pur-
pose \/i)ic.i service of the spiritual realities or depictio" 
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oil cl .) hidden foclin ,G nocersitates it is something absurd 
44 
''7.1 Cii is noichcr poetry nor science," 
'•Re ility" is an indeterminate and i.-;orcuri~'J. propo-
sition. People in -^.^ neral and those who believe in the 
literary or philosophical ideologies in particular have 
not come to an identical view regarding its substance. The 
definition of it as given by one s«ct-differs from that 
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given by another. Therefore we cannot kno\/ the accurate 
meaning of •'reality" as al--'Aqqad understands it except 
that 2 t is neither a scientific problem nor a historical 
precision but it is the reality of sentiments, as vie shall 
see later on. 
Search for the reality is one of the pursuits of 
the romantics as we have observed 'S/jhile discussing Shukri. 
But ol-'Aqqad falls aioart from them in as much as he does 
not always regard it necessary to go deep into the things 
as a 1 leans oc irinding out the ro']Jty because reality is 
not .ysterious in all the cases. Therefore the piercing 
Sight v/hich che poet j)ossesses and his true and accurate 
vision of things are \ih:it show him the right v;ay v/hich 
guarantees for him the attainment of his aira. 
Actually, the ruality, in al-Aqqad's view is not an 
1 • r 
aim merely? it is also the source of poetry which is 'the 
reality of the realities, core of the cores and the genu-
- 1<I0 
ino c sencG of everything \»'hich has: a m _nif estation within 
the reach c-f the senses and the mcollecT::. It is the honest 
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interpreter and trcinsmitter of the soul. Sometimes poetry 
may disagree from the apparent r^ -axlty but their essence is 
one and inseparable. For, man believes only in that reality 
i/hich has roots Jn his soul and feelings. V/hon he expresses 
che sentiments, the reality forms his mat>.-rial as x^ ell as 
his goal. 
Regarding this disagreement al-'Aqqad has put for-
\jard the uxam;-le that the poets liken the beautiful v>/ith 
moon, I -> r-^ -^ rin^  with thund^ r^ and the generous v;ith cloud, 
senile indeed -chere is an essential difference bot\n-'cn the 
simile and che objocc of thr simile which docs not loermit 
the puttinc, of one in -che place of the otuor. ' ''But if wo 
look at the reality, v/e fina that the pleasure of the beau-
tiful imao^ - IS alcin to the loa-^ ur^ . of tr c moonlit night, 
the a\;a of the r Tiaj (_f che lions m -eheir forest is akin 
to the awe of t'le p: n. o': '-'^  ^  thui era in their cloud and 
the rejuvenation of the garden afcor the oour of the rain 
is akin to the restoration of hope after tl>e fulfilment of 
47 
the aesire," 
The poet ocaneccn these things with one another 
because their meanings are synonymous in his soul though 
their verbal denotations differ. m so far as poetry is 
an exx'-ression of the soul '^a^ the sentiments, the important 
thing regarding poetry is the raeaning which come to the 
sovil/ for "in the dictionary of souls there is no place 
except for the moani^ -'gs. So far as the './ords are concerned, 
they are the signs (operating) between the tungucs and the 
ears.'' Al-'Aqqad asi:s in the saaie continuationi "Does the 
eye yoc or the car hoar except with the soul? Do the sen-
ses communicate an infornvTtion if the soul is inattentive 
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and the intellects arc not alert.'' 
If the matter is so and if poetry is an expression 
of sentiiacnts, it becomes one of the racans of ha;'_^ inuss, 
For, .:he o-_ ,ct3, -^3 such, do not imply joy or sorrov/.Thoy 
give joy or ;_.orrov7 according to the forms and images bes-
a 
tov/ed upon them by mind. Vfo find/'certain thing pleasant 
at one time and sorrov;ful at another, making us feel grati-
fied at one time and causing anger in us at another. The 
object is the same in both the cases but the notions and 
the images are what vary and consequently the feelings also 
very. Only poetry taJces upon iLsolf to shov^ / us the things 
in the form which our minds accept and v/ith which our souls 
are pleased, because"it is A^iat weaves the images and em 
bodies the spiritual meanings; it is a monarch settled on 
the soul's throne oivarding r " os to whatever presents it-
self befor..' him and """••gloc'ting wh' i-evor ''cserves to be 
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negl.-cted. •' 
Ccloridge has ipontioricd tli'it the ,•> -1 lends to the whole 
poem ._ 3imilT.r sentir ^ntal coloxir by the agency of which he 
unific ft contradictory and contrasting feelings in it. This 
sontiinental colour is aj product of the secondary imagina-
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tion which the poet possesses. But al-'Aqqad did not indi-
cate to the imagination;he substituted it with the soul 
\\rhiGh makes distinction between objects so it keeps out 
xi/hat It dislikus and piclcs up the rest and harmonizes them 
to prociucc images v/hicli please the laind. 
I\xj ^^^V(i idea can dlso be unders cood from what 
l?or'lsworth has referred to m regard to sentiments and the 
po<_t' s role therein and che relationship of both of them 
v/ith the reader. He has said that v/hat the poet should ad-
here x:o is to make the reader experience pleasure. By 
pleasure he means what a1-'Aqqad means by happiness. Words-
worth sayss ''The ?> i-t wrices under one restriction only, 
a 
namely, the necessity of giving iirL,.ediato pleasure to/hu-
man being possessed of that inforriation Vv'hich may be ex-
pected from him, not as a lawyer, a physician, a mariner, 
51 
an astronomer, or a natural philosopher, but as a Ion." 
In this case thf reader finds pleasure and happi-
ness '.luhout which a real sympathy cannot grow betxracn him 
and the poet I'ho observes the contradictory sentiments and 
52 
penGtr''~t'^ <" -''-to th^ '^ m ~ind thtm makes them enjoyable. The 
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poet ought to ''tako c^ r^e tho.t, \vh'"^ tover }-)assions he coirunu-
nicatos to his reader, those passions, ii: his Reader's mind 
be sound and vigorou. should always be occornTjanicd with an 
ovor--bilanco of pleosure. Nov,/ tiio music of harmonious 
metrical language, the sense of difficulty overcome, and the 
blind associeition of pleasure which has been previously 
received from works of rhyme or metre of the same or simi-
lar construction, an indistinct perception peryetualiy 
renewed.....all thes^ imperceptibly make up a complex feel-
ing of delight \7hich is of the most important use in tem-
pering the painful fooling always found intermingled with 
povv'crf ;.l descriptions of the deeper jjassions. This effect 
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is al'vjays produced in pathcitic and impassioned poetry." 
The beauty: 
The gratification of mind which al-'Agqad has re-
ferred to would materialize when the text obtains a speci-
fic feature, that is beauty. For, bhc soul usually incli-
nes to what creates in it pleasure, joy, and optimism^,Any-
thing which evokes such feelings is beautiful. 
For this ai-'7\qqad has adduced the example of spr-
ing, morning, light, health and youth as they enliven the 
senses and bring them close to life. Rather they make life 
lovable to the soul as it appears in a form which kindli^ js 
54 
lope for it. 
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VJhen v/u scrutinize the things which excite the feel-
ings of delight rmd beauty referred to by al-'Aqqad, we 
find them worthy of hat he has said about them. This is 
so because their manifestation is fascinating and lively 
and their inner meanings are full of vitality. This means 
that the form and the content support each other in lending 
the colour 'of beauty to the object and making it manifest. 
But al-- 'Acjqad thinks that beautj^ is something incor-
poreal. Its reality c.oes not lie in the manifestations 
but in the meininqs vjhich are beyond them. We may admire 
sometimes the form of a flov^ 'er because of its "excellent 
arrangement as thc; excellent arrangement of everything 
evolces admiration in us. But indeed what, appeals us, as 
I believe, is the substance to which it points out and not 
the apparent arrangement ^^ hich may take place or may not 
take place in certain flowers. The first thing which th(.; 
flo'v/er indicates is .ucuriance and then the anxiety which 
accompanys in the mind the thought of its rapid decay. As 
if by its lu:cari^nt ~'^-'^- --"'i"'- figure it serves as a symoo] 
of the opportunity of life which calls the people to avail 
of it and raaxes them remiember their quiclc departure from 
it. On accourt of this the clower h^ is j^ een in the poetry 
of all the nations a symbol of youth and of evcrv beauti-
55 
ful ho]-)e f- r wh^ ich \/.' pant," 
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.iccordinijly, tluro i.':; only o limicod function of the 
well -irrinyv_i. I'rorrii. This function lies in drawing the atten-
tion of the observer. To regard the form alone as the real 
beauty deprives the coservcr of the comprehension of the 
causes of the beauty and leads to the negligence of the 
substances "^ n-^  significances which lie behind it. There-
fore die beauty in the art os well as in the nature is in-
corporeal and not formal. The forms do not appeal us and 
look b^jautiful in our souls but only due to the meaning 
56 
\ih±ch they evoke or due to the meaning which they reveal. 
Cno j-ox~m, therefore, is a mi.ans and not an end. Its 
it 
role c'iijs av-y \;hon the s^nsc which /»"^nveys becomes evi-
dent or v/hen it leads m^ 'n to the absolute moaning. "The 
best and the most appropriate form is that v/hich you trans-
cend to reoeh its substance^. The i.'orld of art, therefore, 
is the v/orld of absolute meanings end not of tangible forms. 
-Vrtist IS none but th"^ t lasijix'cci man who by his inherent 
nature is led to choose the forms wnich make the meanings 
manifest and are devoid of the d fects v/hich conceal the 
meanings from the minds or ho is that inspired man \/ho is 
successful in choosing those forms which make us forget 
thciasolves iu-:d perform their function and their function is 
nothing but to help f .e raeeining to come out and not to 
engage (cho attention of) the observers to the manifesta-
tions (at the i\eglect) of the meanings and substances 
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which lie beyond LhoM-'= 
Bc^ V-Lv, in al-'Aqqad's vicv/, is corulatod v/ith lib-
58 
crt/'-o Ilu thinks tha thoy .circ tv«/o ins^ ->rrc''')lc concepts 
59 
and one of theia does not ifi'iterialize witnout the other,The 
sourcu cf preleruncL; botx/oeii various gr?des of beauty in 
life is fr cdom of choice through which one excels those 
who arc; lo'wer tho.n hin,* r:v'- this liberty; does not moan 
anarcliy and it cannt^ t bo r(^ : lised but only by being tasted 
throuah certoin obsteclcs. Rather liberty is meaningless 
unless it overcome the obstacles v/hich hinder it or, if it 
is not ^cr '' ". to overcome them, make a choice from amon-
gst them. i.Trionevcr the victory jv.jr the obstacles is great-
er/ the beauty becomes more evident. This is why al-'Aqqad 
says, it is more correct anci clear to say"that beauty is 
the victory of liberty ovur obst-iclc. Tliis is the idea of 
beaut^^ in life as v/ell ns in all th.e arts like music, poo try, 
60 
drama, paintinj, dance a'ld sport,'* The essence of beauty 
lies in the 1 ibertv CJ." function "• ^  1 in the movement of life, 
61 
The proportion has nc role regarding this essence. 
As the exisc^-nce of obstacles and overcoming them. 
represent the element of beauty in life, likewise is the 
I I ' 
case with arts. Tlierj is no art ''without looking forward, 
and no looking for\7ai d v/ithcxit liberty. But v/e must men-
tion (here )-i n it liberty requires hin'..erance and beauty is 
the victory of liberty over shackles or it is the ap^ .cjar ncv 
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o£ liberty amcnrj the " :ST.-<^1^S . It is not the anarchical 
liberty v;ibh which no rule is asyociotccl or v;hich no law 
controls. So no v/ont -r that art represents the Lccters and 
systohis of beauty as it represents its liberty and freedom. 
And (there is no v7onder) that we sec the irt full of rhythms 
62 
and forms as we sec ih full of anticipation and hope," 
Liberty's struggle v/ith the obstacles which come in 
its w-y does not in^ a^r th^ -it the artist puts himself in the 
delug ^  of complicated cxoressions so that his domination 
over t'om may point to the beauty of art and creation be-
cause such inclination would only uiean la'jric-"-cj c n of beauty< 
This ..i^ ans that the beauty desir^ .d by al~'Aqqad is the un-
affected and tru-C beauty. "It is ixicontestablc that the 
souls are disposed to se -rch for beauty and that they are 
not contented wita the utilitarian. In these days we do 
not drink in a wooden tankard because in making our uten-
sils \TC: do not rcstr;' :t oui'selves to seek mere utility 
from tiieia. But wt:; drink in a vessel which carries v/atcr 
as the tankard carries it (but) it is bec'Utiful in colour, 
worlcmanship^ touching and looking at. If we fetch the 
first tankard and embellish it with soft silk, gild it with 
glittering gold and piece on itt. edges jrecious jev/els 
which are expensive ' nd v/hose sight is pleasing, do you 
thin]; by this synthetic ornamentation it would be more bea-
utiful ... than the perfect and simple tumbler made of 
glrs: :i: , / :r. For, iL '^ -s n ^it roraajn cither a tankard 
or a tumblor buc becomes athing for uhich boauty is borr-
ox^ cd from so^uuthinn "isc for the saXe of creating admiration 
and preciousncss artificially. As far as the tumbler is 
concerned, it it not so, for it is beautiful as a tumbler 
for /^hich nothing hOG been borrowed from outside.. The mean-
ings also t:hould be so. Their beauty lies in thumselves 
and in the agency by vrhich they perform thc'ir" function and 
in X'-hat their niture reguires, (and their beauty) does not 
li© in adding to them the luxuriant v/ords ""nl borrowed and 
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artificial imagina tioiis." 
This simplicity does not presume that thought should 
be shallow. There is no contradiction between beauty ancl 
deep thought,^LS the imdtators think , if a man is able to 
observe minutely .ind to undorstana the great ideas thorough-
64 
ly« In this regard al-'Aqgad is careful -lest he might be 
misunderstood,, Soy according to him in all the t'^ s^ s simp-
licity does not mean that the art is beautiful. Similarly 
to Le c u\ lic-^ t. '. -•ocs not mean th.at it lacks beauty,''Beauty 
is simple and admirable. But simple for whom and after 
what? (It is so) for those v/ho appreciate and like it, and 
after experience, Y)r ^x^-tlCG j taste and edit ication.Regarding 
che be 'uty of arts ti^ e meaning of simplicity is not that 
it is cheap and open for any one \7ho glances at it care-
lessly and that it does not need miedita-cion and thinking. 
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But Its mcnnina is tliat it is simple and palatable for o.:o 
65 
who prep'-ires himself for it properly anu pays its price." 
The realization of henuty ?E con.-ined to a particu-
lar group of people having experif-^ nce, l^ractico, taste and 
edification. The artist - as is understood from al--'Aqqad's 
remurKs addresses to these people his art and the mean-
ings which he creates. He is neither r^ -quiro.''- to be simple 
for every one nor confined to the meanings and feelings 
which all the people are equal in taking note of and being 
affected by. As long as the matter is so, it is natural 
that thesi^  meanings should not be of low standard or easily 
accessible because there is no virtue in simplicity in such 
a circumstance. But they must agree with the fundamentals 
of the beauty of styles in literature and arts by becoming 
raental meanings and imaginary pictures, namely the pictures 
v^hich arouse imagination of the reader by association of 
67 
ideas„ 
Such a '»'ish makes ns turn to /ards the characteristic 
features of the gr.^ jat poet who is distinguished by genius 
riid capacity which enable him to express great meanings 
simply \/hich others c.mnot express or if they express at 
68 
all, tney express them i/ith difficulty and artificiality. 
In bJ'ief, content is the basis of "^  1--' Aqqad' s vie\7 
of beauty. In this regard he does not pay much attention 
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to forra. He is not influenced by Kant, as a scholar thou_.,hi ., 
because the latter was of t^e opinion that pure beauty sub-
sists in pure form. iccording to him'pure beauty is evident 
70 
in those forms from v/hich content disapp-;ars wholly. PiS 
far ac al~'Aqqad's opinion is coiiccrned, it is diametrica-
71 
lly opposed and is nearer to Hegel's views of beauty.Rather 
he is one of the followers of Hegel and indeed the Egyptian 
offshoot of the Hegelian school of beauty. "Al-'Aqqad spoke 
the Inncjuage of Hegel in a large number of his theories two 
or throe years before the first world war and also imme-
diately after it particularly in his book the ''Muraja'at 
fi al-iYdo"^  v'~, 1. .pn.xn~r * ^ tsclf vmich was published in the 
year _925. Indeed al--'Aqqad had no alternative except to 
mix the theories and ideas of Hegel with his (own) writings 
and articles without referring to him but only rarely ... 
He was satisfied with laying down the foundations of his 
loersonal theories on beauty and criticism in a series of 
articles which manifest Hegol wid"ouc preventing the demar-
cation f the features of his personal thought. Most like-
ly Hegel's wor-ds appeared m al-'Aqqad's writings repeated-
ly for the sake of strengthening his viev; and deepening 
72 
his concept." 
SJlZniS. and rhythms 
Obstacles are the measure of the essence of sound 
liberty which lies in the soul as vie have seen in the 
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previous discussion. Accordingly*al-'Aqqad rejects abso-
lute rebellion in life and art as he rejects the absolute 
restriction because the essence of these two things in his 
opinion is to render the law into liberty, the bonds into 
orna.aent, the revolution into regulation^ the duty into 
longing and rejoicing and the primordial matter into the 
1 rr 
classified world and the revolving orbit, "This is the 
ideal of life and this is the real core of its divine art 
in v/hich, as in our arts, the bond of rhythm and the re-
joicing oE play coalesce with each other and on the hands 
of wliich stray imagination and jh'-cklc" rhyme cmtc^-co 
73 
each other.'' 
It is evident that al-'Aqqad's adherence to the 
familiar iraisic of the Arabic poetry consisting of rhyme and 
rhythm lies behind his belief in restriction though he be-* 
liovoS in liberty too. He did not respond to the call made 
in the beginning of this century for writing poetry v;hich 
is free from rhythm and rhyme and depends on internal sugg-
74 
estive music Ivnown as free verso» His adherence to the 
inherited music v/as not because he considered it an element 
which distinguishes poetry from prose but on account of i+ 
being a necessary bond which lets powers of expression and 
feelings of beouty floxv'. "'The poet reveals an unbounded 
dclic^ht of soul when he moves playfully in the midst of 
those obstructions, skips lively over them and flies through 
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imagination in a v/orld \vhich does not have obstacles and 
75 
encumberments ..," 
But this attitude docs not luoan that al- 'Aqqad is a 
rigid Critic vis--a--vis the bonds of poetry i.e. rhyme and 
rhythm. He thinks that the requirements of time will proane 
and change the'se bonds, For, they, as inherited from the 
Arabs, are too narrow to convey the ideas of poets who 
opened the windows of their minds and read the Western 
poetry and observed the v/idness of its rhythms so as to 
contain the long romances and various other subjects. They 
also observed the elasticity )£ the poetic forms in the 
hands of these poets so much so that they convey through 
76 
them \7hat the ^rabs can convey only through prose. 
It is the confinement of the Arabic poetry to the 
subjective nature in general what drove al-'Aqqad to fore-
tell change and improvement in its rhyme and rhythm, Ra-
make 
ther he was inclined to/the rlriythii r; more elastic in order 
to be able to contain the objective poetry. As far as the 
rhyme is concerned, it is better to dispense with it if the 
exposition of various meanings and subjects is desired for 
poetry. •'Bet\7ccn the Arabic poetry and (its) diversifica-
tion and growth there is only this obstacle. So if the 
rhymes arc enlarged for the (exjaression of) various mean-
ings and themes and the scope of composition becomes diver-
sified, various kinds of poetic faculties would emerge and 
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WG will see in our m±us t n-irrative poe'tS/ descriptive poets 
and drama cist poets. Then the dislike of ears for these 
rhymes will not last long^ particularly in the poetry which 
soliloquizes the soul and imagination more than it addresses 
the sense and the ears. So, after sometime, the ears get 
accustomed to them and become content with the harmony of 
the rhythm (and dispense with) the harmony of the uniform 
77 
rhyme." 
V 
In order to safeguard himself against the accusation 
of imitating the I'Jestern poetry/ being dazzled by it and 
having endeavoured to make prevalent its literary" syste'nis 
and traditions amongst the Arabs, al-'Aqgad cix-S some 
Arabic versos which arc bereft of rhyme ond yet not rejec-
ted bv the people. He thinks that these verses, however, 
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were censured by prosodists later on. 
As a matter of fact, the Westerners did not abandon 
the rhyme to v/iden the scope of creation in various sub-
jects; but through the blank verse they aimed at more con-
sistent techniques regarding the organic unity and the de-
veloping structure of the i^ oetic text by providing it with 
the scope for the cnjanibement and the influx of the mean-
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ing. Al~Diwan's group did not take notice of this role, 
Consecuently their rhymed and rhythmic poetry is more co-
herent and better arranged than their blank verse which 
seems to one as if chey a.re the verses in which there is no 
linlc except rhythm. 
In short/ al-'Aqqad continued to adhere to these 
technicalities of poetry and confided to them the materia-
lization of real liberty followed by the materialization of 
beauty. In my opinion, he follows Coleridge's view in this 
regard, though the relation between their respective writ-
ings is not clear. Coleridge believes that rhythm or music 
is p".rt and parcel of the poetic creation. In his analy-
sis of various poetic specimens he has clarified how the 
rhi'thm emphasizes the sense and how the sentiment affects 
the rhythm and the harmony.^' t only this, but how the har-
mony expresses the personality of the creator. He ".e>_s nat 
consider rhythm as an external and passive form which is 
80 
forcibly imposed on the experience. 
The point of similarity between them is implicit in 
their emphasis on rhythm alone as one of the requirements 
and essential parts of poetry. Coleridge's view is deeper 
and more accurate because he has mentioned the concord 
between rhythm and meaning. This is an aspect which is 
not reflected in al-'Aqqad's view who v/as satisfied with 
considering rhythm as the controlling factor. To this 
phenomiena Coleridge has rof.-rred in another manner, that 
is by tracinrj the rhythm to its s-urce, "'This I would trace 
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to the balance in the mind effected by that spontaneous 
effort which strives to hold in check the workings of pass-
ion. It might cc easily explained likewise in what manner 
this ralucary antagonism is assisted by the very state, 
which it counteracts; and how this bilinco jf antagnonists 
became organized into metre (in the usual acceptation of 
that term) by a supervening act of the will and judgment, 
81 
consciously and for the foreseen purpose of pleasure." 
The Language of Poetry; 
In the previous pages we have observed how al-'Aqqad 
reproached the poets of affectation and imitation for the 
too much attention they payed to the language of poetry as 
a refulgent form and for ignoring the content. As also that 
he tried to popularise his particular conception of poetry 
by making content the important base in the process of poe-
tic creation. But th''s process is not complete without a 
means of comiriunication. Hince he pr.i^l -ttcncicn to the 
language as the tangible form which transmits the gush of 
feelings,_ 
Before proceeding to elucidate al-'Aqqad's attitude 
to this problem we think it proper to indicate that the 
language serves as a bond which controls the creative capa-
cities of the poet. We think that it is a bond akin to 
rhyme and rhythm in unveiling the real essence of beauty 
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and liberty in the manner al-'Aqqad has mentioned. However^ 
al~'Aqqad has not dealt with the problem of language in 
accordance with this approach but in keeping v/ith the lan-
or^ 
guagefe capacity to express poetic ideas/'in short, as a means 
of communication, 
I I I 
Accordingly, he observes that poetry is "the art of 
creating sentiments bv means of speech and poet is one who 
82 
knows well the manner of creating them by this means," At 
the first instance this remark suggests that form is the 
element on \/hich one has to depend in poetry. This contra-
dicts our earlier observation that content is the miore im-
portant element in ihis view. But when we think minutely, 
we c uic to the conclusion, that poetry does not consummate 
and cannot bo jjoetry in the real sense v/ithout the mcins ^ -f 
expression, i.e. the language as we have already mentioned 
in the beginning of this discussion. For, sentiments and 
feelings/which are the material of the poet, are the same 
in tho '..h-. 1.- -..f the r.iankind. Thorerore, if we neglect the 
language in regard to poetry, it would m.ean that every one 
who has feelings would have to be taken as a poet. But 
this is not logical. 
Moreover, the previous remark of a1-'Aqqad corrobo-
rates what V7e have mentioned about the priority of content, 
•^ hen v/e scrutinize this remark v/e find it concentrating on 
creating sentiments. Creation of sentiments in whom? 
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PositivGly not in the poet himself, because the poet does 
not create his own sentiments in order to express them; it 
is they which compel him to compose poetry. Hence it is 
the creation of sentiments in the reader. Thus al-'Aqqad 
takes notice of the strong relationship between poetry and 
its readers. The poet lives in a certain emotional state 
in \/hich v?rious mental images flash in his mind. In order 
to be able to transmit his feelings truly and effectively 
to the reader he has to choose v/ell the words which juirantoc 
the matex-lalization of this function. So the genuine poet 
is one v,/ho ''uses such words, forms and metaphors which 
arouse inu t-^ nt-^ .n^ c^usly in the soul of the reader the men-
83 
tal images which rise in his, that is the poet's, mind," 
This micans/that is language, has been treated by a 1"'Aqqad 
from two aspects^ the word and the syntax. 
He thinks that words are symbols every one of which 
is related to a certa-in notion and idea v/hich wakes up in 
the mind when this particular word reaches it.^" other word 
shares this Tuncti n \/ith it thcvgh they may be Synonymous 
apparently. Tor," the synonyms do n, t rosv^mSlo one another 
exactly in sense. A v/ord in a certain language does not 
signify the same meaning which a similar word signifies 
in another icngiiagc. The meanings f^o noL consist in the 
letters of their v/ords but they indicate them. Nor is the 
mere pronunciation of a word sufficient for conjuring up 
its moaning xjurlly lor everyone who hears it. The same 
word differs in the poxycr of conjuring up meaning to the 
listn^ -::r according to die difference of its sense and idea 
for him. 0:0 be av/aru of this minute difference between 
meanings of v;ords as well as to use every one of them pre-
cisely are parts of the faculty which the poet needs in 
r^J'er t.0 become a good poet ..... In poetry there is no 
need of clarification and elucidation as is the case with 
prose; for, as we mentioned earlier, its purpose ±3 to 
84 
create impact and not conviction." 
The above paragraph revolves around two principal 
points; 
1, The word is a symbol of the m.eaning. Its func~ 
tion is restricted to excite the meaning in the mind. Under 
the circumstance, the poet has to examine the v;ords and 
select that one which indicates his intention. Also he 
has to be cautious l.,.':t ho be deluded by the apparent simi-
larity between the meanings of words because they have 
inplicit in them minute difference?. This means, as \/e 
think, that poetry is not an instantaneous expression of 
the emotion because this makes the poet deprived of the 
cognition of the minute differences which lie between words 
besides obstructing the choice of the more suitable one. 
Consequently poetry ought to be composed v/ith deliberation 
and contemplation. Or, in other words, it is a voluntary 
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process in which the feelings to be expressed and the words 
85 
to express them hive to be chosen c -uti usly by the poet. 
At any rate, in look .ig ar words in this manner al-'Aqqad 
has been influenced by the romantics and particularly by 
Coleridge who has distinctly poi.ited out that tn re are 
minute differences bctv/een v/ords the change of which would 
reduce the standard of the poetry. Ho considered this idea 
to be one of two critical 'iphorisuis v/hich he concluded 
through his reading and contemplations. He says^ 
"Secondly, that v/hatever lines can be translated into other 
words of the same language, without diminution of their 
significance, either in sense or association, or in any 
86 
v7orthy feeling , are so far vicious in their diction," 
2. The language of looetry is distinguished with 
c^nJ.onsation, It is restricted to the allusion which indica-
tes and creates iiapact and it avoids detailed description, 
elucidation and convincing the ijcople. 
We rncay trace this vicv/ to his belief that language 
cannot accomplish mutual understanding amongst people 
fully. This belief led hi-n to call upon the people to use 
language as signs and symbols. This indication can be 
1 T • 
found in his sayings ••! belittle the magnitude of all the 
sciences and literatures which are based on the mutual un-
derstanding through languages whenever I ponder and see a 
great number of things which ,..,, (man) feels but does 
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not w::prcs. oncl v.hich he Gxprosscs but they do not reach 
coi.plctcly the inind of their listener. Then it becomes sure 
to mo that the people are in need of a mutual understanding 
which is highc^r than that which is dopcnJIcnt on language... 
So lo-c people adopt languages as signs and symbols which 
represent the meanings for one who knov/s them and not for 
one who does not have familiarity \vith them ... .^ micn.;^ st the 
people eloquent is the one v/ho siijnifies v/ell with his ton-
87 
gue or pen,'' 
I think that the use of language in the manner sta-
ted by al-'Ac[qad is one of the characteristic features of 
spontaneous poetry. As car as artificial poetry is con-
cerned, it is not so. It usually pays a :tention to words 
for their own sake and also to the rehetorics in a manner 
which is neither natural nor in harmony A'ith the overflow 
of the disposition of the poet, no matte-^ how v/arm and true 
be the experience v/hi":h he depicts. This is why he observed 
regarding the poetry of Ibn Zaydun that artificiality is 
more evident in it than spontaneity. "Do you not observe 
in his most v/arm poems comi^osed about WaJladah that he did 
not forget (to bring out) the contrast between ... the 
88 
blackness of days and v/hiteness of nights in his verse: 
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I'Je have observed that al- 'Aqqad directs poets to the 
best word \/hich expresses the feeling. In this there is 
nothing to suggest t ::t he differentiates the language of 
poetry from that of prose. For, firstly, all the words are 
usable provided they are used precisely; and, secondly, 
defect or vulgarization does not clin7 tothe \Jord as such, 
in spite of being used repeatedly, if it preserves and sig-
nifies its meaning. 
As far as the syntox is concerned., it denotes a 
general meaning, It is liable to be vulgarized by repeti-
tion v/hich oeprives it of its great impact on the soul. In 
this respect a1-'Aqqad sayss "Vulgarization, in our opin-
ion, is that the phrase is repeated until the ears get 
accustomed to it and then its impact on the soul diminishes 
and it does not penetrate into the mind v/ith that force 
which its meaning had when they v/ere new. Hence vulgariza-
tion is restricted tc the syntax and does not befall the 
v/ords. As long as the v/ord retains the meaning v/hich are 
understood from it ••• vul:,-'r-i3--ci'~n, would not befall it 
though it may be used repeatedly. Otherwise the language 
would have perished and its entire vocabulary would have 
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become extinct just after one generation^'• 
Siruile is the other thing which is related to the 
syntax. While discussing al-'Aqqad's concept of poetry, 
v/e obs^rvo diat this art reelects the impact of life and 
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nature on the soul of the poet. He has dealt with simile 
in keeping v/ith this view. In his opinion, the essential 
function of siraile i:, to trannfer the impact '^r ra cnc soul 
to another and not to pay attention to the apparent simi-
larity between objects in the same manner as the likening 
of one tcngible thing to another has not much value, Al-
'Aiiqad has expressed this view in his discourse addressed 
to the poet Ahmad Shav/qi. He says' '"The virtue of poet 
does not lie in telling you about a certain object v/hat 
it is akin to but in his saying ^Air^.t it is and in revealing 
to you its cs'^ ence as well as the relation of life v/ith it. 
In poetry, the concern of the people is not to compete in 
the field of seeing and hearing. Their concern is to sympa-
thize with one another and the one who is more sensitive 
and gifted than th^ ^ .thi^ rs transmits to the souls of his 
brothers the gist of \/hat he sa\/ and heard as well as the 
quintessence of v;hat lie liked or disliked. If your purpose 
(in the use) of simile is to r^fcr to a red object and af-
ter' that to tv/o or more objects similar to it in redness, 
then you would not do (any thing) more than mentioning four 
or five red objects in lieu of one. But simile is to im-
print in the soul and mind of your listener a clear image 
of v/hat was imprints 1 in your own soul. Simile was not 
created for depicting figvircs and colours because all peo-
ple see figures and colours tangible in themselves as you 
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see them; it vms created for trrnsl^rring the feeling of these 
figures and colours from one soul to another. The poet is 
superior to others or. account of the strength of (his) feel-
ing. Its v/akefulness, depth, breadth of its scope and its 
(power of) ]:)enctration into the core of things. Due to this 
alone his pcotry is pleisant and effective and the souls 
yearn to hear and assimilate it. For, poetry adds life to 
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the life as the mirror ad^s light to tlie light." 
This text reflects an accurate and right understand-* 
ing of poetry and simile. This understanding differs dis-^ 
tJnctl> frciii the rhetorical view of the Arabs and comes so 
close to the understanding of the r!..mantics that it almost 
coincides v/itl it as we have observed in our discourse on 
Shukri who ac'^ optod the same view about simile, 
92 
Dr. Muhamirad Nandiir has mentioned that Shukri has 
dealt with simile accorc in'-'- to the above un rs c""n>"!.inj and 
al-'Aqqad adopted this concept and criticised Shawqi seve-
rely m conformity v/ith it. Thus he suggests that al-'Aqqaa 
was influencoa by his associate in this respect. Despite 
the possibility of this influence it is more probable that 
al-'Aqqad v/as influenced by the romantics directly. He 
formed a complete view of poetry and relied on it in dis-
cussing all Its aspects including simile. This view is the 
same as was adopted by Shukri also. Both al-'Aqqad and 
Shukri i.'-^r^  ) important members of al-Div/an. They e^r-^ 
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X7i'cli each ochcr in the undorstanding of poetry and inviting 
pcoplG to modernisation. The literary meetings also brou-
ght them together. In these meetings they discussed di-
verse problems of literature. Hence we cannot determine 
which one of them was the first in expounding this concept 
of simile and which one followed the suit. To precede the 
other in recording this concept is not a proof of being the 
first in understanding it or in reaching its core. It is 
better for us to trace the basis f^ the conceptions of this 
group to their original source than to try to find out which 
one was influenced by v/nJr>, 
.-^t any rate, -^1-'Aqqad, in the above text crnccrncf 
with syntax, advises the post to suggest the meaning as 
previously also in his discussion on words he advised to 
regard language as a system of signs and symbols. Indeed 
\rhen we bring these two indications togethery uc arrive at 
another problem^ that is \/hat the nature of the language of 
poetry should be. I mean whether the language should bo 
clear and comprehensible or not. On the basis of the above 
can say 
tv/o indications we, at the first instance,/that al-'Aqqad 
asked the poets to make their expressions somewhat ambi-
guous. For, carrying out his instructions means that the 
texr should b- suggestive for the sake of making up for 
the incapacity of the lancjuage on the one hand and on the 
other for the sake of matorializing rhc activeness of the 
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ro c.v^.-'s :, loyinition in such a manner that he lives witft 
the pooiii -incl thinxs over its content until he realises what 
the ]_jOut \/anc& bo sa . Wo doubt this reveals that clearness 
is 
or ahibiguit_, o£ bh'j language/subject to the poet's will. It 
is he \7ho ur ,s the language t.. ^z.jr^^ss himself and also it 
is he- \/ho dccideo hov/ to use it. But vie come across cer-
tain ochjr viev7S expressed by him v;hich contradict this in-
tK-'xcncc, for example, he considers resort: to ambiguity for 
its own scikc^ as an evidence of -che incapacity of the poet 
93 
and his deviation from eloquence. Besides, he attributes 
the poetic stylo to the nature of the subjects dealt with 
by the poet as well as to che manner and the quality of this 
94 
dealing. On the basis of this attitude, it is the meaning 
and not che poet v^ hich cc ^ tr.ls the use of the language,.K' t 
only this, but the poet is quite unable to do anything ex-
cex^ t to transfer the meaning without will or volition. We 
may find a proof of this cioposition in the follov/ing obser-
vation of al- 'Aqq>-rd „ 'I do not rer'ember that I over read a 
single verse or sent-'nee f n. gruat poet or -^ n eloquent 
write >-" and I felt that he had choice in the clearity or 
ambiguity of h±s oxprossion. The meaning is either clear 
by itself and hence the intention to conceal it for the 
sake of exaggeration .,... is nothing but a jugglery which 
every upright nature disagx-ees v/ith or is rather ashamed 
of. Or it is ambiguous by itself and hence the poet or 
writer can do nothing regarding it and consequently it is 
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not to bo said about one in whose writing ambiguity enters 
that he follovv^ s in it a particular path which he aims at and. 
95 
prefers to other pathr." • 
It seems to me that this position^ despite being con-
tradictory to his pretence th-i.t language is incapable of 
full expressioa and acco;:dingly his call to the people to 
maJce it symbolic^ is more harmonized and in concord with his 
position regarding beauty. VJe have seen earlier that he 
considers the real beauty to be simple. This characteristic 
is usually connected with clearness. Z-ut this clearness does 
not moan tluc the expression should be artificial or common. 
It rather should be eloquent and capable of exciting the 
imagination and moving the thought. Al-'Agqad himself has 
shown this understanding in his comments on some passages of 
96 
the Holy Qur'an as well as on certain verses of poetry say-
ing: ''Multiplicity of meanings may be expreoccid by a sim-
ple V7ord. The word does neither conjure up in mind the 
intended meanings nor it releases the reins of imagination 
to the farthest extent due to an ambiguity which mingles 
with it or due to a clearness \fh±ch shows it or manisfests 
in it. But it conjures up tnc meanings and releases the ima-
and 
gination when it is used appropriately/be well arranged in 
97 
its context." 
Accordingly, we cannot judge whether al-'Aqqad was 
influenc d ucarcing this problem by the romantics or not. 
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His vxe'w in this raatter is not uniform. His first stand, 
that is the call to the people to use the language as signs 
and symbols ,rescmblcr the xnclination of the romantics to 
mould expression in a symbolic manner, as we have observed 
in our discussion on Shukri, At the same time he agrees with 
them in considering the poet to be one who makes the deci-
sion whether to use simple languiagc as preached by Words-
worth in the preface to his ijyrical Ballads or a language 
especially meant for poetry as insisted upon by Coleridge, 
This view as a whole differs from al-"Aqqad's second 
stand rn vjhich he indicated that the poet has no choice in 
tne clearness or arabiguity of his expression. The poet 
here is just a man who is dictated how to compose poetry. 
The Organic Unity; 
Al- 'Aqqad has namec' organic unity as the unity (3£ 
moaning. Ho is "^ the opinion that as long as the poem is 
a part of the feeling of life, it as "^  wh^le depicts this 
feeling and offers it to the reader or it depicts notions 
which got unified so strongly that the exchange in the res-
pective places of the verses or taking out certain verses 
from it becomes impossible. For, such orx^ ra tions disturb 
the order of the poem or prevent the complete understanding 
of the notion by the r'jador. Consequently he advises the 
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pOi_cc to be cautious not to think chat the or^-anlc unity 
lies in tho unity of rhyme and rhythm, ''If we consider the 
simiJarity of the verses and the letters of tho rhyme as 
the unity of racaning, then v.'e can shift a verse from one 
poem to another without br3aking tho meaning or the subject; 
and this is impossible,-' He adds, "Tho poem should be an 
integral artistic work in v/hich the depiction of one notion 
or kindreci notions becomes perfect as a statute becomes 
perfect through its ' rq<..ns, a pic cure through its parts and 
the musical melody t.ircugh its not^ -^ s so much so that if the 
form becomes dif^eront or the proportion is altered^ this 
mars and vitiates the unity of the \vork. Poem is like a 
living body. Its each part takes the place of each or^an 
of the bod^ and nothing else can v/ork as a substitute for 
it; (to Ir l!ther\'/isc v/ould b>- like) tho ear substituting 
the eye, or the loot substituting the hand or the heart 
substituting the stomach. Or a poem is like a well arranged 
house, every room of it has its own place, utility and ar-
chitecture ... V\Tion you search for this unity of meaning 
in a poem and do not find it, then you ought to know that 
it is just words v/hich do not imply a harmonised idea or 
98 
a complete feeling of life.'' 
On the basis of this view, al-'Aggad finds fault 
with the characterizations which i/ore common in the ?nci.,nL 
Arabic criticism such as 'best verso in love poetry', 'best 
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verso in the poetry o-^  vr.L.ur', 'best verse in the poetry 
of pride', ana 'this is the core of the subject and the 
middle of the neckla c'. For, these characterizations point 
to the fact that the verso is the object in itself and that 
it does not lose anything in its value if it becomes sepa-
1 vz 
roted from other parts of the peom. This is the "greatest 
proof of the absence of the notion v/hicji harmonizes the 
verses of the peom, of the loss of breath in (composing)it 
and OL the poverty of idea and bnrr-nnoss of instinct.'As 
if the intution x-zhich composes such a poem is intermittent 
glints of IJaht and not an ovcrlesting star which has con-
tinuous rays and v/hich sho'/s you every side and illumina-
99 
tes for you every corner and part." 
It is obvious that al-'Aqoad denijs that a single 
verse can reflect a definite distinguishing feature because 
the verse in his view has a function which is structural 
in regard to the who"'e of the poem and is connected strong-
ly through its partial meaning with the general idea or 
notion which the poem contains. Though the call for the 
unification of the poem and its organic composition is a 
clear sign of modernisation and one of the fine contribu-
tions of the critics of poetry in the history of the moderr. 
Arabic criticism, ye c we thlilk that al-'Aqqad did not conv 
prehencj th • s ui^ ity deeply r nd entirely at that time. 
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vjc can realise al-'Aqqad's shortcoming v^ hen v/e comp„ 
are vihat he said and what we have cited is all what he 
has said on this pro' lem during thp firs-c quarter of this 
century — — v/ith the writings of Coleridge, who is consi-
dered as the greatest critic among the romantics, regarding 
the organic unity. Coleridge has defined poem from this 
point view of unity, saying ''If the definition sought for 
be thab of ? legitimate poem, I anst/er, it must be one, the 
parts of v/hich mutually supoort and explain each other; all 
in th>.,ir proportion harmonizing with, aiiv,L supporting the 
100 
purpose and kno\>/-n influences of metrical arrangement,'' 
By mutual support v/hat Coleridge means is close to 
the integrity of the work which al-'Aqqad has menbioned. 
But the significence of Coleridge's view is deeper because 
he docs not aim at making the poem unified only in order to 
become perfect but also in order to make this unity find 
its role in unveiling and interpreting the feeling and then 
coiTimunicating it to the rt^ ader gradually so that the unity 
prompts him bo continue the reading not by a mechanical 
impulse' or by a desire to arrive at the final solution ''but 
by the pleasurable activity of mind excited by the attrac-
101 
tions of the jcTrney ibsclf," The organic unity, therefore, 
creates a living rclc zionship between the poem and the 
reader besides lending to che poem bhe artistic value which 
is unique. 
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This u n i t y i s connected in C o l e r i d g e ' s viev/ with 
c e r t a i n o t h e r e le i rcn ts , l i k e nrusical notes and imav, i n a t i o n . 
'.'c do not f ind any t r ce of t h i s connec t ion in a l - 'Aqqad ' s 
\ . / r i t i nos . In thiO ibove t/aot-^tion wo r e a l i z e e s s e n t i a l 
r e l a t i o n s h i p between organic u n i t y and rhythm. Rhythm i s 
not an e x t e r n a l oleruent; i t i s s t r o n g l y connected and 
o r g a n i c a l l y u n i t e d v/ith L.e. .ning so much so t h a t the rhythm 
i s born 3.1ang v/lth the poe t i c ejcpcricncc Inclucling a i l i t s 
^le.aonts ' i t the same i.ouient and the na tu re of the rhythia 
102 
i s 1 passive <and influenced, by the n a t u r e of the sent i inont . 
C o l e r i d g e ' s viev/ of rhythm i s r e l a t e d t o h i s vie^^^ 
of imag ina t ion . Perhaps wc f ind the ind . ica t ion of t h e i r 
connccbion ±a h i s rei.iarlcs "i?he sense of musical d e l i g h t , 
with the pov7cr of ^-^ro'lucing i t , i s -> g i x t of imagina t ion ; 
. . . (which) may be c u l t i v a t e d and improved, but can never 
103 
be loarnodi.,'' 
4. 
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xLr.r-iHIM 'ABD UL-QADIR AL-MAZINI 
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Ibrahim 'Abdul C^dir al-htizinl was born in Cairo in' 
the y^o.r lc5r;9. He bGlongf^ cl to a middle class and reli-
gious family. His facher, Muhanm.ad 'Abdul Qadir al-I^zini, 
was an attorney and died when Ibrahim al-Mazini was still 
a child. He joined the Teachers' Training College at Cairo 
and graduated from there in the year 1909. In this college 
he was introduced to 'Abdul Rahman Shukri v7ho acted as his 
guide in the field of literature. Like his friend Shukri, 
al-Mazini v/as interested in Arabic and English 1,'iteratures 
and coxitributed to a nev/spaper, 'Ukaz. After graduation, 
he \;as appointed a translation teacher in al-Sa' idiyyah 
Secon^iary School and then in al-Khidiyv/iyah Secondary. 
After some cime he v/as transferred to al-llasiriyah tea-
chers' School as a teacher of English. One month after 
the first VJorld war started, he rcsigneu the government 
service and worlced as a to icher oc both translation and 
history in al-I'dadiyah Secondary School, Afterwards he 
joined the Secondary of badin-Nil and then acted as the 
1 
Headmaster in the Eg^^ptian Secondary School, During liis 
days as a teacher al~Mazini \./as a free ]ancc journalist too. 
But soon he left teaching and devoted himself entirely to 
2 
journalism until his death in the year 1949, 
In his lifetime al-Mazini tried his hand on all 
typos of literature. He v/as a poet, story writer, journa-
list, translator and critic. He was interested in all 
these ore cacs of litoratu^-o and producod a number of books 
in thcm„ .boaiu of his important books are as follows: 
1, ^il-£hi'r Ghayptuh wa Was'i'ituh, 1915, Cairo, 
2, I-Iasad -i-llashlm, 1924, Ciiro. 
3, Ibrohim al-Ka-cib, 1931, Cairo. 
4, Khiyut al-'Ankabilt, 1935, Cairo. 
5, J- hGh~r , .ur\1944, Cairo. 
5, Diwan al- Macini (2.vol«), last edition, 1961, 
Cairo. 
i\s T-^ T^ rds literar^r cricicism, it is an intellectual 
and vital fjold to v/hich he directed special attention and 
throu7h wnich he disclosed his critical attitude to littera-
teurs .Gubjective poetry and its problems f^ rra the main 
subject matter of his writings. To pay attention to this 
type of poetry \/as quite natural for l-Mazini, because, 
as we have mentionc^d at o-cher place, the Arabs in the be-
ginning of this centary were not accustomed to any form of 
poetry other than this and also because their poetic heri-
tage \/as subjective and objective literature, like epic 
or dramatic poetry, could not find any place in their 
3 
creativity, 
Al-lHazini's r e l a t ions with 'Abd -ul-Rahman Shukri 
and hibbas ij-alimud a l - '/^qqad contributed s ign i f i can t ly to 
the c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n of h i s views on l i t e r a r y c r i t i c i s m . In 
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the, oc-jin .inr- of his litorc.ry life 'il-Mazini v/as influenced 
by faJiii'cri to a gr^ a^t o'.te.it as is conforsed by the former 
hiinsG ^f anO as wo he /e observed in the r ocond chapter. So 
far as al-/iqqad is concerni^d, his influence on al-Mazini 
uas greater and duoper. This is borne out specially by the 
fact that thc;ir friendship remained unimpaired till the 
4 
death of al-I^ -azini in the year 1949. 
POETRY I\ND IT'S OBJECTIVE 
Al-I'iazini defines poetry as a "notion v/hich conti-
nues to heave in the chest until it finds a way 
5 
canali^lod*" At another place he characterizes it as an 
6 
expressed feeling, narrated story and polished notion. 
These t/o indications are sufficient to let us kno\/ 
the substance of al-i-iazini' s view oE poetry. Thus in his 
view poetry is a mere notio'i or feelinc bubbling in the 
soul of the poet unt-i.1 it finch's ^ i-s x*:ay to the "oeople, Dr, 
Muharrmad Mandur pointed o^ jt that al-Mazinl has confined 
the function of poetry to give vent to the fcelinas and 
7 I T S ' 
sentiments of the individual. It is obvious 'that this 
view fails to include within it other kinds of poetry such 
as descriptive/ clramatic, and objective v/nich can express 
the hoi^ es and anguishes of others and oven the problems of 
nations. The r-"^ son behind this insufficiency is ,,. that 
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the call of moCcrnisction vhich ivas raised in the beginning 
of this cencurv rumnircci rostrictcd to txie zone of our imi-
tative poetry which s conniocrod as suijectivc poetry and 
the direction of this modorniGation was tov/ards the feeling 
of the inC.ivid-Li~il at the tine when thcs': young persons felt 
the urgent need to ex^ r^es :. themselves ^nd to give vent to 
8 
that v/ith which life distressed them," 
This opinion is true only partially. No doubt al-
« 
Ma2.ini possessed a personolity which v/as inclined to the 
self. He \'as preoccuoied with it end had many personal 
9 
probloras, -lunce it becomes natural that his "subjectivity" 
controls hin in his view ol poetry/ rendering it as a means 
of expression of -che special and latent feelings of the 
poet and Jceeping it away Erom what his soul is not stirred. 
This means that al-M"izir1 was rclistic in forming his view 
of poetry through i,7hat he suffered in life. But what has 
escapoci Dr. M mdur i tli ^ t al-Mazin"i does not restrict 
poetry to shu^r indl-x/jruil catharsis anr'' cut its relation-
ship \v'ith che feelincs of others. Rath r al-Mazini is of 
the view tiiat seeking art uor its ovm sake was prevalent 
only at che primitive stage of the human history. This 
stagu was the loeginning as \/ell as the end of this trend. 
Later on the poet cr o to know that he had a finer feeling 
and a greacer power of comnunication tha :i anybody else. As 
observed by al-Mazini, "ilis (the poet's) range is farther 
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than that of the people, his ascent is higher and his rank 
is more sublime. His business is distinct from that of 
others. People find pleasure in his composition, encourage 
him to give them delight by composing more of the same kind 
10 
and bostov/ upon hiifi prais>j which soon becomes admiration." 
This new state of affairs encourages the poet to 
diversify his subjects, _j-^v-i_3^  and improve his ort and keep 
it a\/ay from imn.aturity. By all this he attains glksisure 
for himself and attempts co please his readers in order to 
11 
achieve liter iry success. 
The admiration of the people and the betterment of 
the poetry is not the only result of the poets relationship 
with thein. There is a more important function which indeed 
is the fruit of the odmiration and the betterment. It lies 
in sharing with others the responsibility of ineuic" ti.n_, 
amongst the people the social instinct and raising the 
society to a higher intellectual level. Poetry is rather 
a peer of religion in its endeavour to purify the spirit. 
It adopts beauty as the means for realizing this object, 
that is purification. By beauty al-Mazini means sentiments 
and feelings. As against it, reliaion fulfils this mission 
12 
by means of \/orship. 
In ccncormiity v^ith -J-at has ''-n'.2n "-.id above, there 
is a v'tal and positive interaction betv/' ..n poetry and the 
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environment. Although our above observations minimise the 
scope of the generalization of Dr. Mandur which lies in 
restricbing al-Mazini's viov/ of poetry to the personal oa-
th rbis of the poet, yet al-Mazini brings poetry back to 
the self. This self, hov;ever, is not just snail-like as 
can be understood fro.;i Dr. Wandur's observation. 
In this position al-Iiazini starts from his belief 
in the ind.ividupl T d his ccxwict:ion that the individual 
pre-existed the species. The feeling of individuality is 
inbccn v/hile the social instincts arc acquired to a great 
extent. 2 L raeans that fooling of the self and the indivi-
duality is mtccedent to the feeling regarding others or 
13 
altruism. 
Whatever may be the case, the literary su.ccess to 
which al-riazini draws the attention of the poets would not 
materialize if the poetic composition is devoid of the 
clement of '•truth", rle regards it as an important element 
and a princi£)al pivot in the artistic creation. His opin-
ions in this regard signify that ho means the artistic 
truth, if not the real trxith, because the conscience of the 
litterateur becumes a \;itn^ 'ss and a guard for him against 
the falseh.ood. When che poet is truc^ , he redeems his art-
istic \7orlc of the imitation and becomes liberated from the 
orbit rounC \;]iich his pr^jdecessors revolved. Indeed he 
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would not rlescribe the engine and the cabs because the 
ancestors used to describe she-camels and donkeys and he 
v/ould not be busy A-/itn misrepresentation or doceitfulness 
or exaggeration and the like in order to cover his false-
14 
hood and his lack of feeling for the subject he handles. 
Al-Mazini thinks that the relinquishment of truth 
dispossesses the poet of the follo\\?ing two essential 
things ° 
A - Co-existence of the poet with the idea which he 
express-fc i- ._. nis mental review of it until it becomes per-
15 
feet in all respects; then trnnsfering it to the others. 
B - The power of distinction betv/een the great and 
bhe petty, between what the poet must be busy with and what 
he should ;nrR his brain awciy from and the capacity to pe-
netrate into the dex^ ths of things. The ancients, despite 
being natural in thcx_ e>pression, could not, in al-
Mazini's viexi, dive deep into the objectives and hopes of 
1 ri 
life and they w r c unable 'to take n^tu of tne great art-
istic, realities . . . the core of v/hich ought to be stronger 
16 
than the care of donkeys and she-camels.' 
The reason behind the above view of al-Mazini is 
t'le belief thai!: "the basis of poetry as iz/'ell as all (other) 
literary forms - in sj^ ite of the dissimilarity and differ-
ence of their designs and objectives - is comprehensiveness 
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17 
and uxiiversality of observation,-' This type of observation 
opens before the poet the entire scope of imagination and 
invention and enables him to preserve v/hat simmers in his 
I \ \ 
heart. ''Poetry is a register in which the possessors of 
high intellectual pov/er record what simmers in their souls 
in more pleasant times. It saves the inspired notions from 
evaporation and disappearance. It makes man go beyond life 
and obliges him to feel v/hat he sees and to see what he 
feels and to im.agine what he knows and to knov/ v/hat he ima-
gines. It transfox-ms ugliness to beauty and adds freshness 
and spienc-c I.L CO beauty, bursrs in the soul the springs of 
fearlessness as well as of scare, of pleasure as \/ell as 
of anguish and takes ax/ay the poisoned v/aters of death 
which x~un in the life's veins. So no v/onder that the poet 
is profounder in feeling,deeper in wisdom and richer in 
virtuous and meritorious habits than the people ... For, 
the basis of poetry is the soundness of ethical and lit-
erary realization. You do not find a poem v/hich does not 
contain a sound ethical and literary principles v/ithin it 
would 
Value of poetry/be in accordance with the quantity in vjhich 
18 
the poet shares the soundness oi: this literary realization'.' 
This viev/ leads us to another feature of poetry, 
that is "the moral principle" though this also is just one 
of the branches of truth as v/e believe and as we shall see, 
Al-Mazinl is nputious regarding this principle. He indicates 
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openly and from the very beginning that he does not mean by 
the moral j^rinciole the e; T)rescion of the religious feeling 
19 
in poetry. J3ut/ at the saiae time, he does not clarify the 
various in'^ reclients of this principle. Indeed he does not 
mean by it -che popular moaning prevalent among the £)®oplG/ 
namely the apparent forms of virtue. This becomes clear in 
his preference of Abu Nuv/as to al-Buhturi and Imru al-Qays 
to Abu Tamrnam and Ibn al-Ilu'tazz. This preference is gui-
ded by an ethical and not artistic impulse, Hov/ever, the 
concept of norality still remains ambiguous. 
He j-fiaintams that these poets had certain faults 
which have oeen removed by the time. Consequently they have 
no va]uc any more. vJe have to look at what lies behind 
I rr 
these faults because y\bu lluwas' s principles are sounder 
and hJs conscience is purer than that of al-Buhturi in spite 
of the fact that what you read of him is much horrifying 
and shameful, Likewj e, Iinru al~Qays is more av;are of the 
meanings of virtue and he is greater as a man than Abu 
Tammam and Ibn al-Mu'taz7. And xn spite of his love for 
wine and indulgence in it, al-A'sha V7as not a man devoid of 
20 
virtue." 
This is a generalization from v/hich \je do not get 
any clarification regarding the ethical principle. In this 
regard it is also not useful what he said about the human 
soul con Gaining the good and the bad v;hich arc inter\/9'"v 
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and Lriited \7ith each ocher and about the tendencies which 
l i e ill SiTiall '^orld in \fnxrh i n s t i n c t s and f acu l t i e s are 
col l id ing and f ight ing with each other for the sake of l i f e 
and survival , as the rjeoole in t h i s '^ig world combat and 
21 
struggle over the survival among themselves. 
Al-Mazini's talcing r e so r t to th i s viev; to j u s t i f y 
his posi t ion is not suf f ic ient to make h is preference con-
vincing, -for, if the tencencies struggle in the souls of 
Imru'al-Qays and Abu Wuwas and one asroect of them i s mani-
f e s t in t he i r poorry, the same thing happens in the case of 
Abu Tarrjnam and al-Buhturi and the other aspect i s manifest 
« 
in their poetry. r\nd if this is so, then what is the mean-
ing of making the preference and what is the moral principle 
on v/hich he depends in this matter/ 
In his writing there is only one thing which clarifies 
the principle of morality» 11 is connect;ed v/ith the nece-
ssity of surpassing -^/hat ij oppare.^ i; in '/ords and actions 
and to reach what lies behind therr.. Our judgment is not to 
be based on the mere apparent for it is mostly inaccurate 
and misleading. Honce al-Mazini makes it obligatory on the 
reader to look to his own soul through the poetry of the 
poet, to try to search cut how correctly the poet realises 
morality-'and to use the result of his search as a measure 
for (Judging) the poet and not what he reads in the form of 
22 
description of ^/ine, love so on and so forth.'' 
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I think that this text limits the moral realization 
to the truthfulness of sentiments as also to the sincerity 
in expressing the reax inner feelinas so chat the poet may 
find a direct entry into the soul of the reader. For this 
reason al-Iuazini advises the reader to revert to his soul to 
find out the quantum of his response to the poetic text^For 
the sake of strengthening this thinking we can lend our ear 
to another remarlc of hifn that "poetry vmich comes home to the 
hearts of the people and excites them cannot be false and 
imitative because the heart does not commit mistake in dis-
tinguishii-.j ooc/een the false and the true poetry and the 
souls are the sensitive criteria which counterfeiting, mis-
23 
representation and forgery cannot .ass through.'' 
Although we find in one of al-- Jahiz's books that 
the expression v/hich comes out of the heart affects the 
heart and that i/hich comes out of the tongue does not sur-
24 
pass Lho ears and al-.-azini had read al-Jahiz's books in 
the beginning of his literary life^ , yet \/e believe that he 
followed the rrack of the romantics who appealed to the 
people to adhere to the truth and tried to undermine the 
classic doctrine because the litterateurs v/ho hold this 
doctrine did not express the reality of thr-ir life. Instead 
of it thoy depicted the life of the classes to v/hich they 
thoiasolves did not belong. Hence they could not be truth-
ful in regard to the subjects with which thoy were dealing. 
188 -
Besider/ in this matter they adhered firmly to the method of 
' 26 
the ancient Greeks and Romans. The literary situation at 
that time was composed of the trneds both of i-aititi-.n and 
innovation and there \^ as a struggle between the supporters 
of each of these trends and the latter had an upper hand . 
This is what enticed al-Mazini to seek inspiration from the 
views of "the innovaters, namely the romantics in order to 
share v/ith his companions the treatment of the similar situ-
ation of Arabic literature in the beginning of this century. 
It is the romantics generally and Wordsworth especia-
lly by v/hom al-MazinT v/as benefited in his discernment of 
poetry by the way we explained previously. Wordsv/orth has 
said that poet is '-a man pleased with his own passions and 
volitions ,,».. delighting to contemplate similar volitions 
and passions as manifested in the goings on of the universe 
and habitually impelled to create them where he does not 
27 
find them,'' He finds pleasure in his v;ork, and his pleasure 
leads him to seek and fathom the essence of sentiments which 
include happiness and anguish, rather the^  poet mixes up 
these tv7o feelings, ^e also penetrotes into the nature of 
man so that ho sees him in his natural disposition and in 
his usual trend of life. It is from here ^--1-1 th - ^^ ^^ P i^"^ " 
tercommunication and mutual action between the poet an."! the 
people arise. "We have no sympathy but v/hat is propagated 
by pleasure; T --/ould not be misunderstood? but whereever we 
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.sympathise \/ith pain, it iv'ill bo found that the sympathy is 
produced an'l carried on by subtle combinations with pleasure 
--• lie (i'.e, poet) considers him (i.e. man) as looking upon 
this complex scene of ideas and sensations, and finding 
every.'/here objects that imi.'.ediately excite in him sympathies 
\7hich, from the neccissitics of his nature, are accompanied 
28 
by an overbalance of enjoyment." 
I imr.gine that the text quoted above, or jpcrhaps the 
idea underlying it v/hich somehow got ciroulated among the 
romantics, it is v/hat inspired al-Mazini to connect poetry 
V7ith religion, as have indicated earlier. Poetry purifies 
the spirit through beauty. VJe think that this is what en-
joyment signifies in 'iordsi/orth' s viev;. The tvjo critics 
agree that poetry's field is the soul of the feeling man 
and what surrounds him, that is man and nature, Man finds 
in his life v/hat agitates his emotions. They in all their 
complications and varieties have been suxTimarised by VJords-
worth in just two v/ords, pleasure and ,.'^ -in. Moreover, cer-
tain intorloclced factors excite these emotions v/hich at 
least in their painful aspect generate conflict between man 
and his own soul and man and nature and cause anxiety for 
him about his end. This position drives man to uneasiness 
and restlessness. In such a circumstance, it is necessary 
for him to have a ''joower" which restores to him composure 
and calmness and creates concord and reconciliation between 
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him cuid \7hat rouses his apprGhensions. In other words, it 
is necessary to treat this painful situation by spreading 
optimism and delight among people as vrcll as by extricating 
man from the sense of loss and alienation. This is what/ 
we think/ words\;orth means by "overbalance of enjoyment"and 
what al-Mazini means by purification through poetry or 
religion. 
It is what underlies Wordsworth's observation that 
"we have no sympathy but i/hat is i^ropagated by jjleasure." 
Moreover, it is what makes the true.' poetry create impact 
on th.e hoirts of people and make their souls respond to it 
as al-Mazini has said. The reader's feeling of the truthful-
ness of a certain poem is a charocteristic v/hich al-Mazini 
has connected with poetry's nature. It is what has been 
professed by VJcrdsworth too in his writing about poetry's 
objective. Their views regarding this matter seem to con-
form with each other as is evident from the follov/ing state-
ment of i'Jorc''sv7orths "Its (i.e. po,. cry) object is truth/not 
individual emd local, but general and coerative; not stand-
ing upon external testimony, but carried alive into the 
heart by passion? truth which is its ovjn testimony, which 
gives competence and confidence to the tribunal to which 
29 
it appeals, ov.l receives them from the same tribunal," 
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THE LANGU?-.GS OF POETRY; 
It is obvious that poetry is a verbal art. Language 
is the principal tool of it. The best use of the language 
is one of the inventive po\;crs V7hich brings poetry to a 
higher level. 
Al-I-iazini thinks Lhat the language loses its flexi-
bility if the poet is inactive in front ot it. In order to 
make langxiaqe remain flexiolo in his hand, he should dispose 
it off as the inheritor disposes off his inheritance for the 
sake of acquiring the ability to keep pace \;ith time and to 
30 
fulfij. the needs of evolution. 
Language is sheer vocabulary and woven phrases. Al-
Mazini in some places in his v;ritings has referred to words 
as sheer \/ords. The question here arises is there a spe-
cial language for poc try which includes certain v/ords to 
v/hich the x-^ ootic usage is confined or all h^ . r "".s -re 
capable of being use'''- It seems h^ t l-i.~:.in'i iii the bo-
ginning believed in the --^ -is tence of a particular language 
of poetry when he thought that _^ j^- attains a high position 
toy resorting to the use oc tro _ and metaphor and by shuning 
the use of hickncy^"' words -v/hich \/ere not so from the very 
beginning but bec.imo ao on account of too much of use and 
31 
passage of time. 
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Al-Meizini OxCi not givG any examjplc of hackneyed words. 
Perhaps he on trusted to the p'o&t's feeling and taste the 
one 
work of distinguishing the words from/another and avoiding 
what should be avoided out c z'l 'i. It seems that he ret-
reated from this idea later. For this reason he mentioned 
that the \/ord is not accepted or rejected simply due to its 
32 
literal foriaation. This suggests that to judge v/hether a 
particular word is acceptable or not dexjends on the nature 
of the context, 
Al-Mazini's attention regarding language is directed 
miostly to c.. x/oven phrase vhich became a prop for his 
"^ nJ 
_^^  inicn / treatment. He thinks that the language is unable 
to express fully what man feels. It canno-i ^ ^describe the 
33 
thing for you like u. photographic camicra," Naturally, 
therefore, he relics on specified use of language which 
concentrates on allusion and discards the prosaic .^ n ^  ""ire'ct 
approach in order to be free from imitcti^ja and to excite 
the reader's imagination. This excitement makes up fot the 
deficiency of the language. He says; ''The words are power-
less in expressing xjhat lies in the soul and in embodying 
all the meanings which twitch in the heart and twirl in 
the mind The look may take the place of the word in 
comraunicating the moa.ning from mind to mind and an allusion 
34 
may be more jpowerful than cxplicitness in expression,"And 
"The deficiency of languages and the ineffectiveness of 
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their tools are the causes of the breadth of the imagina-
tion's range and the length of mind's enjoyment and 
35 IP', 
thought's pleasure," And ''The exhaustiveness of explana-
tion rnd expression is not the requirement of poetry. Its 
36 
requirement iG to leave everything to imagination," 
Al--Ma'>;inT has tried to prove the importance of allu-
37 
sion by quoting the follov/mg verses of ..uthayyir '.\2zj.ns 
I^j^ JI ,^ .^ ^Jj.- U ^Jj^j "^  ^  J ^ .j^ c^ --c^  >?^  
I r I 
He said about them that they are "the verses in v/hich there 
is neither an admirable meaning nc^ r a subtle idea, •••nJ. y^ .t 
they describe the condition .1 "the poet very eloquently and 
penetr^ite into the soul as the water gushes into the par-
ched liver. Its credit goes to the x^ ov/cr of imagination 
.,.In these two verses the poet did not speak (of his 
suffering) clearly but only indicated and alluded it. He 
mentioned the cejuetry but did not mention the manner of 
her c-'c.uotry though he depicted for you its effect and 
impact. He saids "And you left -v/hat you left in the ribs," 
but he did not say what she left. .\icr. .jith he gave a 
spacious field for the imacjinatioe to c nceive the beauty 
of her coquetry/ its magic and glamour c s v/ell as the strong 
longing • of the poet.- his ardent love a: d burning passion 
and Vv'natev-^ r is included .in his saying; "and you left what 
you left," Thus the beauty and prottiness of these two 
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verses increases more anC more \/hen you look more and more 
at them and repeat them. If the poet had v/antcd to cover 
all \/nat she left he would have had to put himself in a 
difficult position. If he could cover (\,'hat she left in 
his ribs), it would h'.ve become a check for -^nl i bur-
den on his iiiiagination untior v^ hose weight it might have 
been stiffled. For, the poetry pleases the reader if the 
meanings it evokes in his mind have an innovation every 
33 
hour and a gencruttioi every moment.'' 
Dr. Muhaiamad Handur points out that al-Mazinl called 
for symbolic expression in his book entitled Al-Shi'r 
39 
Ghay'acuh wa Was"ai'tuh ( Poetrys its objectives and means ) 
and perhaps he derived this view from al~J)lazin1's comment 
on the above verses, while the coinraent itself, as we think, 
does not imply symbolism, rather it is related with the old 
critical view of the Arabs which preferred allusion to 
40 
plain expression. y\l"MazinT's view point is confined to 
this sphere though in our opinioii h-C has exaggerated in 
his comraents '_n chi.s^  verses. For, this hemistich "and 
you 3 oft v</hat you left in the ribs" Joes not indicate 
clearly the characteristic montJonce by al-MazinI, Truly 
it does not pinpoint the sufferance and leaves room for 
ideation and ii '•gination. It may rather be an expression 
which iiidicates ambiguity in the nature of this suff^ r?nce 
or the poet might have loLt it so for the sake of exaggera-
. J'3 
tion. This aiabigaity acquires importance for the reader' 
who derives the meanings and the conceptions as he wishes. 
In the evaluation of liberary text there is no dependence 
on the reader's imaryination because v/hat comes out of it is 
something external and superimposed on the text forcibly. 
In ac'dition to this, al-Miizini himself has referred to 
these verses as .;... cy of the admirable meaning and the sub-
tle idea. 
Undoubtedly this does not mean that al-Mazini has 
payea ottention to the verbal notes "'n". the musical rhythms 
at the cose of die content, Xe do not find anything which 
sugi^osts this in his viev^ s expressed elsewhere. Besides, 
he GOJisiders poetry as an expression of Xvliat simmers in the 
heart as we have already seen. This simmering is related 
v/ith the meaning as vjcll as with the thought, I think that 
through these verses al-Mazini has aimed at acquainting the 
reader with his attitude regarding the use of language and 
nothing more. 
In brief, al-Mazini does not want the language of 
poetry to be direct and prossMc. lie wants it to include 
trope and metaphor which enhance its impact. In his arti-
cle on trope he has referred to one of its kinds and has 
41 
named it as "the poetic 'crop f-, .Mthouah he has not clearly 
1 rr 
indie "J ceo thot he approves it ana has aid that it "may 
appcrl to us or draw admiration From u.^  , rather it may be 
- 196 -
42 
clifi.cjlt J:or us to UiiJor&tand it r-omccirtK^ s , • Y^t v/e be-
lieve that ne i/as inclined to it because this poetic trope 
giver, poetr^/ c. x. ur r.ich ^  al-l^zinl liked. This colour 
consiscs in Icnciincf human sentirnonts to inanimate objects 
so that they apx^ ear as living beings lake man himself. Al-
tezinl saysl°^^"Man did not leave anything in nature into 
v/hich he c.id not breothc his sentiments and which he did 
not clothe vjith his notions. S>f, for example, you see him 
rendering the sun at a human being and saying that it stre-
tched out its arms by which he means the rays of the sun 
v/hich reach him after he imagined the sun as a crea-
43 
turo like himself." He admired Ibn ur-P.umi due to this 
44 
tr.,nl in his poetry. 
Al-Mazini did not hold the same view which Words-
worth held regarding the simplicity of language, the re-
moval of the barrier betx^oen the language of poetry and that 
45 
of prose and coraing near to the popular language, though 
we rin^ L cert J in agreement '^^ t./ccn chem regarding the nece-
46 
ssity of avoiding verbal ornamentation and affectation 
and \/hat conc<-rns al-Mazin'i' s rec(\ssion from his earlier 
opinion about dividing language into tt/o parts? suitable 
and unsuitable for poetry, 
Al-Marini agrees with his associates of al-Diwan's 
group in understanding the role of language according to 
all 
Coler-^ 'dgc ' s '^io\/ though not/ its -'s^  cts, for Coleridge 
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beliovGcl in bhe oxistencc of a language for poetry as diff-
47 
crcnt from tint of prose. But he falls in line with Col-
eri.icjc in populurisi^ g suggcstiveness in expression and in 
48 
usinr langu~tgo in such a vvay that it comes near to symbolism. 
In poetry there are some other elements, such as 
the unity and music of poetry and imagination which have 
their ov\m importance in the critical studies generally and 
in the critical vicv.'s put forth by modern Arabs particularly. 
These elements are considered as essential pillars in re-
novating the Arabic literary criticism. B^ut al-Mazini helc" 
them ont hastily and did not pause to deliberate on them 
as their importance required. 
POEM'S UNITY; 
It is proper for us here to remind ourselves of al-
Mazini's saying about poetry as a notion or an idea the 
poet transfers to others. It is understood from this view 
that various notions or numerous ideas cannot form the sub-
ject of one poem. This shoi/s the necessity of the poemi 
having only one notion or idea as its subject. In other 
v;ords,. al-MazinI xvas inclined with the inoderncrs to avoid 
plurality of subjects which they ?^itnoss.; 1 in their liuo-
rary heritage and in the literature of Arabic renaissance. 
For, the oneness of the subject brings consistency and con-
summation to the poern. On this basis he reviewed al~.*Aqqad'r. 
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poern •TarjQ.ti" c Shfiytan'', .ir.ylngi '.?or +-he first time in the 
history of n,ocIern literatur'^ - an<.'. of y-irabic (literature) 
too - the ropclcr fin "s a plenary artistic v/ork based upon a 
specific idea arouse' the axis of which rho poern rotates 
and revolves. This^ perhaps, is one of the most important 
49 
and salient characteristics of the modern literature." 
This text clearly indicates al-Mazini's belief in 
the unity of subject in a poem and in the fact that the 
poet laakes use of his skill in joining the ramifications 
of the subject to the general pivot around v;hich the poem 
revolves. .^  may here bo allowed to extract from his 
coiTimcnt "a plenary artistic work" an allusion to the organic 
unity ^ that xs composing th.c poem in such a manner that its 
verses are connected with each other precisely and its 
theme develops gradually. This problem drew the attention 
cf the m.odcrnors and al- 'Aqqad, as v/e will see later, made 
it one of the import"^nt tools to undermine the position of 
Shawqi. But al-Ma::ini did not discuss this problem fully 
he 
anyv/herc; /just referred to it in a passing -...-^nner as he 
did in the case of the poem of al-'Aqqad mentioned above. 
His point of viev/ regarding the organic unity of a poem 
beC(t}-ne,o clearer in his comment on the ajtithology of Ibn 
ur-Rumi •^-''^'^'- ''^''•'^'^ method which was follo\i7ed in sLl^^cting his 
poems. Taking out just a fev/ versc^ out of the whole poeni 
r r Li 
did not appeal to him ••because Ibn ur-Rumi is nearer to r" 
poets of the Yicist an^ -' more akin to them and also because 
it is r'^-TC that the verse in his poems becomes a unit in-
dependent in itself, having no relation with \/nat is before 
and after it except in graiTiiaatical matters, as is the case 
v/ith the poems ol the Arcbs, He often deviates from and 
ilib agrees with the custom of the Arabs m considering the 
verse as coinplGte in itself and unrelated with what succ-
50 
eeds jt accor.lii:igly co the regulations of language.'" 
It is obvious that al-i^ lazini looks at Ibn ur~Rumi's 
poems from cne viev/point of orgmic unity which undertakes 
the ex^ -'OSTf •--^n ol the scatter.^ f'' ideas as 'v/ell as continuous 
organic cievclopment of the then.e in the text. -AS a result 
of it, it is 3.ninossible ro tJke ouc a pare of the poem with-
out risturbiiig ics gener'^1 structure or without amputating 
its central iiloa. In this regard he was .influenced by 
Coleridge whose opinion on the organic uni-cy was stated 
by us e-irlier vjhen ue ."'ealt v/ith Shukri and al- 'Agqad. Or 
he might have been influence"' by his two associaL.es in 
findinc, the right path leading to chis element without join-
ing han Is with them, through his theoretical writings, in 
laying dov/n the fun.laiiientals of poem's unity. 
IJ'ff._GIN/;iTIOHa 
T'ao same i s che casv. '-rith imagination* Al-Mazini's 
views "'bout i t are scanty. f'iay be h i s a r t i c l e ''Kalimatun 
Pi al-lCheyrl" (A v/orcl about imagination) i s r e l a t i v e l y most 
important in his wri t ings on the subject . 
® 
From the very jjeginning he referred t o the ; 1-' i^i^ -n 
meaning of imagination which were current among the iDCople, 
I ri 
that is "shunning t':o realities^ avoiding the experiences^ 
51 
hunting the fugitive fantasies and absurdities". He obser-
ves that this conception of imagination was formed by the 
ignorant people. According to him, the value of a parti-
cular creation lies not in its being matchless but in the 
. xtont of the wideness of its horizon an" _.cope and its 
52 
comprohon&iv encss. Imagination does not iiiean to be removed 
from lifc/ rather its value is lessened and it fades away 
if it has no genuine relation v/ith life in such a i.i nner 
that the poet observes in it and thereby understands the 
matters which others do not take notice of. The artistic 
po^ rcr lies in the fin. selection of the distinguishing 
53 
features of life, The-^ e is no harm in it if the people are 
accustomed with thoce features. Poetry docs not become 
elevated by casting them off, nor its standard is lov/ered 
by adopting them. The familiarity does not mean to under-
stand or to be able to describe them fully. Moreover/ 
54 
every one cannot take notice of familiar things. 
Imagination, therefore, is a pov\?er v/ho^ e aid the 
poet seeks in observing the reality. Demons an'- laermdids 
.01 
which //e Fine"! rnentio-nca by the Vfesterners a re not a b s u r d i -
: r z 
tiee '-iUd f^i.casjes, "'la spite of their improbability and 
oddity, they i "o v/hn': the active imagination has created 
out of the fcimili ix qirls and robbers of the world. They 
are names which are borrowed for personalities formed out 
of different characteristics which are obseirved in the peo-
ple o". this world. It is imagination but it soars high in 
the iky of poetry with the two wings of reality. The poet's 
power here does not lie in creating a thing out of nothing. 
This indeed is impossible. His power lies in his ability 
to form an iiaage from scattered images, to conjure up the 
formed image in his mind clearly and to depict it for us 
55 
as it should be depicted."= 
Accorc.ingly the poet has a deep and broad vision 
and he may decorate'_>i-ij ^mV llish ^ ''hat he observes by vir-* 
tue of imagination gifted co him by na-cure. In this pro-
56 
cess he does not become separated-frOm life and realism. 
f A 
•'Giving up the reality goes against all the laws of human 
57 
intellect." Hence poets or artists are different from one 
another in their closeness to the reality only due to the 
dissimilarity in their personalities and their motives of 
58 
creation. 
This view of iraagination has been mixed up v;ith 
something of the plebeian conception, especially in regard 
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to demons and mermaids. Perhaps on account of his being 
dazzled by the European poetry al-Mazini did not dare to 
describe this imaginotion to be somehow separated from life. 
It is also possible that ho did not try to clarify and es-
tablish his vie\/ on demons and mermaids in such a manner 
th'.t it might look more reasonable, 
Ho\jever, he did not present imagination as his com-. 
panion Shukri presented it and as the romantics divided it 
into tvTO kinds. So the only thing one can extract from his 
is 
writiags/tiiat imagination is a poucr of penetrating deep 
into the e'^ -iccts, of soaring high in the sky and beautify-
ing the expression, riere is a shadow of what Wordsworth 
said in his discussion on the language of poetry. He has 
said that the poet looks at man and nature and penetrates 
57 
into their depths. VJhile the poet dives into the feelings 
of his own heart in order to make them one with that of the 
people, he only weaves the words v/ith which he has been 
inspired. By the selection jl the words he removes what 
60 
would be painful or disgusting in the sunciriv'nt. It seems 
to me that there is a weak connectibn between this remove 
and the beautifIcation which al-Mazini has referred tc 
RI-IYME AMD RliYTHM s 
Rhyme and rhytnm are the tv^ o musical elements v/hich 
are essential for poetry. To relincjuish them is impossible 
as they occupy the same place in poetry as colour docs in 
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painting. The prose in which we find a poetic feeling or 
a foolinj ••/hic'tj is close to poetry on account of having erne- -
netted ':r Ax\ the sentiment and also on account of being capa-
ble of creating impact on the reader would remain prose and 
would not be regard''xl as poetry. But al-Mazini modifies 
the above position to say that poetry cannot be poetry un-
61 
less it has at least rhythm in it. 
Al-Mazini adhered to these two elements in his poetry 
thouga in r'^.re cases he has changed his rhymes in a poem, 
Howevor, ho has never written l"l^ n]c v..roc. Thus he has only 
put f'^r\'/c^r - viewpoint though he himself has not adhered 
to it in his coiupositions. Hence in this matter he did not 
keep |.)ace with the moderners who thought that these two musi-
cal elements, or at least the rhyme,were a hindrance for 
62 
the poet to express sentiments and feelings truly, Al-
Mazini was rather an extremist in adhering to the rhythm so 
much so that he did not allov/ anyone to ignore it even in 
the translation of poetry. He has opined that however exac: 
prose be, it does not •-.:^^i[\>±, us from translating poetry intc 
the verse form, for in prose we destroy the most important 
element of poetry, i,e,, the rhythm. As the rhythms of the 
Arabic poetry are suitable for the subjective c im csi-.:.ion 
which is iahor-ited from the ancients, creation of a new 
metre Is necessary in order to be suitable for translating 
63 
Shakespeare'spoetry and the like. The above is an observa-
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t i o n \jliich ' . l -Mozini a.lhcrc^'l t o only p a r t l y . No doubt toe 
hos •c^ '~-nGl c(jC ijocti-j froia SnQlish i n t o Arabic in the ve r se 
form only, but ho hns not croaccO any ncv/ n e t r e for t h i s 
purpose . 
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Part I 
iii-'AQQAD 
In the year 1319 al- 'Agqacl v;rotc criticism on the 
Mawakib of Jubran Khalil Jubran. Later on ho incluclccl it 
in a collection o£ articles which ho published unJcr the 
titli3 al--Fusul. In recognizing genuine poetry he attached 
main impcfrtance io the interdcLjCndance of its "cwo elements, 
i.e. content and form. H^ chinks that these two elements 
are not equi_^ )cised in the poem of Jubran. It contains the 
thinking vlich is expected from the poets but it falls short 
in its forr.i. It, therefore, cannot be regarded as genuine 
poetry. "The first thing co Vi/hich we rt-fer is that the 
form of the poem cannot be charac terizei'' as sound J'ue to 
lexical errors in it and also cue to weakness of construe-
tion and domination of prosaic expression ever the poetic 
tone in itsv verses...As far as the meaning are concerned, 
the standt>rd of their soundness, according to us, lies in 
their concord with the soun'-i instinct and true nature. We 
1 
do not Cind the meanings of the poet (Jubran) t o be so." 
; . l - 'Acqad quoted only tivo cxomples t o shov7 the 
d>- Lcct of form. ro th of them a re of miner n a t u r e and 
2 
come un^ler l e x i c a l c r i t i c m s . Afterwards he t u rned h i s 
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attention to the rrKsaning. Re did not stop at explaining 
them an'l passing judgement on them but argued with the 
poet about the ideac which he expressed in his poem. 
Al- 'Aqqad starts the argumentation v/ith unveiling 
the rebellious attitude of the poet towards lifel.^^"Dut 
rebellion against life '.loes not always indicate a desire 
for a life which is more elevate. 1 and better. It often 
indicates that the rebel supports death and confusion and 
prefers them to life and ideal, especially if this rebe-
llion is not based on a foundation of c.eep realisation of 
the laws of life v/hich are firmly rested in the cores of 
natures and ti:ie depths of feeling. tVliat we have read in 
the poet's Mawakib makes us inclined to think that his 
3 
rebellion against life is of this typo." 
Jubran and al- '/Aqqal do not look at life from the 
same angle nor do fetfcge with each other in their atti-
tude towartls it. This lifference is the cause of the argu-
mentation which al-'Aqqad superimposes on his criticism. 
Jubran was impatient v^ /ith civilisation/ felt crushed under 
the heavy weight of its evils, disliked it and was pressi-
mistic about it. So he felt inclined towards nature and 
wished to return to it. He observes a sharp difference 
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between his ideal and the reality. He was incapable of 
becoming an instrument of change. Perhaps he did not even 
want to be so. Thereifore he took refuge in nature and 
threw himself in its lap as a compensation for his depriva-
tion or as a reaction to the. failure which he suffered in 
his real life, hoiking that he could find in nature what 
made him feel freedom and equality.'' 
But al- 'Aqqdcl ^  oes not think nature to be so and 
does not have a good opinion about it as Jubran has. He is 
of the opinion that apparently it does not distinguish the 
noble from che ignobl., but a.ctually it does so. Therefore 
he does not admire the ideas contained in the above verses; 
rather he considers t"icm to be faulty. For, the almond 
tree which tlie poet has cited as a model of modesty and 
equality "kills every weak tree which dares to grow beside 
it and cranes (to find), for itself, a place in space and 
5 
light, =' It is why al-'Aqqad thinlcs that the above verses 
are indicative of unsound feelings. This thinking and his 
div Qrgence from Jubran in looking at the objects do not 
prevent him from showing his admiration for some of his 
verses and characterizing them, as the truest and full of 
1 2 -
6 
v/3 c r JT _- r. .> olo '"h. following verses 
7 
and his verse: 
Al- 'Aqqad \jas satisfied v/ith an iiapressivc judgment 
on the above and a fev/ other verses. So he showed his ad-
miration for them but did not resort to explanation or 
clarification. In these verses he took in view only the 
meaning anc' neglected the form. 
In his criticism of O'ubran, el-'Aqqad did not follow/ 
the theoretical principles laid down by him. He, therefore, 
did not refer to things like the unity of the poem, imagi-
nation and expression to which he had invited the people 
earlier and had interpreted them in new manner. There are 
tvro ways to justify this negligence. First, the theoreti-
cal response to the principles and values is usually imme-
diate but to assimilate and transfer them to applied opera-
tion needs longer time. Second, the goal v;hich al- 'Aqqac' 
and his compainions aiiaed at was just to change the course 
of modern Arabic poetry from seeking inspiration from the 
ancients and imitating them to seeking it (from the self and 
miodernising it. In those days the imitative trend v/as more 
proval.,nt among the people and rriorc dominant on themi. These 
new literary principles v/ero directed to this v/ido section 
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of the society, Jubran, on the other haxid^  is considered 
as one of the modernists in the Arabic Literature, Hence, 
I think, an unconscious obstacle came betv,7ecn al-'Aqqad and 
the theories of literary criticism which he pro^^ounded v/hile 
writing on a poet of modern outlook. 
The effect of these two factors diminished later on. 
After tv/o years (1921) al-'/vqqad criticised Ahmad Shawqi,-
This gap of time between the two criticisms is enough for 
assimilation of the theoretical principles and transfering 
thern to applied operation. Besides, Shawqi was the greatest 
l^ oet of the irrvitatlvo trcnl. Hence the unconscious impulse 
disappeared from al-'Aqqad's soul. So he criticised Shawqi 
depending on the new standards which were being tried to be 
propagated and popularised. Consequently his criticism of 
Shawqi, despite its excessive severoneSs, is more represen-
tative of al"'Aqqad as a critic, 
Al-'Aqqad included his criticism of Shawqi in "al-
Diwan" which he published in two volumes in collaboration 
v/ith his companion al--MazinI, In this book he selected a 
number of poems composed by Shawqi for criticism, most of 
them being elegies. His concentration on this topic is 
deemed to be born of his feeling that elegy is a good cri-
terion :^ or testing truth and sentiment. 
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Al-'Aqqad thinks that Shawqi's poetry is distinguish-
ed only by ono characteristic, th^-^.t is simplicity and "gramma-
tical correctness of the sentences. In his view, it was 
due to this characteristic that people admired his poems 
and read them, particularly towards the end of the last cen-
tury and in the beginning of the present one. For, in those 
days the styles of the writers and the poets were not of a 
high standard and the words did not flov/ fluently. There-
fore the greatest praise for a text was to say that it was 
like the flov/ing water. "If a poet becomes famous for ex-
cellence, the excellence in their(i.e. people's) opinion 
has no meaning exce]pt the power to write grammatically and 
in a sweet manner. This is the po^ ver v/hich Shawqi used and 
mnstcred through long practice. It is also the characteris-
8 
tic of his elegy on Parid and of his (other) best poems," 
But in al-'Aqqad's opinion the excellence does not 
lie in form; it is ju-^ t the medium, of the poet for communi-
cating the moaning, as we have observed earlier.. Meaning 
is the element which is more important in a poetic work 
though we cannot neglect the fact that these two elements 
of poetry support each other. 
It is evident that a 1-'Aqqad characterised the poe--
try of Shawqi as the poetry of form in a narrow sense con-
finding it only to the grammatical syntax. This merrit of 
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Shawqi lost its value oftcr the publication of ancient 
Arabic v/orks which v/erc written in a solid stylo and whoso 
grammatical structure v/as simple. So the readers v/ho grew 
after the generation of Shawqi were not tlazzled by the form 
which was bereft of meaning. When thoy looked at Shawqi'r; 
poetry, they found it Oevoid of what they v/ere searching 
for. Hence they did not admire it as their predecessors 
did. Rather the admiration of Shawqi's ov/n generation 
lessened. For, they did not like to stagnate in their cul-
ture and knowledge, but they developed tnem and, conse-
quently, their literary taste was elevated except Shawqi 
v/ho stagnated in his place because he chose admiration of 
people as his objective and v/hen he realized it, he did not 
9 
have in his soul any desire for development. 
If this criticism is taken on its face value, Shawqi 
should have tried to improve or change his poetical compo-
sitions according to the tastes and inclinations of the 
readers in order to retain their admiration for him. It 
means that perha js al- 'Aqqad was not serious \/hen he leve-
lled this charge against Shawqi. His aim seems to have 
been to tease Shawqi by representing him as an uneducateci 
man who stagnated at his place and did not try to change 
or improve according z.o che dictates of the time. 
Al-'Aqqad, however, had a specific and pre-supposed 
opinic-'i abouc Ghaw^qi' s poetry that it \/as bereft ol the 
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qualities of survival. ThorcforG in his criticism be refers 
only to what corroborates this viev/. He devotes his cri-
ticisra of the; elegy Df Faricl to the content of the poern 
or the philcjsojohy of death expressed in it and his criti-
cism of the elegy of 'Uthman Ghalib he devoted to the form 
of the poem, 
• Al-'Aqqad thinks that the philosophy of Shawqi is 
shallov,' and cornraon-place' . According to him, it is neither 
based on accurate view of life nor does it represent the 
essence of its immortal realities. But it is a type of 
aphorism of beggars, rather lower than their s-^coch, for 
1 Cib 
example: ''life is deceptive; every thing in it is mortal; 
what is with God is lasting; a large number of tyrants were 
cn-ishod under the ground; v/ho gives something, he v/ill find 
it, etc,etc. These are the sayings of beggars and these 
1 0 
are the sayings of the prince of tne poetss 
fc — 
'--•j'-i'j >'L« (_^ L j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^^ ;^ J_a 
11 
etc. etc,-' 
He thinks the content of these verses is as obvious 
as to say that 2 X 2 = 4 . Therefore it is the same whether 
a verse in this poem is removed or retained. Sometimes the 
removal is better because the poem is an elegy whose sub-
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jGC-c .vattcT is a lesson as v/cll as something awful. But in 
12 
the pr;otry of Shawqi they turn into a joke and mockery. For 
an c:,.an.plo in this re ,arcl al-'Aqqad refers to Shawqi's verse 
I (J I -IT 
on ''Coffin of Farid or Dag of Death as he names its 
So far as the place of righteousness is concerned, it is 
Egypt, as the rhyme demands, not as Shawqi wants and as his-
tory requires.- As far the meafiing of the vefse is concerned, 
Shawqi says that if the carriers of Farid's Coffin had not 
stopped it (from coming by itself), it would have moved 
tov/crdc i^ gv j-c py itself i! Surprising! How capable is the 
composer of elegy on the suns (amongst men) to transform 
the gxoat into bhe ridiculous and sanctity into derogations 
a Coffin moves alone on lands and seas and v/anders through 
towns and countries, turns hither and thither and (then) 
proceeds straight, stops and (then) moves until it instinc-i* 
tivcly scops at its r rave before reaching v/nich it strives 
and does not turn to anything; and people give v/ay to it 
to 
end leave it/re"'ch its destination. Is it out of such ima-
ges that poetry derives the material of eleg^/ and reverence? 
How bad is what has occured to the memory of the man through 
the reverence of Shav/qii He wanted to sav as al-Buhturi 
14 
has said; 
j - ^ \ «i?J' jj-^ -«J <!•—a—J (^-^ U Li/-* a^JJo lib.i*, 'jl'>!j 
b u t he staimbler" d o v a s t a t i n g l y . 
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'ic ±s not satisficc^ \/ith stultifying the meaning but 
persists in abasing the poetic power of Shaxvqi by iraputing 
plagiarism to him in rder to deprive him of every virtue 
and talent which produces a genuine poet. From here al-
'Aqqad. shifts to another aspect in his criticism of Shawqi^ 
that is making coraparison between this poem of Shawqi and 
the elegy written by al-Fia' arri the last latter of whose 
verses is .''al ( o) , He makes his couiparison move around 
two main axeses (a) T" e^  laanner of looking at the mystery of 
doach and understanding it; (b) finding out the verses which 
are similar to one another in these tivo poem.s, Al-'Aqqad 
thinks that al-Ma'arri has looked at the mystery of death 
andi seen it in its immortal and universal reality. He obs-
erved it as an eternally continuous war between two hidden 
powers whose battle ground is every living soul and every 
particle in the depth of the v,arth and the height of the 
heavons. These powers arc the good and the bad, the light 
ancl the darkness, the cruth and the falscl~iOod or the morta-
lity axid the immiortaiity, and every one of them has its ov/n 
soldi c 1"s and supporters. 
Al-'Aqqad has quote; certain verses from --'1-Ma'arri 
whach prove the depth of his thinking. These verses reveal 
that. al-Ma'orri wc.^  c'^ s^ely associated with life and had 
pon \,ro 1 c.>.ouly on j t'-j secrets. So he v/as not satisfied 
v/ith its outv/ard appearance. Therefore he penetrated into 
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the depths, as the great poets usually do, in order to dis-
close the reality, bring it to light and communicate it to 
the readers. In all ';his al-ha'arri took the help of 
and 
ctrong/deep feeling v/hich made his closeness to the rea-
lity greater. 
Feeling of al-Ma'arri tov/ards death is the most 
comprehensive feeling that a man can have in regard to this 
17 
dreadful secret", and it is, according to al-'Aqqad, much 
higher than Shav^gi's feeling in this respect. For, Shawqi 
did not go beyond what is realised by senses in his appro-
ach to this irnuiortal secret. Addressing Shawqi, al-'Aqqad 
saids "So far as you are concerned, you looked, but what 
did you see? Perhaps you know better what you look at and 
see. But v/e tell you \/hat you do not know. You did not 
see anything for seeing which the spectator needs something 
10 
more than the senses." 
As far as the socon ' axis is concerned, al-'Aqqad 
has quoted only similar verses of the tvra poems,'-and has 
accused Shawgi that he merely depends on al-Ma'arri: pla-
19 
giariscs his ideas and misunderstands their signification/ 
prefering al-Ma'arri to Shawqi without trying to put for'--
ward a convincing reason for his prafcrence. 
The jubstance of al--'Aqqad's criticism of this poem 
is that he regards it as containing coirmonplaco ideas 
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which flash in the mind of anyone whosoever he may be and 
realities which are known to everyone without anybody mak-
ing them av/are of th in. Except this everything has been 
plagiarised from al-Ma'arrii 
Al-'Aqqad has criticised the content of the above 
mentioned poem but he has not taken into accouni:: other ele-
ments of poetry despite the fact that they have their imp-
ortance in his view nnd he thinks that they play a deci-
ssive role in distinguishing poetry from what is not poetry, 
But he did not want to deprive Shawqi of the poetic power 
on the basis of the content alone. Therefore in his cri-
ticism of Shawqi's elegy on 'Uthman Ghalib he has concen-
trated on xhe technique of elegy which Shawqi has followed 
in his treatment of the subject. No doubt the content has 
connection with the technique but al-'Aqqad has not dis-
cussed it here as much as he has tried to convince the 
roi.Vr thnt Shawqi's ooetry is weak in regard to technique 
as it is v/eak in regard to content. 
'Uthman Gh.alib was a botanist and a physician. In 
his elegy. Shawqi has referred to these .raccical aspects 
of the man. Relating to the first aspect, a1-'Aqqad has 
20 
quoted the following versess 
• • * » —^ 
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^|j—13 xl^ .^-- ^ ( v'*' p-^ -'^ ^ 
These verses, as we think, are not the result of a 
warm sentiment and true feeling. It seorns as if Shav/gi is 
discharging an undesirable duty v;hich has been thrust upon 
him. In order to cover his feeble feelings he takes refuge 
in hyperbole and exaggeration. But he could not cover them 
comple-cely. This was not clue to the fact that the exagg-
eration was obvious in this poem but due to the fact that 
he self etc-"' a leaping poetic metre, that is '^Majzu' al-
Kamil''/ which does not harmonise with the feeling of quiet 
and calm grief as it harmonises v/ith the feeling of happi-' 
ness and delight. 
But al-'Aqqad does not look at this elegy from this 
angle. Ho i,;ays attention specially to the manner of the 
comi:>osition of the pc -m. He thinks that the attribution 
of grief and lamentation to the field in which 'Uthman was 
\/orking is a . ien of absence of poetic power and it is the 
result of the dictation of affectation and keeping av^ ay 
from nature. Consequently al-'Aqqad ''..g-n to make logical 
argumcnticion against such an inclination. If the flov/ers 
and aromatic plants v'cpt on the death of 'Uthman Ghalib 
aiid shovv-ed their grief for him because he was a botanist. 
2'^ 2 
chcn ,'.o rl.y/^ x-o :iius t njt shod oven one tear if the dead 
22 
ror r- \L'^.2 ^ - is m.i ncraioCjistI 
Lack of good tastC/ sound imagination and deep feel-
ing is what raakes a poet incline to adopt and depend on 
23 
this method in composing poetry as al™'/vqqad says. Due to 
the fact that poetry cannot remain serious under such cir-
cumstance, wo observe him resorting to mockery in his cri-
ticism. He did not confine himself to the logical argumen-
tation and inquiry about the feelings of those vegetations 
which v/ere not mentioned in Shawqi' s poem in the context 
24 
of 'UtlTi'nan Ghalib's death, but himself began composing 
verses on the pattern of Shav/qi about 'Uthman Ghalib as a 
physician because he disliked what Sha^ ?^qi has said in the 
25 
follov;ing verses s 
Al-'Aqqad comments on the above verses as follo\7Ss ='The 
reader observes that he (Shax/qi) does not follov/ his first 
method (of composition). This decidedly wos not a disapp-
roval of it or forcsaking it, but the talent betrayed him 
and the creation discomfited him. Other\;ise what would 
have stopped him from composing verses like the following 
26 
\jithout departing from, his earlier styles 
In fact, al-'Aqqacl did not compose these verses but 
for the sake of poking fun at Sha qi's style in composing 
elegy. We have alreexly indicated that al-'Aqqad has chara-
cterised this style as a yolce and jesting which does not 
harmonise v/i th the solemn occasion like death. In addition 
to this, toi'/ards the end of the article he has pointed out 
to another thing which is connected with meaning and has 
calleu it absurdity. So he comments on the following 
28 
vorsc of Shiv/qii 
I ' s 
as '"'The ^ Doet orders the dead to stand up from death. Why? 
to sec a marvel ..... the hearer thinks that the marvel 
which the buried v/ill see after his resurrection is more 
wonderful and in cent "avention of the lax/s of the c .sm^s 
than the return of the dead to life. But as soon as he 
complet.is the verse he comes to know that the marvel v/hich 
the buried is resurrected from his grave to be surprised 
of is just looking at a dead \7ho is resurrected. So have 
you heard anything v/hich is more foolish than this empty 
29 
and vain nonsense in incompetence and absurdity?" 
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In the second v ciLumo of -'Al-Diwan", al--'Aqqact takes 
up Shevqi's elegy on Mustafa Kamil. He has selected it 
» « 
first on account of it being the marvel of Shawqi accord-
30 
ing to his acjiiirers and sUj_jporters, and aecondly for pro-
tecting himself from the charge that mighb be levelled 
against him concerning the standard of the poem which ho 
selects for criticism so thot it might not be considered 
that he pounces upon the weakest and the most faulty of 
31 
the poems» 
He thinks that this poem represents well the defects 
related to meaning which are common in imitative poems. 
These defects are quite large in number. The most promi-' 
nent of them are; looseness, improbability, imitation and 
32 
fondness for the appearance at the cost oE the essence. 
Having these defects in viev/^  al- 'Aqqad divides his cri-
ticism of this elegy in four parts. In chc beginning of 
each part he gives a short explanation oE v/hat each of these 
defects means to make the reader understand the term and 
then to lePd him to re'~'liso the correctness of his critical 
attitude. 
(A) Looseness: By this a1-'Aqqad means that the poem 
is a disunited whole and has no integral and perfect cons-
truction in the materialization of which the verses sustain 
one another. In other v>rords, by looseness he means what is 
contrary to \jhat he laeant oy the unity of meaning as men-
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tionecl by us earlier. 
Al~ '-Aqqad is of the opinion that Shawgi' s poem is 
loosely joined so mucii so that one cen make changes in it 
and remove verses from it without causing disorder in its 
meaning or structure. In order to convince his reader of 
of 
the genuineness / his viev/, al- 'Aqqad cites the poem as 
composed hy Shawql and then he changes it order. In order 
to illustrate the point we may be iDermitted to qiiotc cer-
tain verses as written by Shav/qi and then as rearranged by 
33 
al-'Aqqad Shawqi sayss 
As far as al-'Aqqad is concerned, he has picked up 
the verses from various places and rearranged them to form 
the poem anew. The f_rst three verses as he has arranged 
35 
theia, arc as follows; 
'^h. i^ '^'i i c •- .'n "ho order of Shav,/qi's composition 
arc; che Iirsc, the fovirtconth, and the twenty first. 
As a inntter ol fact when w scrutinize the two arr-
angerucnts, wo c'o not find any difference between them.Even 
then v/e are inclined to agree with al-'Aqgad when he says 
that his arrangement is better. For, in che first place, 
there is not a single idea or uniform ideas running through 
the whole poem; ana recon Uy Shai/qi is interested in the 
verse as a unit. Hence al•"Aqqad characterizes it as a 
37 
heap of sand on account of the absence of a link between 
I 1 • 
the m^ .aniii._„ ^^  its verses. ''The incoherency of the poem 
becohics oovious when the reader aslcs himself if he has 
read any poem v/hich is more loose than this one. According 
to the answer would be formed his judgement regarding the 
38 
(de jth) of the poemL's origin m the intuition of Shawqi.". 
(B) The improbability 3 By it al-'.iqqad means the 
absurdity of meaning. According to him, it is of various 
kinds, such as, affectation, exceeding the bounds, exa-
ggeration, deviation from the reality, turning the mind 
unreasonable ,,."And their examples are abundant parti-
39 
cularly m this poem,• 
Al-'^qg-^d has '-c'\c'CceC eleven verses representing 
these e^camoles. They form che one-sixth of the poem. The 
verses which he has E-eloc-ced, he presents theru as a sample 
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to afliriu that the mo^ ininc) cH the pooru ore absurd. There-
by he 'loos not mean that the cl^ jfecb lies only in what ^ <^  
has sclcccod/ because the j.ocm as a whole, in his opinion, 
is a result of improbjbility and worthlossness. He attri-
butes his selection of thc;se verses only to the fact that 
40 
they are tasteful though their taste is stale. 
One of the examples which al-'Aqqad has cited is 
41 
the following verse of Shavzqi; 
y ^J}i J , \^JI 4—JSJ^ U^\^J j L-- , _j^I 'A j ( 
He comments on it as follows: "The iron rails are 
not bent down because they are not made to stand errect, 
but they are as bhawqi knows, laid down on the ground.They 
can be taken to be so only if he thinks that they are the 
poles of telegraph. But if they are out of those things 
which stand orroct or are bent doim, then the meaning has 
no sense. For, \,?hat is the use of saying in elegizing the 
great wersonayas that che walls or nolcs, for instance,bend 
42 
their heads on their death?'' 
In order to prove uhrt Shav/qi exaggerates and his 
mind deviates £rom what is reasonable al-'\qqad has quoted 
43 
the following verses 
He thinks that this-verse can be 3"id about anyone what-
ever be the fjold of his activity. Consequently he has 
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l-ikcncd these words to the r'-iving o'f the mad. 
Besides, the vorse contains improbability in it as 
it considers I'lustafa' karnil to be a builder of the pillar 
of morals in this world covering all the times anci. places. 
It can be derived from this verse chat the prophets and 
reform.crs/ who existed in different ages and at numerous 
places, c id nothing, "'Mustafa was a political leader who 
was av;akening this netion. If it is said about him that 
he awa]tened every one in Zlgypt in his time, it t/ould not be 
true. For, many a person in Egypt got awakened by events, 
lessons an^-I awareness which awakened Mustafa himself and 
many a ]jcrson are there whose ears and hearts the voice of 
Mustafa" did not reachi So if it is said over and above 
this that he is the man who awakened every one in Egypt in 
every age, this observation becomes nonsense and foolish. 
And if one does not confine himself to this and says about 
hiin that he is the ma. who awakened all the people belong-
ing to all the nations and all the ages, the case is even 
worse than nonsense and foolishness. In this regard we 
have not gone beyond th^ ^ zene of his .political movement. 
So what is your opinion if anyone crosses this zone to 
reacbes the zone of moral reformation and pretends that 
for morality no pilla: is standing in this world but it is 
built by a man v/ho was born towards the end of the nine-
teenth century and that he built it b_;fore he started to 
229 
broath-:i an J to raovc even a step and before his name pEOdu-
cod any echo?" 
Even if al- 'Zvqqad is right in criticising the above 
verscs/ then, as wc think, he has tried to criticise cer-
tain other verses in an artificial manner. For example,he 
45 
comiaents on the follov/ing verse of Shawqis 
* • * • • 
) ir 
Thus: ''Patience in the adversity of life is known but pa-
tience in its prosperity, what is it? C, v/oe to us, wc 
and 
forgot the t the calamities/ comforts are the same. So 
no wonder that the man reiaoins patient in prosperity and 
46 
that a^ ,Lversity makes him cheerful.'' 
Shav/qi here is writing elegy. The subject by its 
nature reminds one of death and brings it before the eye.- — 
xAS such, the life as a whole and with all its Tjrosperity 
and adversity is marked \/ith one stamp ar." acquires one 
taste and it is a painful stamp and a bitter taste. So 
the prosperity does not lesson the awe of the inevitable 
end. Similarly the adversity does not make it agreeable. 
For, one who is in pros^^crity suffers the apprehension that 
he would lose his prosperity and one who is in adversity 
feels sorry that he is passing his life unhappily. Con-
sequently, pros )erity and adversity become the same, and 
man needs patience to occupy himself v/ith. 
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It V70uld be possible for us to be contented with 
this intcr^iretation if ue road the verso cited by al-
47 
'Aqqad and the one pioceding it; 
(C) Imitations Its moaning is well known. Hence 
al-'.-\qqad h:is not exploined it though he has mentioned that 
its most obvious form is the repetition of familiar mean-
ings "^ n '^  th'^ t its simplest form is plagiarism, \l~'Aqqad's 
cri-cicism on -che poem v/as concentrated on plagiarism. He 
tr'^cclscaa^ versos of the oocm back to ai-Mutanbbi, Abu 
al-Hosan al • uibari, Ibn al-Nabih al-T'iisri, al-Ma'arri, 
'49 
Muslim b. aJ-jalid an^ l al-Sharif al-Radi. One of its exam-
50 
pies is the follov/ing verso of Shawqi; 
About it he has said that it is 'derived from the follov/-
51 
ing Verse of al-Mutr labbi; 
(D) Fondness for the appearance at the cost of the 
essences From the denomination itself one can understand 
what is meant by the above title. It signifies drifting 
away from cores and realicies of objects and pre-occupation 
with glitcerings of ui..nif es tation. Al-'Aqqad thinks that 
this dofecc is similar to iraprobability ~ this denotes 
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that it relates to the acfccts of moaniiig - but differs 
from it in that it is more deceptive and hence it becomes 
more ctifficult to rccogniso it, ^\1- 'Aqqad has quoted as 
an e^ cample of this kind of defect the famous verse of 
53 
Sha\;qi % 
ub^J u^^^ tfl^Jl ,^l 4J (j-'L* *'_/JI -^ _^bJ 
I 10 
and coimments on it saying that it is 'the core of the poem 
in viev/ oC Shawqi' s lovers; so v/hat are the meanings you 
think it contains? Its me:cinin^ are that a year or one 
hundred years for which a man may live consist of minutes 
and ^econuLs; this is the gist of the verse. So if some 
one says that the day is (of) twenty four hours and the 
does he, 
hour is (of) sixty minuces,/in the opinion of Shawqi's 
rGad..'rs, put for\\i'~'rd an admirable aphorism? But 
they arc tel^_ing you that he associated the beatings of 
the heart v/ith the be itings of the watch and this is the 
marvel which wo admire and by which ho guided us to the 
necessity of preserving life. here it becom.es obvious 
that in their ac^miration tney arc short-sighted and that 
their forged eloquence does not relate to the essential 
realities and spiritual meanings but to the casual simi-
larities (which appeal) to sense. Other\«/ise/ if the watch 
was associated \jith the heart in those day \jhen time was 
medsuree by sand or water glasses, could any meaning be 
understood from this associ'ition and do the immortal belts 
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of hc_rt h:-vo any real connection with the boatings of mi-
nutes and seconds so that one derives from them the secret 
54 
of life?" 
Indeed, this inborprctation of al-'Aqqad is unjust. 
He does not want to observe the beauty of the verso but 
trios to deprive it of its artistics value whereas it is 
one of the beautiful and rare verses in the poetry of 
Shav/qio As if the heart, by means of its beats/serves as 
the observer of man counting his age and every beat gene-
rates the feeling of the passing av/ay of a fraction of 
55 
life as the beat of the v/atch annihilates time. 
Injustice on the part of al-'Aqqad in this regard 
has led some scholeirs to give up justice in the defence of 
ni 
Shav/qi. Mustafa 'Abd ul-Latif al~Saharti says? ''If a just 
* • • • 
critic loojcs at this poem from the psychological viewpoint/ 
he would not find any fault in it j^ rovidc d he goes deep 
into the personality of: Sh'^wqi,, r^ '", Snawqi views the 
events of life philosophically. H(^  does not lament on its 
incidents but rises above them and brings out their less-
ons. In composing his elegies he has folloi/cd this path. 
Instead of lam.enting, he philosophises and drav/s a general 
I^icture of his thomc cmd mixes certain aphorisms i\7ith it 
:aiiT'-'lc, he says. . . . s 
ub-J t>''J'-> dl---JI '^ ' 4J djb^^l _Ji ^\sj 
57 
as ror exauT'-'l . s 
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So the presence of -c;iis verse in the elegy is one of the 
marvels of this personality .... and it is not valueless 
bereft of \/isdom as x lO critic (i.e. al--'Aqqad) says who 
refused to respond to Shawqi and to get acquainted with 
57 
his soul." 'iilso* he acquits the poem of all those defects 
58 
which al- 'Aqcjad attributcc'L to it. 
This defence is dictated by sentiment/ d.azzloment 
by Shav/qi's fam.e and the limited understanding of al-'Aqqad's 
observations^ Al-Saharti has adduced his view but, in our 
opinion/does not try to ,jut it in a convincing manner. He 
thinks that al-- 'Aqqad eoes not realize the nature of Shaw-
qi's j_)nilosorhy whorcxS al- 'Aqqad has discussed this phi-
losophy onc[ has adJuQ.jod it logically and reasonably, as 
we have observed previously. In addition to thiS/ the pre-
sence of a bcautif-jl v^^rse, like the previous one, does -not 
mean that the poem is perfect or that we should overlook 
its defects, 
vJe do not acquit al--'.^ qqad of the bias against 
Shawqi/ yet his critical acumen was generally objective. 
What a]-Saharti has observed cannot be traced to the in-
comprehension of the philosoiohy of Sha\7qi by al-'Aqqad but 
to the fact that Shai/qi has relied upon certain concepts 
of poetry and its art v/hich are different from those of 
al~'Ac[qad. Consequeatly the two concepts clashed with each 
other a,.e' u. ^ result \7as this criticism. 
From the above Cliscufasion on al-'^qqad's criticism 
of Shr-wqi MQ can drow thu fcllov/in_, poin- ss 
1. In his crit.i-isiri/ c,,noral./, he has concentrated 
on the content. He has discusseci it in conformity with a 
method vjhich brings together exposition^ interpretation 
and jucigement. Ho L^oes not confine himself to paraphras-
ing in the form of prose those meaning which Shawqi has 
expressed in his poetry but has proceeded further to the 
intellectual argumentation sometimes and mostly to derive 
such meaning from the text v/hich are not explicit- but 
im^.licit in x-c, 
•il-'Aqqad does not raake his critical judgements the 
result of his expositive and interpretative method. But 
often he passes a general judgemicnt on the text v/hich he 
v/ants to criticise or refers to indirectly ^-v.C. then qupt-os 
certain verses, interprets and anaJys?s them in order to 
support his judgements ThJ s mothe^ '' makes the critic fore-
go objectivity and justice Jn selv,cting the verses and 
interpreting them. This iiiv^ Lhod, however, would not lead 
to all these things if it is based on a thorough and minute 
of 
study/and full acquaiiitance with the i/ritings of the poet 
so much so that the judgement does not become sentimental. 
It seems tc me that al-'Aqqad did not pay attention 
to the whole of Shawqi's poetry. He chose just certain 
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samplos oub of it and criticised thorn relying on sound ]_^ rin-
ci'olcs of criticism and accurate concept of poetry. There™ 
fore Lhc persuasivenc -s of his criticisra is rooted, as wc 
think, on the one hand in his sound point of view and on 
•the other in his marvellous poi/cr of dividing the problems 
into branches "n "• ^iv^  res sing them and co^ is jquontly hypno-
tizing the reader and maJcing him fool that the real and 
the correct thing is v/hat he reads, 
2. He did not discuso the form with_ all its united 
elements. Basically he took up one problcia, that is orga-
nic un-i-ty Oxid passed the ju'ouiont that it was absent in 
the poetry of Shav/qi, May be, it is this judgment which 
led him to criticise the poem verse by verse in lieu of 
considering it as an integrated work and loolving at it 
accordingly. 
3, He stamped his criticism T^j_th violence and sever-
eness ~'.iiC devaluated le poetry of Shawc[i utmost and did 
not hesitate from, using most severe o^hras.s such as non--
sence, absuroity, incompe ccnco, foolishness etc. v/hich wc 
find on every uagc of this criticisuu This obvious seve-re--
ness makes the criticism d>..void of ^objectivity in view of 
the ro 'der. This is why al-- 'Agqad was charged with bias 
and his supporters li. e hikji.ail Nu' aymah "ror>roached him, 
Al-'Aqqad himself had suspicion regarding the reason of 
the po'u3 ar'^ -^ '^  of the book, "^l-Diwan. He mentioned that 
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the Icve of literature nlcn^ x/as not the reason of its 
great clL-mancl; the reason inJlcecl v7ero tho sovercness and the 
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cioaclly attack which i, lo book contained. 
Through this bias al-''Aqqad did n.t aim at destruc-
tion r ^ r the s-'ke of destruction. There v;as a noble objec--
tivo bahind it, thnt was to "-iroct the Arabic poetry posi-
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tivoly to depth and authenticity. 
pr rt 2 
Ibrahim al-iMazini 
Al"-i\azini has not restricted his critical activity 
to thcorization and introdiuction of his views on literary 
problems but has directed a part of this activity to app-
lied criticism. He has dealt with the poetic creations 
belonging both to the modernist and imitative trends. 
It is evilent j-n his personolity that he is senti-
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mental, susceptible and aggressive. This asi^ect of his 
psychological formation ;jrovailcd over his criticism of 
contertiporary texts. Hence vJe see that he exaggerates in 
praising the text or assails it in an e>-tremely severe 
manner. 
Perhaps his criticisi.c of the ^ DCU f al~ 'Aqqad 
entitled ''Biography of a D 'Vil'' is x:he b. st proof of this 
- Zi I 
view. Ho \/as obviously full of omotion when he began it. 
He sayss "For the first time in the history of the raoclorn 
litoroture - anci the ..rabic (literature )also - the reader 
observes a perfect artis tic work based upon a specific idea 
aroun''. the axis of which the poem revolves and rotates. 
This perhaps is the most conspicuous and greatest distinc-
tive (feature) of the modern literature. Man used to com-
pose poetry and ho was driven to the composition by an 
impulse independent of the soul. But here you sec strong 
structure whose idea grevi? due to an understandable 
reasor and a natural and manifest cause. The poet applied 
his mind to its totality and details and then moulded it 
in a form v/hich he chose for it after deliberation and pre-
sented it in an artistic and music?1 style which he crea-
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ted for it."' 
This quotation revolves around tv/o ideas which we 
have discusse'l earlier. They ares unity of subject and 
the ::)oet's resort to his soul to s^ o^lc inspiration from it 
for composing poetry. These are the f.ictors the availabi-
lity of which is suftiicient for drawing al-Hazini's emo-
tional admiration in such a manner that he makes such gen-
eralizations whose significance the reader does not realise 
such r^s ''whose idea grew due to an understandable reason 
and a natural and manif._st cause ... and presented it in 
an artistic and musical style which he created for if' 
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though wc think thct the ''understanclablc reason" becomes 
clear only at the encl of the article when he says 3 "The 
impulse for its compi sition vjns the doubt and the rage 
v/hich befell the x-^ oet tov/crds the end o£ the war and dur-
ing the events which took place in Egyj t first of all 
(after it) ond v/hich shook in him all the foundations of 
of 
belie c and deformed all the circumstances/ human existeiios 
Crnscquoncly it was established in his mind that li£e> 
as Solomon the v/ise had said after experiencing it, was 0 
handful of wind and totally false. But this cloud passed 
•"way -nd h; cimc b^ck to his first view regarding truth 
and justice believing that the truth exists in the core of 
things and that reality and falsehood are two contradictory 
things and cpnnut be reconciled with each other like exis-
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tcnce and non-existence." 
So the reason is the scepticism of ol-'Aqqad and his 
return to the faith. This could not be known to the reader 
had he not referred to it and made his reader think that 
this was the reasc>n whigh he mernt. 
Vv'hatever the case may be, when he dealt with the 
poem he remained CL ifined to description only. He para-
phrased the idea- v/hich the poet had expressed and occa-
sionnlly cited some vcrsc^s without endeavouring to analyse 
the text or make its range wider. For instance, he says. 
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"'As for as the theme of the poem is concerned, as is evi-
;.ent from the title of the article, it is the biography of 
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a clevil whoj 
So the devil was dropped on the earth to mislead on it those 
whom he wished. I-Ic got perplexed in the beginning as to 
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where to gos 
^- ij ^ ^ 1 4^J l_j^ ^ ol^ - _^- "'^^ 
So he descended for the first time to the earth of the 
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negroes wheres 
So the damned and vainglorious devil scorned them and ridi~ 
culed his fate "and walked av/ay unhappily'' till ho settled 
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'around the i .^  "itwrranean Sea or the Persian Sea (Gulf?)" 
This dees not represent a living criticism and deg-
rades the function of nl-iiazini as a critic fc.r he does not 
act as a strong link tectvroen the poet and the readers. He 
does n^t analyse the idea and consequently does not expand 
its r^ngc for the readers nor does he br .ng out the real 
artir.tic valac of the pcoia. 
Although there is the ]oossibility of characterising 
this review as descriptive criticism which means that the 
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criric clcvotes his criticism exclusively to clGscription 
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and explanation -uithout passing judgment on the text, yet 
f l-Mo^ini did not ap_i jnd an explanation to his criticism 
but adc''uced the general sentimental judgment - as we think 
I I I 
when he saids "But we thank the cl-.ud of this doubt which 
induced him to moulcl this unique marvel in the langucge of 
the Arabs and it is right for us to take pride in it as 
against the excellence of the V/est ... and if the language 
has v/i'Tcned (enough) for the narrative poetry in this man-
ner, it would not be deficient for other types of poetry by 
-the blessing of God and then due to the virtue of al— 
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'Aqqad, •' 
We do not want to say that the sentimentalism of 
el-Mazini divertc;d his attention from the narrative poetry 
\/hich the Arabs recognized in the poetry of Imru' al-Qays 
and 'Uiuar b.^'^--~'i Rabi' a for instance. But we observe that 
the judgment of al-Ma"d_ni _G based only on the content of 
the poem. His reader oc^s not find him 'raying attention 
to one of the most important elements in the artistic exp~ 
ression, that is the fca'm, with the exception of the foll-
owing vague remark about "l-'Aqqad which v/e have already 
quoteds "An artistic and musical style v/hich he created 
for it.'' Neglect of vhe form in critical treatment or in 
judg-ment means reducing th>- value of the criticism to h'^ lf 
because the poem is not merely content an^"'" it cannot be 
- 2<:i 
]3rouc,hc into c:Sstanc^ v/ichout form. 
I think tli^ t ~il-R"'\'',ini cormonJod tho poem of al-
'z^ qqaJl cue to tlioir fri ndship, oLhcrv/ise this poem is an 
orJin'.ry one and does not reflect poetic il skill. If we 
cxclud.' cho thornc of the poem which pcrh':^ )S v/ns new at thc.t 
time, \iQ will not find axiy importont thing in it either in 
the use of language nr poetical depiction or strength of 
iifiagi nation. 
.^l-Kazinl wrote criricism on the poetry of liafiz 
Ibrohim who is one of tho imitative poets and the modernists 
have devoted themselves to> demolish their reputation, Al-
Mazini published his criticism in a series of articles in 
the newspaper 'UKA^ '^ in the^year 1913. Ho collected and 
printed them un^ l^er tho title ''Shi'r riSfis s poetry of 
Hafiz" in the year 1915, 
Before criticising Hafiz he made a crrpr'riSon bet-
v/een '7ib'l ui'-R-ihrnan Shukri v7ho represents the literary tre-
nd oE al-Ilazini and H~fir. who reores >nts the conservative 
trenc'. In the beginning f^ the cem^jirison he saysi ''In 
bringing out and vinuicating tho merit ': Shukri as \/ell 
as in -dnowin'j the superiority of the ne\; Joctrine over the 
old ono, we d^ . not tind (anything) be tec than comparison 
bca/o^n a natural poet li]:.' Shukri and the other cne like 
Hafiz ley I jr.ihim i/ho is one of those vrh JSC compositions 
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p.rc artificial. For, God did not crccatc (any) two (persons) 
v/ho in their doctrines arc more opposed to and in their 
trends are more different from each other than these tv/o 
and/ as has been said, a contrary thing shows the beauty of 
the oth^r contrary thing. Hafiz is a man who in the bcginn-
ing grew up amidst sword and gun. On account of this you" 
observe in his poetry something of the harshness of a sou-
Idier, regularity of his movements, his assiduity, weak-
ness of his imagination and his inability to invent and to 
productj something artistic. Perha_i_js this is also the rea-
son whv HaCiz '.Iocs not ccra^ xise poetry but only on the sub-
jects he is askoO to. But in spite of the narrowness of 
his scope and the backwardness of imagination, he was the 
most eloquent of the tongue v/ith which the nev;sjoapers speak 
and the ablest amongs-c the "^ eople to compose their (i,e„ 
the nev/spapers) ideas and to arrange their news and para-
graphs if a poet can be praised on account of this or in 
it there is anything to boast of for anyone, no matter whe-* 
fcher he is a poot or not. As far as Shulcri is concerned, 
he is a poet who dous neither raise his eyes to (anything) 
higher than the hopes of the huiirui soul nor direct it to 
(anytning) deeper than the human heart. This is his habit 
and his concL,rn. He does xi.t exaggerate like HdTiz in b'oau-
tiffing his poetry ]jut as •<- 'r as .^ "'ibellishment and embroi-
dery arc concerned, he is satisfied with making you hear 
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tliG souiii.''. of the 2r>^shin_ of tho blood frora tho wounc's of 
the h c r t "ind with confic"'inq in you cisclil>_quy of hocTt and 
conscicnci- and with snowing you tho cy -s of the dew upon 
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the chocks of the flowers " 
The re-^dcr f e e l s a t once t ha t the s ca l e of Shukri 
\/ould bci pr.._.c ndv.r-'nt in c-^xs comparison. ivl-Mizini , x;hilc 
quoci ' - j v e r s e s the aieanings of which r^re i d e n t i c a l or c l o s e 
to eoch o the r , has e..a.j^er^ted j r e ^ t l y i s showing h i s pre--
fer^-n e for ShuJcri so much s j ?s t o opint t ha t one ve r se of 
Shulcr J.' s pOv_ try i s m ^re v iu^b le rh"n what h~fiz anc"" the 
l i k e ,i-v^_ chi^^jG -^ s a ^ h o l e . This exag^eracion i s n'^cu-
r a l for a scnuimental c r i t i c l i];e a i - i l a z i n i who pu ts be-
fore him cem^jositi^as ^f tvvo poet:s, one of whom i s h i s 
i-riend inf re-'res^^nts h i s l i tor '^r i^ d o c t r i n e and the o t h e r 
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) l c t s a g c m s c hxm and i s i s s o c i a t e d with a ^oct r ine which 
he c ' e t e s t s , 
I'Jh'^ tever di^ - case m'-y b^, whit concerns us here is 
his criticism of Hafi::, He purs^ e^d. tho Vf cts of his 
e s 
pOL.try fo r the s"]ce ^f ^"ema^ing h i s l i t e r a r y p o s i t i o n . 
These ^fects revolve"" around p l a g i a r i s m i n e r t i a of ima j i -
n? cio / iim,li,ssaess n^^  ' " i s t~kes r e g i r r i n g language and 
etymology. 
A - K^ cPinks ch''c c i t i n g rec r t t o pla._,iaris >>, g^nu-
r a l l y , indjc^ees t h i c the ^ e t ilo^ >. .ic-t h-vo a f e r t i l e 
14 -^  
braJP ond rhot ac j_'onscssGS a barren i n t e l l e c t . The defe-
c t s '/cold be ;_,reatcr if the meanings adopted do not have 
much value. For, t h i s points to the fact t ha t the s p i r i t 
koujjs i t s e l f far from sublime meanings. This^ in a l -
Mazini's opinion, i s the cha rac t e r i s t i c v/ith v/hich Hafiz ' s 
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poetry i s Jistin^ruisjied. As a matter of fact 'most of the 
verSi.,-3 which al-Mazini has quoted do not fcall In the ca te -
gory of plagii'^risii!/ ho hub c lear ly played t r i c k and has 
founei f au l t v^ith thorn a r t i f i c i a l l y . For example, he quoted 
75 
the follov7Jng ver^o of Hafizs 
« • 
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and ^ - y s t h a t Hafi2; jias t ' -ken i t from a l - M a ' a r r i ' s v e r s e s 
He s a y s s o i n s j i t o of t h e f a c t t h i t t h e d i f f e r e n c e i s 
c l e a r be tween t h e racaningf. of the two v ^ r s w S , H a f i z a r -
gues w i t h h i s s o u l where is a l - M a ' a r r i c o n f i r m s a r e a l i t y 
and c o m p l a i n t s .••nd f i l s weary of i t . Tlie meanings of a l -
M a ' a r r i ' s v e r s e have become j u s t a p a r t of H a f i z ' s ar-ru-
77 • • ' 
m e n t a t i o n w i t h h i s s o a l , 
B - Regnrdincj t h e a i m l c s s n o s s and d e g e n e r a t i o n of 
meaning i n t h e p o e t r y oc I l a f i z , a l - M a z i n i h a s q u o t e d os 
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an oj'Mnplo the fol lov/ iu- j v e r s e s 
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I t i s a v e r s e \7hich H a f i z composed on t h e o c c a s i o n 
when AhmaO Sha\/gi was l ionoured w i t h t h e t i t l e " Zoj", A l -
M a z i n i clocs n o t loo]: a t iJio v e r s e a s fsr . i s c b u t i n t e r p r e t s 
i t a s an i n c l i c a t i o o -f j o a l o u s y s a y i n g s "Docs i t n o t i^rove 
t h a t H a f i s i s j e a l o u s of bhavrqi on a c c o u n t of h i s l i t e r a r y 
acumen^ g e n i u s and s t a t u s and v/ ishes i f he c o u l d have an 
i n s t i n c t and n a t u r e l i k e t h a t of Shav/qi V I s j\.-^_Lousy r^ n 
i n d i c a t i o n of l i b e r a l s p i r i t ; of g r e a t s e l f - c o n f i d e n c e and 
of con t emp t f u r o r t c i t a t i o n which a r e t h e r e s u l t of t h e 
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g r e a t n . j s s -uE t h e s p i r i t and of th^.; i i ia jcs ty of t h e s o u l ? " 
C - v i th r e g a r d t o e x a g g e r a t i o n a l ~ M a z i n i does n o t 
aoaj/ c h a t i t i s a si-jn of mt_ntal power and of p e n e t r a t i n g 
l i i s i j . i t b u t dc;nics t h r t t h e o x a g g o r a t i o n s of H a f i z a r e so* 
He t h i n k s -chr.t they a r c t h e o x a g g o r o t i o n s which i n d i c a t e 
s h o r t - s i g h t e d n e s s , inor t i - ' - cf imocj inaLi 'n and i n s i n c e r i t y 
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of s e n t i m e n t . 
D - His obsorv c i c n s r e g a r d i n g lanc,aiage p o i n t o u t t o 
h i s a w a r e n e s s of i t s n i c e t i e s . For exani d c / he comiTients 
•. 81 
on t h e f o l l o w i n g v e r s e of I i aE iz ; 
s a y i n g t h a t t h e c^^rrect t h i n g to say i s ; «^ LI ""il o r u O I , 
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His comiiient on t h e f o l l o w i i i g v e r s e ; 
i s t h e C o r r e c t t h i n g t o s ly i s '^~'-f:/^"and n o t ^ ^j~*^ 
\A 
-^Ai 
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And on the fjllowing verses 
. . . . „ 1 ^ r 
Al-Mazini comments thit Hafiz "committed an unpardonable 
mistP-ke because it is not correct to say that Utj "^  ^ J^ ao-*«^  
,jl-i-w*<; or ,^\jj\s- , but it is ccrr .ct to say --«_;.,««or jjlt-,'' 
.it some other places ho found fault with Hafiz arti-
fici.illy. For example he thinks that in the following 
87 
verse; 
/jUlj 'i^^ j^) j-TjJ-^  ^--'y "^ UJ-I .^ Lopl u.'O-i L\)U 
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the us J of l^-r'-^ 'which is L^ ~-*C ,Jj-aa«,is useless after LcJU 
whereris actiially it emphasises the meaning. Perhaps his 
disli'':e fori! i::^  I l,.^ JI ond his inability to put U2:' with 
89 ^ <JJ 
it led him to sthis criticism. 
No doubt al~Mazini has manifested extravagance in 
his disdain for the poetry of Hafiz. His extravagance and 
exaggeration become obvious in his indeliberate references 
and judgments such as his comment that the search in Hariz's 
poetry of something v/ith which the soul is not shocked and 
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the taste is not disgusted baffled him, and that he is not 
a poet but just measures the feet and scans the verses and 
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nothing from his looetry v/ill survive in future and so on 
and so forth. This criticism was laotivited by personal 
bias. Dr. Hi'mat /Jimad ?u"'-'' attribi^tes this to the fact 
that he had come to xno\j of Hafiz's conspiracy against him 
247 
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in the Ministry of Ec'uc-j.tion. But al-Mazini has refuted 
this PccusQtion in the preface of -'Shi'r Hafiz". He has 
mentioned that this motive did never exist as he had nei''-
ther any relation with Hafiz nor v/as he even introduced to 
JO 
him. But he is not right in his pretension and wants to 
show that hig criticism is objective. VJo thinks nothing 
can _-)rove his bias more than his later withdrawal from this 
ci-iticism and characterizing it as nonsense, foolishness 
of the youth and 'n., thing'. He says s "As far as the cri--
tici^ '.m is concerned, \ic h'^ ve cancelled it from our writing 
v/ithout bci'i" sorry for its cancellation, because the 
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foolishaie.'js cf the youth h'. instig itet" it"; and says ab-
cut the man who .'lagiarieo'"^  his criticism of Hafiz "I feel 
shy on diverti-ag attention to the burglary of my cri-
ticism by our fri>^ nd who acted lilce a thief lest the peo-
ple might become av;?re of v/hat I hoped sincerely to have 
b^en forgotten th;it it was I v/ho wrote this old nonsense, 
i^ ue to this I give as a present to cur theif v;hat he has 
taken away ... and hov; ecsy it is that one gives as a pre~ 
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sent that which is nothing.'' 
In tlie year 1921 al . -Kasini in c o l l a b o r a t i o n with 
al- 'Aciqad publisher] two volumes of the ];ook ' Al-Diwan. ' In 
i t he c r i t i e i s o d th^ j^oe t^  y '>f. h i s old f r i end 'Abd u r -
Rahmrn Shukr i . In tnc .--','vo l i n e s on e l - t l a z i n i ' s c r i t i -
cism of H<''fiz's poe t ry vro have obsejrvo'i hovj he makes com-
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jj.arison bo L we on Hatiz and Shukri whom he calls a modernist 
pooc "incl. how he raises the stitus of his poetry to such a 
level that he says t lat a sin-^ lo verse of his poetry is 
better than what I-Pfiz an T the lilcc h~ive written as ? whole, 
Due to a cert''in clisputo between al-Mazinr and 
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Shukri, as rcport'-,d by sorn^  writers, the former, as if hav-
ing forgotten all his past admiration of the latter, poun-
ced dreadfully upon him, ' In short, the point of dispute 
was Shukri's observation regarding some of the poems of 
97 
al-ilazini that he had plagiarised the European poets. Al-
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Kizini has admitte>-f this plagiarisi-i . However, the grudge 
remainoc conceiled in his he-^rt and when it found an oppor-
tunity it sprang up to stamp his writings on Shukri with 
severity and sharpness. It is but logical that Shukri's 
observation v/^-^s the r^ s^ult of a previous dispute between 
the -uv/o J bout which wu know nothing and which ••csslhlj 
w-s the cause of the escr ngcment betvvreen them, 
V\/hatovcr the c 'S j may be, il-l'ja^ .ini selected for 
his criticism a title (I^ol of tne Toys) v/hich indicated 
his intention to dimiage Phukri's jXjetry. He started his 
writina with such a bitter mockery of his former friend 
99 
that he made his cr^ itien i divine jok:: ind considered 
him to bo an idol x;hich was insensate vis-a-vis the mar-
1 Zl 
vols of life and the f-^scinations of n-^ture, ''because the 
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curse of the divine pervaded his interior, so he became the 
most rtiiserable person in his soul and nothing could save him 
from it and from a variety of calamities' which afflicted 
him but only the spade of tho ^rch'-.cclojist which destroyed 
him. Would that the soil of O-^scurity ^^^^g ^^^ removed from 
himj For, he was born as lead and the light and heat of 
life Jic"" not benefit him nor they brought any change to 
the inerti''' of his nature, though, while he was thrown 
among the debris of .lis life, he suSx^ected that he inspired 
the waves (to move) v/ith his whipo and revolved the cosmos 
with his pdanning an^ wisdom. VJlnenever his form or his 
condition appealed to him, or his rejection or negligence 
incited hiia, he saids "I am the god of Poetry," So the 
v^ inds slapped him and made his body roll over the frozen 
sea and the waves hit him with the spray of their mockery 
a 
and made him stone - deaf x/ith/i^ hun""or of their laughter. 
So how great is this god at vjhom everything pokes fun, even 
the wind and the v/ateri. . » I'Jhich "umbnoss is greater than 
that '^ith v/hich this unfortunate man has been hit v/ho does 
not stop at the pretension of speaking but wants to be a 
poet, an artistic prophet and an apostle with a doctrine 
100,, 
of giaj.dance in literature? 
Thii., abut^ li-'g 1 _& nt-Jiing t'- .-.o \j? ch criticism. It 
shov/s the rcu^'r hov/ cl-Pc.L,ini is biase. against Shukri 
and hov/ he trios to strip him of every virtue. It conforms 
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v;ith .L"lK'.7.1.ni' 3 aa jer o.nC ornotion. The first thing which 
he clviiiRs bhat Shukri lacks is the power of expression and 
the beauty of corniaun"''cation which/ according to al-Mazini, 
are the secret of success in literature. He mentions that 
Shukri's failure in his style is one of the greatest causes 
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which led him to obscurity. Besides/ his poetry is devoid 
of everything which is great and evokes admiration or of 
everything which is beautiful and provides pleasures and 
Shukri iinitates every poet and follows every writer and 
102 
weave on every loom. 
Thc^c :-re the judgments which al-Mazini has passed 
but has not cared to substantiate them, with Shukri's poe-
try, nor }-ias he lx~ n .a^, I .its defects in such a manner which 
could satisfy the reader or could make him feel t].uL he was 
objective and the verses \. lich he has quoted are not of 
siich nature as to remove those shortcomdngs from his criti-
cism. For ejcamplc, ho has quoted from Shukri some verses 
regarding the philosophy c^f interm.arriage of souls and has 
commented on them as follows; "Which generation does this 
idiot want to create to understand these absurdities?... 
Is it not sufficient that there is in the v/orld a fool 
like him.So that he wants to create a whole generation of 
• 103 
his own type?'' 
It is evident that al-Mazini has not clarified for 
us the absurdity of this idea. He has slackened the rein 
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of his ill-will and has forgotten the scientific and obj-
ective considoraticin so much so that he has made to api^ear 
most of Shulcri's poobry to be meaningless excepting a few 
verses which also he has utilised for condemnation. He 
says; "It is not surprising that he has some intelligible 
verses, because if you sit for soinc time with a mad man or 
an idiot/ his tongue tnay utter a sentence or a few senten-
104 
ces in which you Eeel traces of intellect," 
When al-Mazini completes this general survey of 
Shukri's poc cry he refers co the limitations of his critic-
ism cod sayss "When the source of the poverty of writing 
is tl"^  po\ crty of mirid, v/o shall start our criticism with 
the in'^icQcion of the trend of his mind v/hich is implicit 
and is extracted from his writing and then we will unveil 
the abgimSTdities v/ith which his divans are crowded and we 
will end our writing by tracing his palagiarisms of the 
105 
Arab and Western looc s as a whole," 
But in his criticism al-Mazini has adhered only to 
the disclosure of the mental trend of Shukri, He has i-i'.>-
phasiGu-TL the idea of madness by mentioning the verses which 
incl ide this \/ord (madness) explicitly or implicitly like 
convc^-satiun with self, -ibscnce of reason and the like. He 
has pointed out that Shukri has attributed madness not only 
106 
to himsoll '-^ut also co all the people and to life and age. 
/.•Dl 
In his writing al-Mazini has not tried to criticise the 
verses but, as wo think/ has brought them together to sugg-
est that the frequency of repetition of the idea of madness 
aissures that Shukri was a mad man. 
In the second volume of "al-Diwan" al-Mazinl reitera-
107 
tes the above idea and ad.ds to it that Shukri' s mind was 
108 
i^re-occupied with crime and that he v/as incapable of express-
109 ,^. 
ing himself. At length he says "This is Shukri; vre have 
drawn his picture for you v^ irh his pen and these are his 
attributes^ inclinations, tendencies and trends of his mind 
and all ti.j^ o arc abnormail things and are not to be found 
in the sound and straight natures as we and the people under-
lie 
stand them. So, have we exaggerated? Jfcver." 
As a matter of fact, what al-Mazini has written about 
Shukri cannot be regarded as criticism, because he has 
merelv aimed at vengeance. He has admitted at some place 
111 
that he is a man having vengeance in his nature. For pro-
•^ iny ivhat we have said, there is nothing more relevant 
than txvo things. First, the: book "al-Diwan" did not aim at 
drav/ing i^ictures of persons but at propagating the new lit-
erary .'octrinc and removing from the path the ideas which 
were ni^ ightcr true nor in conformity ijith the reality of 
112 
literiture. Hence what al-Mazini has wr3.tten about Shukri 
is not consonant v/ith the above objective. When he says 
that Shukri -^  n an imitator and that his ideas are absurd. 
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he i^ roTGS ^nly T. supcr£ici:il judgment and directs his entire 
• 
atboncion to prove th'it Shukri is mad. Suppose he is '•'"-'•^. 
Does this imply that vrc should --v-lu'^ tc his poetry or say 
that as long as a man is mad his poetry is worthless? In 
lact, this exposes the incoQSistancy of al-Mazinl's observa-
tions. He has written about his old friend that he V'/as mad, 
A similar indication was made '-y him regarding al-Manfaluti 
113 
also. Taking his stand on this presumed disease he sought 
to rcJuce the significance of their literature, specially 
the poetry of Shukri. Buc at the same time he connected 
_114 
madness with u^Jiiius in his \yriting on Ibn al-Rumi. This is 
obviously a weak point of ""^is criticism. Nadness either 
shoulcJ be a cause of C-valoation of the literature of all 
these authors or it should bo a s-tgn of genius. Al-Mazini, 
unfortunately, did not ado^ t this.course. 
Secondly al-M3zini has retreated from his cri-
I Al 
ticism of Shukri late- on. "Hv. mc^ ncinally_ hurt this poet 
in his book ol-Diwan Jue to certain psychological motives 
v/hich wo do not know. But he realized his extravagance in 
attacking (Shukri) and his haste in provoking (him). So 
after some ye:rs he wrote again disapi^roving of his anger 
and admiitting the excellence, merit and superiority of 
115 
Shukri." 
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